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PREFACE 

THE chief paradox of our age is the survival of the 
Church of Rome. The choicest irony of that paradox 
is that, while the Church decays rapidly in the Latin 
countries, it seems to make progress in Germany, 
England, and the United States. 

It is more than a hundred and fifty years since 
Voltaire poured upon its doctrines and its ceremonies 
a stream of acrid and subtle ridicule which has 
destroyed its foundations in the countries which 
read Voltaire. That caustic critic would not to-day 
be astonished to learn that France and Portugal 
have cast off the yoke of the Vatican. He would 
smile to hear that the rebellion proceeds satis
factorily in Spain and Italy. But he would be 
amazed to discover that in Germany and the 
English-speaking lands the Church now claims 
more than forty million followers, and loudly 
boasts that it will one day have two hundred 

1nillion ! 
He would be still further astonished to hear that 

while, since his day, these German and English
speaking lands have led the world in the application 

V 
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of intelligence to life, the Chu1'ch w hicp. boasts that 

it is conquering them boasts equally of its immuta

bility. It does _pot rofess to adapt itself to the 

1node1~n spirit. It defies and des2ises tne modern 
-~-

spirit. It calls itself the spirit of nineteen hundred 

years ago. It is proud of its continuity with the _ 
Middle Ages. It heroically clings to every line of 

the doct1·ines which Voltai1'e pitilessly satirized ; 

even the doct1·ine that the State ought to oblige it 

by burning men like Voltaire. ·1t 1s '' the barque 
of Peter''; and in ve1'y tr11th it looks, amid the 

wonderful ships that sail the sea of modern life, 

like some primitive boat from the ancient Sea of 
Galilee. Yet it su1·vives and thrives. 

The pu1·pose of this book is to explain tl1at its 

boast of primitiveness, of i1nmutability, of flat 
defiance of the spirit of progress, of t1luculent 

1·efusal to compromise with the modern mind, is 
fully justified; and to explain the machinery by 
means of \\7hich st1ch a boast can win any 1neasu1,e 

of success. I explain what Catholics really believe 
and do, and how they contrive to believe and do 

these ,veird things, yet st11·vive, in the twentieth 
centu1·y. 

There a1·e about 180,000,000 Roman Catholics in 
• 

the world. I in1agine the shade of Pope Inno-
cent III frowning somb1·ely. Only 180,000,000 out 

of 2,000,000,000 ! I imagine the shade of Voltair·e 
politely representing to him that it is surely miracle 
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enough that 180,000,000 people of the twentieth 
century still chase devils with ''holy'' water, see 
the entire living body of Christ in a crumb of bread, 
confess their sins to priests, and call the Papacy 

'' the Holy See." 
But of the 180,000,000 no less than 120,000,000 

a.re entirely illiterate, and do not count. They 
would, if they were so taught, believe that the 

• 

Pope, like the Grand Lama of Thibet, has five 
thousand devils bottled in the Vatican. They wot1ld 

believe that Pope Alexander VI was "conceived 
immaculate." They would believe that the wails 
of burning Protestants have been distinctly heard 
by a Catholic scientist in the crater of Vesuvius or 
Popocatepetl. They are not a problem. And sinc e 
half the remainder of the faithful are either children 

• 

or little removed from children in their mental 
• 

outfit, they also are not a problem. 
But a large proportion of these forty million 

English, German, and American Catholics a1·e a 
problem. Grave judges and clever literary men 
speak respectfully of the '~ Holy Father"; kiss 
supposed relics of saints and martyrs; dab, their 
foreheads with holy water to keep the devil away; 
meekly tell their sins to a priest; prostrate them
selves in abject adoration before a little white disk 
which, they say, is the living Jesus Christ ; chant 
hymns abol1t this "vale of tears," and how they 
long to be delivered from it ; and call this sort of 
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thing '' the priceless pearl of their faith." They 

have an almost unspeakable scorn for any other 

1·eligion; and the more intellectual it is, the more 

they scorn it. They think Herbert Spencer a 

small-witted mumbler of sonorous rubbish, and 

they tell you to read Thomas Aquinas for enlighten
ment. 

When you p1~ess them, you discover that they have 

never read a line of either Herbe1~t or Thomas. 

Spencer, you find, these adult and alert neighbours 

of yours are ''forbidden'' to read; forbidden by the 

man to whom they confide their sins on Saturday 

night. You rub your eyes, or your ears, and you 

inquire further ; and you discover the most ingenious 

system for keeping educated 1Jeople uneducated that 

,vas ever devised. This is the system of '' Catholic 

Truth." The Catholic must read his own literature 

(dul y a11thorized by the bishop, whose beaver bat is 
sta1np ed on the front page), and must not read 

any that differs from it. The p1-iest, yo11 find, has 

given him something like the following ingeniot1s 
discourse:-

" 'I:,his evidence for the faith which I put before 

you is so lucid and convincing that it is superfluoU.s 

t o read non-Catholic writers. Either they do not 

t1nderstand it, as is usual, and they would the1~ef01-e 

t1nconsciousl:,,. 1nislead you; or they know it and 

reject it, and are therefore clearly dishonest. So, to 

cover their unsound position, they 1nisrepresent the 
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'.aith, and pervert the evidence against it. There£ ore 
you will not read them ; and, to sustain your good 
Lesolution, our Holy Mother the Church "-here the 
voice sinks, and almost breaks with emotion-'' adds 
bhe penalty of eternal damnation in case you do read 
bhem. You will confine yourself to Catholic Truth, 
which is generously supplied at all prices, from a 
penny tract to a twenty-pound Encyclopredia ..... . 
What, you would like to know what these other 
\Vriters say? Well, you will find all their argu-
1nents reproduced with the most scrupulous fairness 
in Catholic writers. We have not the least dread 
of your knowing them. But, like a wise man, you 
will have the antidote served to you together with 

the poison." 
There are, of course. a few Catholics who defy 

this stern prohibition, in spite of the dreadful 
penalty which attaches to it. To these few it 
occurs that it would be wise to inquire into the 
solidity of the threat before you bow to it: that 
the authority of a man who loudly refuses to have 
his credentials examined is open to some suspicion. 
Sl1ch inquirers generally either quit the Church, or 
take, in private, a " liberal " view of its doctrines. 
Fo:r the gr6at majority even of the educated believers 
the system is effective. They are safely kept within 
the compound of "Catholic Truth," and it will be 
l1nderstood that quaint doctrines may be imposed 

t1nder such circu1nstances. 
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Of these, at once the strangest and the most 
cha1·acteristic is the belief in the divine foundation 

and special divine protection of the Chu1·ch ; and I 
therefore devote half this work to the histo1·y of the 
Church and its rulers. In ,:vriting this sketch I 
have had before me, at every important or disputed 

stage, the original autho1·ities. I give ref e1·ences to 

them whe1'e they IIlay be usef11l, but I have covered 

so m11ch of the grot1nd in more acadernic fashion i11 

a larger work (C1·isesi1i tlie H 1isto14 y of tlie Papacy) 
that for some of the Popes I n1ay ref e1·to that work. 

It will be enough to assure the 1·ead-e1' that I have 

avoided the disputable statements ,vl1ich are often 

made in pop11lar contributions to this controversy. 

It will be fo11nd, for instance, that the authentic 

deeds of the Popes of the tenth 01· the fifteenth 

century suffice, withot1t quoting unt1·11stworthy 

writers, to enable one to jt1dge tl1e Catholic clai1n 

of possessing a Holy Father, ,1 Holy See, and a 
special 1neasure of the interest of t11e Holy Ghost. 

The second section describes the other doctrines 

and practices, and much of the peculiar discipline, of 

the Roman Ch11rch. I am so f1·eq11ently described 
• 

as a writer of portentous solemnity that I need not 
fear a charge of frivolity and flippancy. As Mr. 

G. K. Chesterton has explained (He1·et,ics, ch. xvi), I 
am entirely incapable of frivolity or hun1ou1·. This 

has been to me a precious safeguard in wandering 

through so singular a world; while the knowledge 
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that I was once a priest and professor of the Church 
,vill keep the reader confident that I have not mis
taken the religion of ancient Mexico or modern 
f"r hi bet for that on which I profess to write. 

J. l\f . 
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• 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER I 

THE ORIGIN OF THE PAPACY 

IN any Roman Catholic chapel one may wit11ess at 
Christmas time one of the most ironical and piquant 
spectacles which the ancient ritual of the Church 
affords. In some corner of the building will be found 
a theatrical representation of the first Christmas 
night; a dim-lit stable (of brown pap er and paint ) , 
a manger cradling the new-born bab e, and life-size 

• 

statues of Mary and Joseph the Carpenter. Not 
far from this reminder of the humble cradle of the 
Christian religion one is sure to see a crucifix. 
These are the first and last symbols of a life of 
stern poverty, simplicity, and protest; a life that 
was, the crucifix tells, sac1~ificed for its scorn of 
priests and temples and ceremonies. r 

The irony is that these symbols are framed in 
one of the most elaborate structt1res of ritual and 
priesthood that the world has ever known. In front 
of you is the rail which, as in the ancient temple 
which Christ disdained, separates the "sanctuary" 
from the part which is open to com1non folk. That 
sanctt1ary will presently fill with members of a 
priestly caste in comparison with which the Jewish 
hierarchy was as primitive as the police of an 
African settlement. In that sanctuary you vvill 
w:itness a ritual far more intricate tha ,11 that of 

3 
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. ancient Judroa; while the strains of a hidden choir, 
singing the music of some distinguished composer 
of operas, will join with the fu1nes of incense in 
tickling the senses and benumbing the intelligence 
of the worshippers. 

But the irony is not yet co1nplete. Presently 
some surpliced preacher will ascend the pulpit and 
sonorously explain how all this imperial vvealth and 
operatic splendour grew out of tl1e poor Bethlehem 
cave; how the system was not merely a natural 
development of Christ's message, bl1t was expressly 
designed and commanded by the prophet who 
scorned temples and priests and censers. And the 
drowsy faithful will nod, and thank God that " we 
Catholics'' are not as other men. Does the hun1an 
comedy include any more ironic scene than this ? 

The insensibility of the Catholic to the humour 
of the situation is, as I said, due to a specia l and 
peculiar body of information which is known as 
'' Catholic Truth." Now, of all the fictions which 
still shelter from the storm of n1odern criticism 
under that leaky umbrella, the legend of the divine 
foundation of the Papacy and the Papal system is 
quite the boldest and most romantic. No divine 
force, but a pitifully hu1nan series of forgeries and 
coercions, of pious frauds and truculent ambitions, 
perpetrated in an age of deep ignorance, built up 
the Papal power, hierarchy, and creed. 

The Christian hie1·archy arose in a very simple 
way. In the primitive community, which met at 
times to break bread in 1nemory of Christ and 

\ ---- meditate on his wo1·ds,some division of labour· was 
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needed. It fell to '' the elder'' o break the bread '"" · 
and address the little group It fell to a few of 
the younger men to carr1 ~und the bread-to be 
''ministers'' or servants. Then, as scandals grew 
among the brethren and siste1--s, it was just as 
natural to appoint an '' overseer '' for each group 
of communities) In Greek, which these ear ly 
Christians generally spoke (even at Rome), elder 
is presbyteros ). minister or servant is diaco1ios ). and 
overseer is episcopos. Now it is notorious that even , 
the most common objects assume a certain dignity 
and impressiveness when you give them a Greek 
name, and so the Greek names were retained when 
the Church had grown out of its Greek cradle. 
Would even the faithful of to-day bow so respect-
fully before their bishop (episcop-), p1'iest (p1·esbyter-), 
or deacon (diaco1i-), if they were, in . plain English, 
called ove1-seers, elders, and servants ? 

Certain of these primitive communities were 
l)elieved to have been founded by the immediate 
followers of Christ, the apostles, and they were 
called '' apostolic churches,'' and entitled to especial 
1·espect. Until the fifth or sixth century the Roman 
Cl1urch was Just one of these " apostolic ;; churches. -

¢ -....... ~ 

Its bisnop was called ''Pope'' only because every 
bi~hop_ was called ''Pope'' (as every priest is in the -
east to-day) dur·ing the first few centuries. To every 
little Greek and Latin boy, as to the modern English 
or American boy, ''Papa'' was the familiar name for 
father; and the bishops were not unwilling to accept 
a title which implied guileless simplicity on the pa1't 
o~ their children as well as pate1·nal care on their own. 
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Bt1t the Roman Pope had tvvo peculiar ad·vantages , 
and these formed the foundation of the ambition to • 
rule the whole Church which a1)peared in the course 
of time . In the :fi.1·stplace, Rome was the metro polis 
pf t_!).e E~pire~ - the greatest city of the world. ln 
the secon pace, *it was somehow generally believed 
by the e11dof the second centu1'y, thol1gli there is no 
other serious evidence of the fact, that the Ro1nan 
C):iurch had been founded by I)eter. 

Now, in the Gospels, as they vvere soon accepted 
throughout the Chl11·ch, Peter . has a 1·e1narkable 
position. Ch1·ist is 1·ep1·esented as saying to l1im 
(lrlattlieio xvi, 18): '' Thou a1·t I ete1·, and upon this 
rock [pet1·a] I will build 1ny cht11·ch; and tl1e gates 
of heil shall not p1·evail against it. And I will give 
11nto thee the keys of tl1e kingdom of heaven.'' This 
1)001· little pun on Pete1·'s name vvas obviously not 
made by Ch1·ist. The vvord '' cht11·cl1'' had no 
meaning at all in the da31s of Ch1·ist and Peter· . 
A Galilean fishe1·man would have asked in astonish-
1nent what this 1nyste1·iot1s thing was which was to 
be built upon him.. The1~e was no such word in 
Aramaic. Ch1'ist would l1ave had to say ''syna ,g·ogt1e''; 
and he hated synagogues. The l)lln belongs to a 
later date. There ca1ne a ti111e when Pete1· and Paul 
quar1·elled, as Paul tells us, and the1'e vvas a pa1~ty 
of Peter and a party of Paul ; and so111e zealous 
Pet1·ist, possibly of the Roman Cht1rch, got that 

. passage interpolated into the Gospel. . Tl1at c11ude 
___,,little pun has changed the course of . history and 

made the li~e-work of Chr·ist a n1ockery. 
The seed began to germinate befo1·e tl1e end of 

• 
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t.@_ §..econd century. The ecclesiastical historian 
Eusebius tells us (bk. v, 34) that Bishop Victor, of 
Rome, heard that the Chur·ches of Asia l\iinor did 

• 

not celebrate Easter on the san1e day as the Romans, 
and he comnia1ided them to change. That was about 
the year 190. Catholic Truth is ver) 7 careful to tell 

· of this first assertion of Papal supremacy, and just 
as careful to suppress the sequel. The bishops of 
...L\.sia Minor told Victor, in very plain G1·eek, tG mjnd 
his own business. Victor, haughtily, threatened to 
excommunicate them, whereupon even the bishops 
of the West '' bitterly attacked Victor'' (Eusebius 
says) f01 .. his arrogance, and declared that they would 
take no notice of his excom1nunication. 

It was thirty yea1·s after this severe snub before a 
Roman Pope repeated the claim. Tertullian, the 
famous African writer, speaks disdainfully in one of 
his works (01i Chastity, ch. i) of so1ne bishop who 
calls himself '' the supre1ne pontiff'' and '' the bishop 
of bishops." This seems to refer to Pope Callistus; 
and if Tertullian had known the pe1'sonal history of 
that remarkable adventurer, he would have used 
even more violent language. Fo1 .. seventeen cen
turies Callistus has been honoured in the Roman 
Church as '' Saint and Ma1·tyr. '' But abot1t fifty 
years ago we discovered the manuscript of a ,vork 
written by a Roman contemporary of Callistus, and 
it pitiles sly exposes the way in which the Roman 
Church, by means of deliberate £01,geries, glo1'ified 

---

its early bishops. Callistus was an astute ex-slave, 
of dubious character, who died comfo1·tably in his 
bed after a very brief, but ve1~y remarkable, tenure 

l 
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of the Papal office. For· Catholic Truth and the 
Papal officials, of course, this discove1·y makes no 
difference. For them Callistus is still '' Saint and 
Martyr''; and, by an exquisite irony, his 1·ival and 
exposer, the anti-Pope HippolytL1s, is also a '' Saint 
and Martyr'' in the Roman lite1·ature !1 

Thirty years later, in 252, we have anothe1· oppor
tunity to test the Papal claim. Those were days 
when bishops did not mince their· wo1·ds, and the 
famous Bishop Cyprian of Ca1·thage tells his '' dear 
brother'' Cornelius of Rome, in a lette1· (Ep. lv), 
precisely what he thinks of him for listening amiably 
to certain schismatical ruffians ,vho have gone to 
Rome to complain of Cyp1·ian. .r atu1·ally it is 
enough for the Catholic write1· that they have 
appealed to Rome. Even l\.1gr. Duschesne, one of 
the ablest of modern Catl1olic scho la1·s, e1nphasizes 
the fact, and he quotes C),.prian describing Ro1ne as 
'' the p1·incipal Church-the sot11·ce of sacerdotal 
unity." 2 The truth is that Cyp1·ian sternly 1·ebt1kes 
Pope Cornelius for inte1·fe1·ing. '' Why did these 
men come to yoit ? '' he asks ; and he goes on :-

Since it is acknowledged by all of us, and is l'ight 
and just, that a case must be hea1·d whe1·e a c1~ime 
has been committed, and that eacl1 pastor shall have 
his own portion of the flock, and 1·ender to God an 

• 

account of his conduct, those ,vl1om we 1--ule must 
not 1~oam about and disturb the goocl 1·elations of 
bishops by thei1· lying audacity. 

1 For details and authorities, on this and ma11y other points 
here discussed, see the author's C1·ise~ i1i tlie History of tlie 
Papacy (1916). 

2 Tlie Ea1,.ly Ilisto1"!Jof tlie Oli1·istia1iCli1t1·cli, i, 303. 
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Quite clearly Bishop Cyprian knew nothing about 
the divine institution of the Roman supremacy! 
But Mgr. Duschesne presently finds a clea1'er proof. 
In the year 254 the bishops of Gaul wrote to tell 
Cyprian, the Carthaginian Pope, and Stephen, the 
Roman Pope, that one of their colleagues had been 
deposed for evil conduct, and he 1·efused to comply. 
Cyprian therefore wrote to Stephen, and, sa}1S 

Du schesne (p. 304), '' according to Cyprian it was 
the duty of the Pope to intervene in Gaul." It is 
a pity that even the 1nost distinguished Catholic,(_ 
scholars pervert history in the interest of the Papacy. 
What Cyprian plainly says (Ep. lxvii) is, that it 
is '' ou1· duty'' (the equal dt1ty of Stephen and 
Cyprian), and that makes all the difference in the · 
vvorld. The Gallic bishops had appealed to both. 
Cyprian had responded at once , and his letter to 
Stephen, for whom he had no respect, is a caustic 
injunction to do liis duty as soon as possible. 

Nor was this the last word of these African 
bishops, whom the Catholic writer represents as 
admitting Rome's supremacy. A few yea1's later 
we again find Cyprian writing to his "dear brother," 
who has been pushing his claim. He writes now in 
the name of all the Af1,ican bishops, and he closes 
his letter (Ep. lxxii ) vvith this heavy sarcas111 :-

We use no violence and make laws for none, 
becat1se each prelate has the right to follow his 
own judgment in the administ1'"ation of the Church, 
and must render an account to the Lord. 

Stephen, in reply, brandished his poor Papal creden
tials, and told them to submit or be excommunicated . 

• 
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Th e Africans 1net in solemn council to frame a reply, 
and it was one of flat and conte1nptuot1s defiance. 
I t opens with th ese bitterly i1~onic words:-

. , 

We judge no man, ancl ive cut off no ma n from 
communion for diff·ering from its . None of its 

regards l1imself as the bishop of bisho1)s, or seeks 
by t1T1•annical th1--eats to com1)el his colleagues to 
obey him . 

• 

And this letter ·, Mgr. Duschesne and tl1e Catholic 
apologists assure their· 1·eaders, does not call into 
que stion the Pope's clai1n of at1thorit} 1 ! 

The Af1·ican Church, ,ve 1nt1st remember, is of 
peculiar significance in this respect. It ,vas not 
only more impo1·tant than any other sectio n of 
,Ve ste1·n Christendom, but it looked to Rome as its 
'' mothe1·-ch11rch." Ro1ne was the very · hea1·t of 
that mighty E1npi1·e of which tl1e northern f1·inge 
of Africa was but a colony. Hence it is that the 
Af1·ican bisho1Js s1)eak of Rome as '' the p1·incipal 
church'' and '' the sou1·ce of sace1·dotal 11nity." But 
to say, in face of these 1·epeated lette1·s, that the 
African bishops acknowledged the autho1·ity of Rome 
over them is a piece of audacity which Catho lic 
Trutl1 alone could achieve ,vithout a blt1sh of 
modesty. At tl1at ti1ne, and l1ntil the days vvhen 
Goth and Vandal shatter ·ed the p1·ovincin,l churches , 
tl1e claims of Ro1ne were a lau ghing-stock to all. 

Ie1·e compliments to the Pope a1·e of no .more 
significance than they a1·e to-day in the moutl1s of 
many Anglicans. 

vVe have next to see ho\.v tl1is Ro111an ambi tion 
1 1

\\ as enfo1'ced b.) st1cl1violence, f'1·al1d, ancl fo1·ge1·y as 
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have no parallel in the history of civilized religion. 
I have said that the Roman Christians remained 
until the end of the third century a poor, small, and 
ignorant body. We know from the semi-official 
Calendar of the Popes (Libe11' Po1itificalis) that they 
had not a chapel of the humblest description until 
about 220, and that they could not afford silver 
vessels for altar use until about 230. We have 
1·eason to believe that they did not in the year 250 
n1.1mber more than 20,000 in a city of a million 

r people, although they had suffered scarcely any 
persecution for seventy years. Their sufferings 
really began-we will presently set aside their 
1nendacious accounts of earlie1· persect1tions-t1nder 
the Emperor Decius, and continu ed under Diocletian. 

ot ve1'y many were martyred, but there was a great 
leakage of the timid, and ~the year 310 the Rornan 
Church was a tiny and 9-espised body. 

Then there occurred three events which entirely I / 

1 

changed the situation . The first was the conversion 
of the Emperor Constantine. Dazed by the sudden 
ch.ange from fierce hatred to favour, the Roman 
Christians eme1~ged f1·01n tl1.e catacombs into a 
showe r of gold, and their church grew rapidly. Con
stantine used no p1·essure, but-the path of pro-
1notion now lay through Ch1~istianity, as the Pagans 
sadly complained. The Pope began to live in a 
palace. His bishopric began at last to share the 
prestige of the imperial city. Catholic writers 1nake 
light of this circumstance, but its force is easily 
proved. Constantinople, in the East, was not an 
apostolic city, yet on the express ground that it was 
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the impe1~ialcity, the '' new Rome," it was awar ded 
the primacy in the East. 

The second event which favoured the Rom an 
a1nbition was that in the fourth century Eas t ern 
Ch1·istendom was torn into shreds, and spa tt ered 
with blood, by the fierce struggle of Arians and 
Trinitarians. ri1he Roman Chu1·ch, which was in 
these early centuries very fa1· from being a sea t ,. 
of learning, did not unde1·stand the subtleties of 
the Greeks, and it remained simply Trinitaria n. 
Naturally the Tr·initarian bisl1ops of the East then . 

c• 

began to flatter it and appeal to it. They did no t 
at any time g1·ant its claim of supremacy, though in 
the fourth century they might have found this a 
useful weapon against the A1·ians. In the very hea t 
of the st1·uggle they laid it down, in the famo us 
Council of Nicrna (Canon VI), that the Bishop of 
l~ome had~ ........ same authority ,i1i liis oionme1·ely the 
1·egio1ias had the Patria1·cl1s of Alexandria an d 
Antioch in thei1· regions. In fact, when Pope 
Liberius himself incl1rred the taint of heresy (as 
we shall see), when Pope Damasus p1·oved so slow 
to assist and so a1·rogant that St. Basil used st1·onger 
langl1age about the I oman bishop tl1an even Te1·-1 

tullian and Cyprian l1ad done, the Ea 9tern bishops 
clt1stered 1·ot1nd Constantino1Jle and left the Popes 
to pursue their ambition in the vVest . But for a 
time the f1·eedom f1·om heresy, the comparati ve 
calm, of the Ro111an Ch111·cl1 gave it s01ne p1·est ige; 
a,nd 1nany of the flatte1·ing t1·ibt1tes (often deliberate ly 
enhanced by late1~ Roman fo1·ge1·s) which the Catho lic 
,vriter quotes belong to this diplomatic period . 

• 
• 
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The third event was the most important of all. 
We have seen, and shall see further, how the 
Western bishops were just as disdainful as th e 
Eastern of the Roman Pope's claim to rule them. 
But very soon after the establishment of Christianit y 
in Enrope there occurred the mighty downpour 
of barbarians from the forests of Germany which 
destroyed the Roman Empire and prepared Europe 
for the Middle Ages. This great catastrophe 
shattered the provincial churches-of Gaul and 
Spain and Africa-annihilated the Roman school
system, and brought a sudd en and dense darkness 
upon Southern Europe and Africa. There are other · 
points to consider before we examine this closely, 
but it must be mention ed, in anticipation, here as 
the third and chief event which enabled the Popes

.... 

to enforce their fraudt1lent claim, 
During the fourth century, as is known, Chris-

tianity became the established religion of the 
Empire. Only fifty years before it had pathetically 
pleaded for religious freedom. Now the Roman 
Church, guiding the consciences of Emperors, 
lightly adopted per secution in its turn, and fell 
upon all the other religions with truculent severit J., 
Tl1e rival temples were closed, or convert ed into 
churches. The city of Rome beca1ne, by what we 
should call Act of Parliament, entir ely Christian. 
['he Roman bishopric gained incalculably in wealth 

and power. · 
The writers of the time leave no room for doubt 

tha ,t this material gain was accompanied by a very 
serious loss of character. But in estimat ing this 

• 

• 
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we must again be on 011r guard against '' Catho lic 
Truth ." The Roman Ch11rch did not fall so far as 
is someti1nes believed, because it had not near ly so 
far to fall. The pretty and touching picture of th at 
Church during the persecutions which is still given 
in Catholic lite1~atu1·e is appallingly- untruthful . 
I have spoken of lies and forgeri es, and the reader 
may feel that this is intemperate language. Not in . 
the least. The sto1'y of the condition of the Ro1uan 
Church befo1·e the conversion of Constantine has 
been grossly and deliberately falsified, and the 
forgeri es by means of which this was done begin 
about the pe1·iod we have reached. 

According to the Catholic writers, and even the 
official litu1·gy of their Church, the Roman com -
1nunity of the first three centu1'ies vvas so dec1:ed 
and perfumed with saints and ma1·tyrs that it 1nust 
have had a divine spirit in it. Now the far greater 
part, the overwhel1ningly g1~eater part, of the Acts 
of the JJfa1·tyrs and Lives of tlie Sai1i.ts on which 
this claim is based are impudent forgeries, per
pet1·ated by Roman Christians from the fourth to 

, 
the eighth century in order to give a divine halo to 
the very humble, and very human, 

• 

history of their 
Church. 

This is not merely a contention of '' heretics and 
a.nbehevers." It is not even a new discovery. The 
legends of the martyrs are so gross that Catholic 
historians of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen 
turies frequently denounced them. Cardina l Baron i us 
and Father Pagi repeatedly rejected them. Th e 
learned and pious Tillemont, in the fifth volume 

https://Sai1i.ts
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. of his !Iemoi1·es, slays hund1 .. eds of them. ~ope 
Benedict XIV, of the eighteenth century, a scholar 
who by some mischance was made a Pope, was so 
ashamed of the extent to which these forgeries 
permeate the official ritual of his Church that he 
entered upon a great reform · though the cardinals 
and monks obstructed hi~ work, and the literature 
of the Church still teems with legends from these 
tainted sources. In fact, many of these forgeries 
were already notorious in the year 494, when 
Pope Gelasius timidly and haltingly condemned 
them. 

These forgeries are so gross that one needs very 
little historical knowledge in order to detect them. 
Large numbers of Roman martyrs are, like the 
Pope Callistus whom I have mentioned, put in the 
reign of the friendly Emperor Alexander Severus, 
who certainly persecuted none. One of these Roman 
forgers, of the sixth or seventh century, is bold 
enough to claim five thousand n1artyrs for Rome 
alone under the gentle Alexander Severus ! Other 
large numbers of Roman martyrs are put in the 
reign of the Emp~ror Maximin; and Dr. Gorres 
has shown that there were ha1 .. dly any put to death 
in the whole Empire, least of all at Rome, under 
Maximim. 1 The semi-official catalogt1e of the Popes 
makes saints and martyrs of no less than thirteen 

• 

of the Popes of the third century, when there were 
scarcely more th3,n three or four. 

No one questions that the Roman Church had a 
• 

1 Zeitscli1·iftfilr Wissenscliaftliche Theologie, 1876, p. 539. 
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cer tain number of 1nartyrs in the da)TS of the genu ine 
persecutions, but nine-tenths of the pretty stor ies 
which are popular in Catholic literature-the stories 
of St . Agnes and St. Cecilia, of St. Lt1cia and St. 
Catherine, of St. Law1~ence and St. George an d St. 
Sebastian, and so on-ar'e pious romances . E ven 
when the ma1·tyrdom may be gent1ine, the Cat holic 
story of it is generally a late and unbridled fiction . 

A sho1~t account of the ]1avoc which mode1'n 
sch olars have made of the Acts of tlie JJia1·ty1·s is 
given by a Catholic p1,ofessor, Albert Ehrhard, of 

' the Vienna University, and will cal1se any inqt1i1'ing 
Catholic to shudder. 1 Dr. Eh1,hard mentions a 
French wo1'k, L'A11ipliitlieat1·e Flavie1i, by H. 
Delehaye, and calls it '' an important cont1,ibt1tion 
to the criticism of the Roman acts of the ma1·tv1~s." 

C, 

It is a ''criticism'' of such a nature that it dissolves 
into fiction all the touching pictures (down t o 
Mr. G. B. Shaw's A1id1·ocles a1id tlie Lio1i) of th e 
'' martyrs of the Coliseum." Another schola1' has, 
Professor Ehrhard admits (p. 555), shovvn that '' a 
whole class'' of tl1ese saints and marty1's are actual ly 
pagan myths wl1ich have been converted into Ch1·is
tian ma1·ty1·s. The whole literature which th is 
Catholi9 professo1· surveys is one mighty massac 1~e 
of saints and 1narty1's, very few su1,viving the ordea l. 
These fictions a1·e often leniently called ' ' piou s 
fancies'' and ''works of edification." Moder n cha rity 
covers too many ancient sins. These thin gs were 
intended to deceive; they h ave deceived cot1ntle ss 

• 

Die altcli1·istl iclze Lit e1·atii1· {1900), pp. 539-92. 

• 

.. 

• 
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millions for fou1'teen centuries, and in the hands of 
priests they deceive millions to-day. 

Tl1e early Roman Chu1'ch was a poor little sect, 
· like any other. It had some noble-spirited mart yrs 

during the three or four short persecutions (in two 
hundred and fifty years) whicl1 affected it; and it 
had a far larger number who either sacrificed to the 
gods or bought a false certificate that they had done 
so. It had many men and women of strict life, and 
still more of lax life. Its first thirty Popes ,vere 
obscure men of no distinction in the Church, of no 
learning, who just managed to hold together their 
ten or twenty thousand followers until the golden 
days of Constantine began. 

Then, with the enlargement and enrichment of 
the Church, the saints almost disappeared and the 
sinne1's multiplied. Pope Liberius was sent into 
exile for refusing to sign an her etical formula. But 
when he heard that '' the faithful'' had set up an 
anti-Pope he '' embraced the heretical perversity '' 
(St. Jerorne says), and I'eturned to struggle for his 
flesh-pots. His followers and those of his rival 
fought te1'rible battles, in which many were slain; 
and it is one of the most piquant outcomes of the 

• 

early zeal to make martyrs (on paper) that the 
semi-official Catalogue of ·the Popes includes the 
anti-Pope Felix, who died in his bed, as '' Saint 
and Martyr''! Felix is, like Saint and Martyr 
Callistus, one of the jewels in the crown of the 
early Roman Church. 

When Pope Liber·ius died the bloody battle was 
l'enewed. Two Popes, Da1nasus and Ursicinus, 

C 
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wer~e elected, and we have unchallenged conte1n
porary records of the way in which the supporters 
of Damasus ('' Saint '' Damasus, of course-though 
his Christian opponents called him, significantly, 
'' the tickler of women's ears,'' and said even worse 
things about him) fell with swords and axes and 
staves upon the other faction. In one church 
alone they, after a furious siege, killed no less than 
one hundred and sixty of thei1 .. Christian brethren. 
The deadly conflict spread all over Rome, and lasted 
for weeks. There were more 1nartyrs at Rome in 
that one month (October, 366) than in the whole of 
the "persecutions " ; and again a number of the 
murdered supporters of the anti-Pope fol1nd a place 
in the Roman lists of martyrs ! 

In face of the lett ers of St. Jerome, who lived in 
Rome about that time, it is useless to pretend that 
these were the isolated skirmishes of '' the lower 
orders." The community was generally corrupt. 
Catholic Truth is, of course, quite familiar with 
the letters of St. Je1..ome. From them it quotes to 
an admi1·ing public the edifying life of Fabiola and 
Paula and other Ch1·i tian ladies. But it omits to 
add that Jerome very emphatically describes this 
little g1·oup of his pupils as a small oasis of virtue 
in a g1·eat desert of vice. Priests and laity, 1neli 
and women, he desc1..ibes as sordid, g1·eedy, unchaste, 
and t1tterly irreligious. 1 He actually forbids his 
virtuous young ladies ever to r·emain in a roo111 
with a Roman p1·iest; and ,vhen the Ch1·istian 

1 See especially letters xxii and cxxv (in the ifigne edition) . 

• 
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E1nperors are compelled to declare all legacies to 
priests invalid he sadly confesses that it is a just 
censure of their greed. 

This was the real Roman world which Catholic 
T1--uth describes as converted to the true faith and 
the ways of virtue ; and Damasus was the Pope 
who, above all others, pressed the Papal ambition 
for supremacy. Yet here we only touch the lighter 
fringe of the dark story of the making of the 
Papacy. 

-
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with the '' discovery of the true cross," at which no 
historian even glances to-day. 

Into this mass of detail, which modern scholars 
have patiently studied, I cannot enter here. It is · 
enough that primitive Christianity certainly knew 
nothing of these things, and Christ would have 
died once more in protest against them. They 
were chiefly borrowed dur~ng the third and fou1·th 
centu1~ies. They made the ''mas s '' and other 
Christian services more acceptable to the sensuous 
feeling and empty formalism of the Romans; and 
they completely frt1strated the plain intenti on of 
Christ. But we must continue the story of the 
making of the Papacy. 

The events I have described bring us to the close 
of the fourth century, when Pope Innocent I, a 
strong 1nan, undertook to enforce the Papal claim 
in the West. In the Eastern Church there was 
still nothing but contempt for that claim. In the 
year 381 the Greek bishops met at Constantinople, 
and in the third canon of the Council they 
exp1~essly laid it dov,ln that the Bishop of '' new 
Rome '' (Constantinopl e) was equal in rank to the 
Bishop of '' old Rome." When the Pope and the 
Italians still sought to inter£ ere in Ea stern affairs 
the Greek bishops settled their own difficulties, 
and in an exquisitely ironical lett er~ (preserved in 
Theodor et's Eccl esiastical . H istory, v, 10) infor1ned 
the Pope that they did not reqt1i1--e his valued 
assistance. 

One instinctively speak s of tlie P ope, but it m~st 
be kept in mind that the Roman bishop was still 

\ 
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merely a Pope-one among many . E very ,bishop 
was sti ll a " Papa " ; and Papa Zosimu s, wh o 
succeeded Innocent I, soon found that th at haughty 
Pontiff had by no mean s establi shed h is claim . 

The great figure of the African Church- indeed, 
of the whole Church-at that time was St . Augustine . 
Catholic Truth is very concerned to show th at this 
great leader recognized the Papa l claim, and it 
repeat edly put s into his mouth the famo us phra se : 
" Rome has spoken ; the case is set t led." Th e 
heretic Pelagius was then active, and the implica
tion is that St. Augu stine recognized the conde mn a
tion of this man by Rome as the auth orit ativ e 
settlement of the dispute. 

Now, not only did neither Augus tine nor any 
other bishop use tho se words, but they are an 
entirely false summary of what he did say . Hi s 
words, in his 131st sermon, are: "A lready th e 
decisions of two [African] councils have been sent 
to the Apostolic See, and a rescript has reac h ed us. 
Tl1e case is settl ed." The sett lement lies plainl y in 
the join,t condemnation of Pe lagius by Africa an d 
Rome. Nor did the matter end here . Pope Zosimus 
at first pronounc ed in favour of Pelagius, and the 
African bishops forced him to recant . In orde r 
to justify his further interference, the Pope then 
quoted two canons of the Council of Nicrea wh ic11 
astonished the Af1·icans. After inquiry in the 
Ea st it was proved that these canon,s were Rom an 
forg eri es, and the African bishops, ma liciously 
informing the Pope of their discovery , trusted that 
they would hear "no more of his pom pousness." 
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They did hear more of it, and a few years late1' 
they sent to the Pope a letter (happily preserved ) 
in which they scornfully l'eject his claim to interfe1~e, 
and advise him not to '' introduce the empty prid e 
of the world into the Church of Christ, ..which offers 
the light of simplicity and lowliness to those who 
seek God." And Catholic Truth ha s the audacity 
to tell the faithful that these African bishops 
admitted the supremacy of the Pope ! 1 

The Bishop of Rome was clearly not yet the 
Pope. As long as strong and able men remained 
in the provincial bishoprics of the West they con
temptuously defied, or politel y ignored, his ambitious 
claim. But at the very time when At1gustine and 
his colleagues were repeating· their disdain of the 
Roman claim the forces of barbarism-the Goths 
and Vandals-were rushing down upon Southern 
Europe and Northern Africa. The Gallic Chu1'ch 
was the first to be submerged. Rome itself fell in 
the year 410, but the charm of the great city laid 
its thrall upon the barbarians, and the Roman See 
st1ffered comparatively little. The Spanish Chu1'ch 
was next ove1·run, and the Vandals, crossing the 
Straits of Gibraltar, trod under foot the African 
colony and, as they were Arians, ruined its Church. 
The provincial bishoprics no longer produced p1·elates 
of any st1~ength or learning, and the weak new 1nen, 
quarrelling incessantly amid the ruins of the Empire, 
began to appeal more frequently to Rome. Dense 

1 I have dealt at some length with these important episodes in 
the Conte1,ipo1·ary R eview (November, 1902, pp. 685- 95), and shown 
how even Catholic hi storians like Bishop Hefele pervert the truth. 
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ignorance succeeded the culture of the great Empire. 
The Popes did not rise, but the other bishops fell. 
'' In a land of blind men," says an old French 
proverb, '' the one-eyed man is king." 

That the Roman bishopric did not change for the 
bette1 .. in that age of general corruption its official 
record shows. At the death of Zosimus it became 
again the bloody prize of contending factions. Two 
Popes, Eulalil1s and Boniface, were elected, and on 
Easter morn, when each strove desperately for the 
prestige of conducting the great ceremony, a mighty 
struggle 1 .. eddened once more the streets and squares 
of the city. A few years later, however, Rome 
again obtained a strong and zealous Pope, Leo I, 
and the claim of supremacy advanced a few steps 
farther. The Church still resisted the Papal claim. 
When Leo attempted to overrule Bishop Hilary of 
Gaul, one of the few strong men remaining in 
the p1·ovinces, Hilary (Leo says, Epp., x, 3) used 
'' language which no layman even should dare to 
use." 

In the East, Leo was not innocent of trickery. 
His Legates attempted to impose upon the Greeks 
the spurious canons which Pope Zosimus had 
attempted to use in Africa, and they were me1·ci
lessly exposed. In the fifteenth session of the 
Council of Chalcedon the Greek bishops renewed 
the farnous canon which declared the Bishop of 
Constantinople equal to the Bishop of Rome. In 
an ironica -1 letter they info1'med Leo of this, yet we 
find the Papal clerks sending to Gaul, in Leo's 
name, sho1·tly afterwards, an alleged (and spurious) 
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copy of the proceedings at Chalcedon, in which the 
Greek bishops are repre sented as calling Leo ." head 
of the universal Church '' ! We shall see that ther 
is hardly one of even the " great " Popes who did 
not resort to trickery of this kind. 

The Greek Church has retained to this day its 
defiance of Rome. Western Christendom, on the 
other hand, has submitted to the Papacy, and we 
have next to see how this submission was secured. ~ 
This is explained in part by tl1e enfeeblement of 
the provincial bishoprics, but especially by the 
dense ignorance which now settled upon Europe. 
The reader will not have forgotten the forgeries 
which I describ ed in the last chapter. The pro
ducts of this pious industry included documents less 
innocent than the pretty stori es about St. Agnes 
and St. Cecilia. Some of thes e-certain spurious 
or falsified canons of Greek councils - we have 
already met. The forgers grew bolder as the shades 
of the medieval night fell upon Europe, and some 
ro1nances of very practical value to the Papacy were 
fabricated. 

The chief of these, Th e Acts of St. Silv est e1·, is 
believed by many scholars to have been compo sed 
in the Ea st, about the year 430. However that 
1nay be, it soon passed to Eur ope, and it beca1ne 
one of the main foundations of the Papal clai 1n of 
temporal supremacy. After giving a glo1~iot1sly 
fantastic account of the conversion and bapti s1n of 
the Emperor Constantine, it 1nakes that mona1~ch, 
when he leaves Rome for the East (after murdering 
his wife and son), hand over to the Papacy the 
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secular fule of all Europe to the west of Greece ! 
j It is a notorious and extravagant forgery, but it was 
generally accepted, and was used by the Popes. 

A similar document, The Constitution of St. Sil
vester, is believed by modern historians to have been 
fabricated in Rome itself, in the year 498. Two 
Popes were elected once more, and on this occasion 
the customary deadly feud existed for three years . 
The document is sl1pposed to have been invented, in 
the cour se of this st1~uggle, by the supporters of the 
anti-Pope. Rome and Italy were no,v so densely 
ignorant that forgers-of relics, legends, canons, 
pills, 01· anything else-enjoyed a golden age. The 
one force on the side of enlightenment was the 
heretical and anti-clerical King of Italy, Theodoric 
the Ostrogoth; and the Roman clergy intrigued so 
busily against his rule that he had to imprison Pope 
John I. Rome split into Roman and Gothic 
factions, and terrible fights and bribery assisted 
'' the light of the Holy Ghost'' in deciding the 
Papal elections. In the early part of the sixth cen
tury there were six Popes in fi.fteen years, and there 
is grave suspicion that some were mu1·dered . 

At last Pope Silverius opened the gates of Rome 
to the troops of the Greek Emperor, but the change 
of sovereign only led the Papacy to a deeper depth 
of ignominy. The Greek Empress Theodora, the 
unscrupulous and very pious lady who had begun 
life in a brothel and ended it on the Byzantine 
throne, had a little heresy of her O\Vn; and a very 

1cou1·tl) Roman deacon, named Vigilius, had pro
mised to favour· it if she made him Pope. '' Trump 
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up a charge against Silveri us [the Pope], and send 
him here,'' she wrote to the Greek commander at 
Rome; and the Pope was promptly deposed for 
treason and replaced by Vigilius. But Pope Vigilius 
found it too dangerous to fulfil his bargain; and, 
amid the jeers and stones of the Romans, he wa s 
shipped to Constantinople to incur the fiendish 
vengeance of the pious Theodora. The Romans, 
who openly accused him of murder, heard with joy · 
of his adventures and death, and they vented their 
wrath upon his friend and successor, Pope Pelagius. 

Such had aI1~eady become the Papacy which 
Catholic historians describe as distinguished for 
holiness and orthodoxy, under special protection of 
the Holy Spirit, from its foundation. But this is 
merely a mild foretaste of its medieval qualities. 
For a time Gregory the Great (590-604) raised its 
prestige once more ; but even the pontificate of that 
deeply religious man has grave defects. His fulsome 
praise of the unscrt1pulou s Queen Brunichildis and 
of the brutal eastern Emperor Phceas, and his wild 
rejoicing at the mu1'der of the Emperor Maur·ice 
(who had called him '' a fool''), a1"e revolting. His 
ignorance and credulity vvere unlimited. His largest 
works, Tlie Mag1ia Moi·alia and Tlie Dialogites, are 
incredible hotch-potches of stories abot1t devils and 
miracles. He sternly rebuked bishops who tried to 
educate their people; and he did not perceive that 
the appalling vices ana_. crin1es which he deplo1·es 
almost in every letter- ·the general drunkenness and 
simony and i1nmo1·ality of the pr·iests, and the 
horrible prevalence of violence-were mainly due to 
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ignorance. He was one of tbe makers of the Middle 
Ages. 

Gregory made another attempt to win the 
allegiance of the East, and it is not without 
hun1our. The Patriarch of Constantinople at the 
time, John the Faster, was a rival of Gregory in 
pious ambition as well as in the punishment of 
the flesh. Gregory heard tl1at John had actually 
adopted the title of '' Ecumenical Bishop," or head , 
of the whole Church, and he protested. Not even 
the Bishop of Rome, he said, clai1ned that '' blas
phemous title,'' although it had been offered to 
Rome by the Council of Chalcedon (which had said 
precisely the opposite). John knew that both state
ments were utterly false-perhaps he knew also 
that Gregory himself had said, sho1,tly before 
(Epp., ix, 12), that even Constantinople vvas subject 
to Ro1ne-and he snt1bbed Gregory. Whe1·eupon 
the sajntly Pope completel)r lost his temper (as he 
often did) and told his reverend b1'other (Epp., iii, 53) 
that lying was a worse fault than eating meat. 
Jol1n still ignored him, and G1·egory flooded the 
East with indignant protests againRt the asst1mption 
by any bishop of s11ch a title. It v\7as a sign of 
'' the coming of Anti-Ch1·ist," ,vhich is a ve1'y severe 
rap for all the later Popes. In tl1e end Eulogius of 
Alexandria had, in an exquisite lette1·, to remind 
Grego1-y th t if he did not stop his fuss misguided 
folk wo11ld say that he Teally vvanted the title 
hi1nself ! 

After G1'egory the Papacy sinks slowly into the 
fetid mo1·ass of tl1e ,1iddle Ages. Sabinian followed 
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Gregory, and he a1·tiljr laughed with Rome over the 
life of his saintly predecessor. It was currently 
said that Gregory had, in his zeal against culture, 
destroyed lib1'aries and monuments of antiquity. 
But Sabinian had a very brief popularity. He died 
in sixteen months, cursed by the Romans for his 
greed; and the pious admi1'ers of Gregory have 
l)laced on record th at Sabinian was knocked on the 
head and killed by th e spirit of his holy predecessor·. 
It is not impossible that some fleshy hand of a monk 
dealt the blow. 

It would, however, be dreary work to follow the 
fortunes of the Papacy, as well as we can trace 
them in the barbarous writings of the time, through 
that age of steady degeneration. Contested elections, · 
bloody riots, bribes, brawls with the Eastern bishops, 
punctt1ate the calenda1~. Twenty obscure Popes cross 
the darkening stage in the course of a hundred years. 
One of the best of them, Honorius I, is described by 
one of his successors, Leo II (Epp. iii), as '' permitting 
the irnmaculate faith to be stained ''; in other words, 
stumbling into another of those pitfalls of heresy 
which · the Greeks were constantly digging for the 
feet of Popes. I resume the story at the point 
where the Popes begin to win temporal po"'rer. 

In the eighth century the Greek Emperors were 
• 

again in the toils of heresy, and the ruling t1,ibe in 
the north of Italy, the Lombards, were still Arians. 
The Popes began to look beyond the Alps for an 

• 

orthodox protector, and their gaze was attracted to 
the Franks. Rome found it convenient to regard 
the Franks as an enlightened and pious rac e, thot1gh 
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we know f1,01n the repo1·ts of St. Boniface to the 
• 

Popes that the Frank clergy and princes were 
among the worst in Et1rope. Clerics, we read, had 
four or five concubines in their beds. Drunkenness, 
brawling, si1nony, and corruption tainted nearly the 
,v hole of the clergy and the monks. / These things 
were overlooked ; nor did the Lateran (at that time 
the palace of the Popes) l'ebuke Charles Martel for 
his own corruption in despoiling his Church. 

Cl1arles Mart el paid no attention to the flattering 
o:ffe1.. of the Popes, bt1t his son Pippin found occasion 
to use it. He was '' Mayor of the Palace," and he 
desired to oust the king and occupy his tl1rone. He 
sent envoys to Pope Zachary to ask if he might 
conscientiousl} 7 do so. Not only might he, Zachary 
replied, but he 11iust ~· and from that time onward 
Rome was able to claim that Pippin and his famous • 
son, Cha1..lemagne, owed their throne to the Papacy. 

It was not long before Pope Stephen II, being 
hard pressed by the Lombards, appealed to the 
gratitude of the igno1·ant Fl:ank, and a very remark
able bargain vvas struck. Pippin accepted the title 
of '' Patricius '' (vaguely, Prince) of Rome, and in 
l'eturn he p1'01nised to wrest from the Lombard 
he1 .. et1cs the whole ter 1 ..itory which belonged to the 
Popes. 1t is true that very conside1 .. able estates had 
p1·evio11sly been given to the Papacy. Gregory the 
G1..eat, who believed that the end of the world was 
at hand, had induced large numbers of nobles to 
leave their estates to the Church, since their sons 
,vould have no use for them, and he fa1·med and 
ruled immense territories. G1·egory had been as 
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shrewd in material matters as he had been credulous 
in religion. But histo1·ians suspect, and there is very 
good reason to suspect, that the Papal envoys showed 
Pippin The Acts of St. Silvester in virt~e of it, and 
claimed nearly the whole of Italy. 

~ The gruff and superstitious Pippin swore a mighty · 
oath that he wo11ld win back for '' the Blessed 
Peter'' the lands which these hoggish heretics had 
appropriated) and he went to Italy and secured 
the1n. _...,,-What precise amount of Italy he handed 
over to the Papacy we do not know. The Papacy 
has not preserved the authentic text of a single one 
of these ''donations'' on which it bases its claims of 
temporal power. There is a document, known as 
the '' Fantuzzian Fragment," which professes to 
give the terms of '' the Donation of Pippin," but 
scholars are agreed that this is a shamele ss Roman 
forgery. It is, however, certain tbat Pippin gave 
tl1e Papacy, probably on the strength of the older 
forgery, a very considerable part of north and 
central Italy, including the entire Governorship (or 
Exarchate) of Ravenna, and returned to France. 

To this territory the Papacy had no just title 
whatever, and the King of the Lombards at once 
1~e-occupied it. Pope Stephen stormed the French 
1uonarch with passionate and piteous appeals to 
recover it for him, but Pippin refused to move again. 
Then the Pope took a step which is differently judged 
by different historians. Among his surviving letters 
there is one (no. v) addressed to Pippin which is 
written in the 1ia11ie of St. Peter. Some historians 
charitably believe tl1at tl1e Po1Je did not intend to 
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deceive the king, but merely adopted this form in 
order to impress him the more. Yet when we read 
carefully the extraordinary language of the letter, 
when we remember the crass ignorance and super
stition of the Franks, and when, especially, we con
sider that Pippin, who had been deaf for several 

. years to the most urgent appeals, now rushed in all 
haste to Italy, we cannot doubt the meaning of the 
letter. The Pope forged it in the name of Peter, 
and passed it off on the ignorant Frank as a 
miraculous appeal from the Apostle himself. By 

/. that pious stratagem and the earlier forgery the 
Papacy obtained twenty-three Italian cities with the 
su1·r·ounding count1'y. 

Those who affect to doubt whether the Pope really 
• intended to deceive the King seem to f01,get that the 

Papacy of the time was deeply stained with cri1ne 
· and forgery. Stephen was succeeded in 7 57 by his 

brother, and during his pontificate the Papal court 
0 

split into deadly and corrupt factions of pro-Franks 
and pro-Lo1nbards. At Paul's death, in 768, a 
'' noble ''-that is to say, some swaggering and 
unscrupulous ruffian-of the Roman district named 
" Toto " got together a rabble of priests and laity, 
and elected his own brother. ''Pope'' Constantine 
was a layman, but he was hastily put through the 
various degrees of ordination and consecration by 
obliging bishops. No doubt the se bishops then 
claimed their reward and disturbed the older 
officials. At all events, we read that the chief official 
of the Papal court, Christopher, and his son Sergius 
fled to the Lombards, borrowed an army, and 

• 
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marched back upon Rome. A fierce and deadly 
battle, in which the Lombards won, was followed 
by the first of a series of horrible acts of vengeance, 
which will hence£ orward, from time to time, dis
grace the Papacy. 

The wretched Constantine, duly consecrated by 
three bishops, was put upon a horse, in a woman's 
saddle, with heavy weights to his feet, and con
ducted ignominiously through the streets of Rome. 
He was then confined in a monastery, to await 
trial; but Christopher and Sergius broke into the 
monastery and cut out the man's eyes. In this 
condition, his blind face still ghastly from the 
1nutilation, Constantine was brought before a synod 
in the Pope's palace-the Lombards had meantime 
elected Pope Stephen IV, who was privy to these 
matters-and tried. The infuriated priests thrashed 
the w1,etch with their own hands, and '' threw him 
out." The end of Constantine is, in the chronicles, 

. left to the imagination. His brother also lost his 
eyes. One of the consecrating bishops lost his eyes 
and his tongue. In short, the supporters of the 
p1·emature Pope were punished with a savagery that 
tells us plainly enough the character of the Papacy 
at that time. 

Catholic Truth . which, however, generously 
admits that there were " some bad Popes," though 
this does not affect its claim of the special interest 
of the Holy Ghost in the Papacy-imagines the 
Pope se1·enely aloof from these horrors. Listen to 
the sequel. Christopher and Sergius presumed too 
much upon their services to Pope Stephen, and he 

D 
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grew tired of them and plotted with the Lombard 
King. They discovered or suspected the plot, and 
sought to kill the Pope; and it is enough to say 
that before many days they themselves had their 
eyes cut from the sockets. Christopher was muti
lated so brutally that he died. There are some 
Catholic writers who make a show of liberality, and 
admit that the Pope was " implicated " in this. 
But the sordid truth is known to us and to these 
,vriters on the most absolute authority of the time. 
In the Lib er Poritificals 1 itself we have the explicit 
testimony of Pope Hadrian I, the greatest Pope of 
the time, that Pop e Stephen , ordered the eyes of 
Christopher and Sergiit,s to be cit,t out, and for the 
soi·did reaso1i that Ki1ig Didie1,. p1·oniised to resto1,.e 
the disputed larids if he did so. Stephen, Hadrian 

s, admitted this to him. 
To such depths had " the Vicars of Christ " sunk 

now that the greed of temporal sovereignty and 
wealth was rudded to the ambition for 1~eligious 
supremacy. VVe are on the threshold of the Middle 
Ages. Let us follow the fortunes of this "divinely
guided" institution into the chamber of horrors. 

1 In the sketch of the life of Pope Hadrian, ,vbich was written in 
Rome at the time and is at least semi-official . 

• 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PAPACY IN THE DARK AGES 
' 

THE Pope to whom I have 1'eferred, Hadrian (or 
Adrian) I, was one of th e most respected and reli- · 
gious prelates in Rome at the time of the ho1'rors 
I have described, and he s11cceeded to the Papacy 
a few years late1' (772). Under his comparatively 
clean rule corruption of the more violent kind was 
suppressed. He found that his cha1nberlain, Afiarta, 
had continued the vendetta, and had caused the 
imprisoned Sergius to be n1urdered, and Afiarta was 
disn1issed and execl1ted. 

But corruption of a different kind was extra
ordinarily ·active under Hadrian. Religious as he 
was, he detern1ined to regain the temporal power, 
t1nd for that pl11~pose he appealed to Cha1·lemagne. 
The Lombards were crushed, and Charlemagne 
came to Rome and confirmed the c, donation." 
Once more tl1e important document ,vhich was 
~igned in St. Peter's has been cc lost," and we have 
11otl1ing but Papal f01·geries to tell us the extent of 
1jhe territo1·y ceded to the Papacy. It was ce1~tainly 
iarge, but the description of it in the semi-official 
Libe1· Po,,it,ificalis is admitted to be a gross exaggera
tion. It was in Hadrian's time that c, The Donation-. 
~f Constantine'' (a new and finished version of the 
qld fo1~gery)and ,cThe Fa .ntuzzian F1,agment '' (or 

35 
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'' Donatio11 of Pippin'') vvere fabricated in t he P apal 
chancello1'y, and it is 1)1·esu1nably on the basis of 
these fra11ds that Charlemagne ceded the terri t or y . 
Neither tl1e Lorn bards no1' the Ita lians sub111it ted t o 
the chang·e ; and Had1·ian's long pontificate, whic h 
is almost ba1-1·en of spiritual wo1·k, was one pro 
tracted and peevish qt1arrel about te1--ritory. Fo r 
years Cha1·lemagne see1ns to have been t oo disg11st ed 
to ansvv,.er his lette1,s; and the Italian cities , seei ng 
the dishonest ,va,y in ,vl1ich the Papa l officia ls con
tinued to annex, ste1·nly resented the ,vho le tempo1'a l 
powe1'. 

Such was the best and most re ligiot1s Pope of th e 
ti111e. nder l1is succe sor, Leo I I I, the bru t ality 
began again. The Papacy v\"as now 1--icl1; and a 
1·icl1 1)1·incipality in that lawless age was a foc11s of 

•

cr1111e. 
A second defect in the cha1·acte1· of !-Iad1·ian wa s 

that he ina11gurated at Rome the disg1·acef ul and 
profoundly mischievous practice of nepotis1n : the 
p1·0111otion of relatives. He promoted his nephevvs , 
Pascl1al and Campulus, to high office, thoug h th ei1· 
charactet' cann0t have 1,een unknown to him . In 
the four·th ) ear of L~o's pontificate they conspi1~ed 
to 1·eplace him either by one of tl1e1nselves 01· by 
some c1--eature of thei1·s. On Ap1·il 25, 799, as Leo 
rode in state th1·ough the st1·eets of Rome in a 
religiot1s procession, a nl1mbe1· of armed men sp1-ang 
upon hi1n, d1-agged him f1-on1 his ho1·se, and pro
ceeded tl1e1·e and then to cut out his eyes an d 

• tongue, ,vhich would 11nfit l1im for· the Papa l office . 
'l1he Ro111ans fled. Leo seems to have been a rou gl1 
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man, of low birth, and unpopular. But the men 
did their work badly, and Paschal and Campulus 
dragged the Pope into the chapel of a neighbouring 
monastery, threw him down '' in front of the altar," 
" again " cut out his eyes and tongrie (or attempted 
to complete 1·he work ,vith their knives), beat him, 
and left him in a pool of blood. Such is the cold 
and amazing language of the semi-official Papal 
biographer. Paschal and Campulus were two of 
the leading clerics. 

Leo was then locked in tl1e monastery, and 
abandoned by Rome; but a faithful servant rescued 
him, and st1mmoned the Duke of Spoleto to protect 
him. We cannot be surprised that the Romans 
believed a miracle had occurred when it was found 
that, after all this hacking, Leo had 1iot lost his 
eyes and tongue. He recovered, and took his com
l)laints to the court of Charlemagne. At the same 
time the Romans, who seem to have been 1nainly 
against the Pope, sent men to cha1 .. ge Leo with 
certain crimes (apparently, adultery and simony), 
and the Frank monarch came to Rome and solemnly 
held a trial of '' the Vicar of Christ '' and his enemies. 
Leo was allowed to clear himself by an oath ; and 
as oaths were as cheap in those days as they were 
sonorous, and witnesses we1·e not examined, we shall 
not be very captious if we presl1me that he was 
guilty. The traitors we1~e punished in the a1niable 
fashion of Papal Rome. Two days late1· Leo crowned 
Charlemagne, creating for him the '' Holy Roman 
Empire'' (which was neither holy, nor Roman, nor 
an Empi1·e) ; and the grateful monarch confi1·med 

.....,.,. 
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the temporal power and showered gold and jewels 
upon the Church. 

In the early and rude chronicles of the time we 
see that the corrt1ption lingered on, and frequently 
broke out, at Rome. Leo had to quell another 
insurrection, and did it savagely enough. His 
successor, Stephen V, was compelled to fly to 
France. Paschal I, a few years later (823), was 
reported to Charlemagne as having blinded and 
beheaded two of the leading Papal officials in his 
palace. Paschal heatedly asserted his innocence, 
but as he prevented 

. 
the Emperor's representatives 

from holding an inqui1ly, saying that the men were 
'' rightly put to death," and that the men who killed 
the accused were clerics and not subject to lay 
jurisdiction, and as the murders certainly occurred 
in the Lateran Palace, we easily d1·aw our own 
conclusions. When Paschal died the Romans 
angrily refused to grant him the usual Papal 
funeral, and there was a mighty struggle at the 
election. 

The two factions at Rome were now the Imperial-
Papal faction and the Roman faction, which wanted 
the city independent of either Pope or Emperor . 
The struggle continued until, in 858, another strong 
and severe Pope, Nicholas I, obtained power. I 
pass over the legend of Pope Joan (year 855), as it 
has not a shadow of foundation. It illustrates only 
the infinite credulity of the Middle Ages. 

I have not the least intention of belittling the 
good deeds of good Popes, to which I have done full 
justice elsewhere (Crises 1:ri the History of the 
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Papacy) ; bt1t it is necessary here to show how even 
these men were perverted by the Papal system. 
Nicholas I was so sincere in his feeling of the 
supreme importance of his office that he car1~ied the · 
Papal pretensions higher than ever. The Pope was 
'' divinely inspired," he said; one wonders where he 
thougl1t the inspiration had been during the pre
ceding thousand years. He was '' prince over all 
the earth,'' and no one must write a book or build 
a ch111-chwithout his permission. All this was quite 
s·ncere, but it was as pernicious as it was sincere. 
t forged a power which the successors of Nicholas 

would use for corrupt purposes. 
Indeed, we need not wait for his successors to see 

the danger. Just as the ''spiritual'' Pope Hadrian 
had avoided vice and crime and encouraged £01-gery, 
so did the spiritual Nicholas. In his day (about 850) 
was perpetrated one of the greatest forgeries of 
the Middle Ages, the Pseudo-Isidorean Decretals 

, (commonly called '' The False Decretals ''). This is 
a collection of early decisions of Popes and Councils, 
an enormous proportion of which are forged, garbled, 
or put centuries before their proper date. It was 
fabricated in France, not in Rome, and its direct 
pu1~pose was to justify appeals of distressed cle1·ics to 
Rome against unjust prelates or lay authorities. It 
was written in the interest of these cle1-ics. But it 
greatly increased the Papal power, and it also gave 
local prelates a basis for evading the commands of 
their secular rulers. It was an appalling ecclesiastical 
fabrication. 

This forgery was little used by the Popes until 
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the eleventh century. Not only did they know it to 
be a forgery, which would not have deterred the m 
(as we have already seen) from using it , but the 
prelates against whom they might find it usef ul 
also knew it to be a forgery. We have in the case 
of Nicholas himself an amusing illustration of the 
way in which they checked each other . Nic holas 
had numerous disputes with Hincmar of Rheims, 
who was as learned and able as himself. In an 
early stage of the quarrel (Ep. lxxv) the Pope 
clearly appeals to the " False Decretals," but 
Hincmar (who used them freely in his own interest) 
neatly checked him. Nicholas generally won in 
his arrogant assertion of authority, but the great 
prelates of France and Germany fought him 
stubbornly. Giinther of Cologne flatly defied this 
"new emperor of all the world," as he calle d the 
Pope. Archbishop Hincmar told the Pope (Ep . xx ii) 
that his power was just ,vhen it was in accord with 
"the Scriptures, the teachings of the ancients , and 
the authority of Councils," but he would admi t no 
'' co1npilation '' or ''confection'' of decrees. 

The fight continued under Nicholas's successor, 
Hadrian II, and the great bishops more successfu lly 
resisted his attempts to handle kings and prelates as 
if they were lackeys. Charlemagne had treate d the 
Pope in very cavalier fashion. In a work publishe d 
.in his own name (Tlie Ca1·oli,,1e Books) he had spoken 
quite contemptuously of the Pope's opinion and the 
Roman practice in regard to image-worship . No 
Pope had dared to rebuke his notorious mora ls. 
But the successors of Charlemagne were generally 
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weak and foolish men, and the power of the Papacy 
spread over them. Another forgery was added to 
its f1·audulent foundations, and the age was too grossly 
ignorant to detect the imposture. Clerics, who 
monopolized what culture there was, did not expose 
each other to the laity. 

This shor~t period of comparative respectability soon 
came to a close, and a darker night than ever set tled 
upon the Papacy. At the death of Nicholas Rome 
had witnessed a revival of the stormy passions of 
the partisans. Blood had reddened its streets. 
Nuns had been raped in their convents. Under 
Hadrian · II a Roman had lost his eyes ; the wife of 
another had been whipped, half-naked, through the 
streets. Hadrian's wife and daughter (he had 
1narried in earlier life) were murdered by the son of 
a bishop who had abducted the daughter. Under 
John VIII, a violent scatterer of anathemas, there 
was a conspiracy to kill the Pope, and there was a 
tradition (not well authenticated) that John was 
eventually murdered. Then there began a quarrel 
which makes the Papal record hideous, and inaugu
rates nearly a century and a half of degradation. 

John VIII had excommunicated Bishop Fo1'mosus, 
of Porto, and on this ground, and because he was 
already a bishop, he was ineligible for the Papacy. 
But with the aid of the German faction he attacked 
the deacon Sergius, who had been elected (at the 
death of Stephen VI), drove him and his party out 
of Rome, and secured the Papacy. Sergius headed 
the Italian faction, or those who would bestow the 
imperial crown upon an Italian prince. They fled 

• 
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to the provinces for aid, and, after another battle, 
they imprisoned and would depose Formosus. The 
Pope, however, got help from Germany, drove them 
from Rome, and ended his brief reign in peace. 
His st1ccessor, Boniface VI, a gouty and disreputable 
man, died in a fortnight, and the Italian party now 
obtained power and elected Stephen VI. Their 
vengeance upon Formosus is a revolting and familiar 
page of Papal history. The putrid body of the Pope 
was dragged from its grave, put in the pontifical 
throne, and jt1dged. The sacred vestments were 
to1~n from it, three mouldering fingers were cut 
from the right hand, and the corpse was thrown 
contemptuously into the Tiber. No one questions 
these statements of the Bishop of Cremona, Liut
prand, inhi s A1itapodosis (i, 50). 

In a very short time Pope Stephen quarrelled 
with Deacon Sergius and his other supporters. He 
was, as his own epitaph and a contemporary writer 
of high character (F lodoard) tell, thrown into a 
dungeon by them and strangled. Two Popes then 
occupy the throne for a few obscure weeks, and 
obscu1·ely disappear. After them comes John IX, 
of the Formo san faction, and Se1~gius and his friends 
are again expelled and excommunicated. John dies 
in the year 900, and is for three years followed by 
the obscure Benedict IV. At his death, in 903, 
Leo V comes out victor in the t1~uculent fight for 
the highest spi1·itual office in Christendom, but after 
two months Leo is deposed by the priest Christopher, 
,vho flings him into prison and occupies his place. 
Ch1~istopher enjoys his ill-gotten honours only a few 
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1nonths, when the truculent Sergius fights his way 
into Rome at the head of Italian troops, deposes and 
imprisons the ust1rper, and attains the object of his 
long and criminal ambition. 

Such is the bare chronicle of those stirring and 
repulsive years which .the biographer of the Popes 
bequeathes us. Behind those few lines we can 
easily perceive a city and a Papacy in a state of 
utter degradation, and a few references in other 
trustworthy writers confirm our estimate. Sergius 
was a man utterly devojd of moral scruple. For 
11early ten years he had fought for the Papacy; he 
was the leading spirit in the revolting tr·ial of the 
co1--pse of Fo1--mosus ; he snatched the Papal crown 
at the point of the sword. We can, therefore, well 
accept-and even Catholic write1·s like Duchesne 
accept-the assurance of the contemporary Bishop 
Liutprand that he had notorious immoral relations 
with one of the fastest women of the new Roman 
nobility - '' tl1e shameless whore '' Marozia, as 
Cardinal Baronius calls her-and was the father 
of the later Pope John XI. We can have no 
just ground to hesitate to accept the statement 
of anothe1' contemporary writer·, Vulgarius, tl1at 
Se1'gius murdered, or caused the ml1rde1· of, his 
two predecesso1--s.1 Yet Sergius is me1·ely the first 
of many such men who will now enter the galle1'y 
of the Popes. 

We know little in detail about the pontificate of 
Sergius, but the contemporary writers make it cleat' 

1 De Causa Fo1·niosia1ia,c. xiv . 

• 
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that under him began what so1ne historians have 
cn,lled '' the rule of the courtesans ''-that is to say, 

/ the control of the Papacy by women so promiscuously 
immoral and unscrupulous that the older Catholic 
historians freely call them" whores" (scorta) . These 
were, principally, the young woman Marozia, to 
,vhom I have referred, and her mother Theodora, 
wife of one of the highest officers of the city. While 
Marozia was mistress of the reigning Pope, her 
1nother had a liaiso1i with the fascinating Bishop of 
Ravenna, and, when the brief reigns of Sergius's 
two successors were over, she and her hl1sband 
secured the Papacy for this man (914). 

John X was not of the truculent type of Sergit1s, 
but in passing from the bishopric of Ravenna to 
that of Rome he committed the same breach of the 
regulations as Formosus had done, and his relations 
with Theodora are described by Bishop Liutprand. 
In the end he quarrelled with Marozia, and he soon 
lea1--ned that ~' the rule of the courtesans'' was a 
very real thing. Marozia and her latest lover were 
angry because John gave so 1nuch power and wealth 
to his br~other Pete1--, and before long their men burst 
into the Lateran Palace and laid Peter dead at the 
feet of the Pope. They put John in prison, and he 
died soon af terwa1 .. ds. We can easily accept the 
assurance of some of the chroniclers that he was 
murde1'ed. 

In the next two years and a half two insignificant 
Popes occupied, and pt'omptly vacated, the '' Holy 
See''; and then, in 931, l\1arozia put her son (and 

_>4,.lson of Pope Sergi1;1s, .. the 1;ver,:Poftti:jitalis says) 
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upon the Papal throne. He was a weak and 
negligible youth, and Marozia continued her wild 
career. When her husband was murdered she 
offered her hand and the throne of Italy to his 

..... of Provence,brutal step-b1·other, -u,,\.A..gh who had no 
scruple to accept. ut R,ome revolted against the 
unbridled couple, impr·isoned the Pope, and put an 
end to the rule of Marozia. It was her own 
illegitimate son Alberic who led the revolt, and this 
worthy son took over his mot.&...1,/PJr's andpower 
nominated the succeeding Popes 

Alberic left this power, in 53, to a still more 
disreputable son, Octavian, and this last repre
sentative of the rerna1·kable dynasty dragged the 
Papacy to the lowest depth. In 955 he resolved, 
as the Roman See fell vacant, to unite the tempo1·al 
and spiritual powers in his own person, and he 
ascended the Papal throne under the assumed name 
of John XII. There was not a crime in the 
penitentials that John XII did not introduce into 
the " sacred palace." The palace of Caligula or of 
N e1·0 in ancient Rome had not witnessed more 
wanton scenes than the Lateran Palace now ex
hibited. Liutprand tells us (De Rebus Gestis 
Othon,is, iv) how John, pressed by a rival, appealed 
to the Emperor Otto, and when Otto came to Rome 
the Ro1nans brought up against their spiritual father 
a list of crimes which would, they said, '' make a 
comedian blush for shame''; and a comedian was 
the lowest thing they knew. lie Romans were 
lenient, as we have seen, but they could not tolerate 
a Pope who committed murder, perjury, adultery, 
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incest (with his two sisters), and sacrilege . Before 
the synod convoked by Otto it was proved that John 
had '' turned the Lateran Palace into a brothel,'' 
cut out the eyes of or castrated those who criticised 
him, raped girls and women who came to pray in 
St. Peter's, gambled, cursed, drunk to the devil 
...... There was, in brief, nothing that he had not 
done. 

John had fled to Tivoli, and with cool assu1'ance 
he wrote to excommunicate the whole synod! The 
clergy and the Emperor deposed him and elected 
Leo VIII (963). But the Romans could neve1' long 
endure the presence of a German ruler, and thei1~ 
surly conduct soon drove out Otto. "\¥e are told 
that John's agents distributed money freely, and 
that all the courtesans in Rome-a very large body
were assiduous in his cause (Liutprand, xvii and xviii). 
The Romans, at all events, flung out Leo, and 
welcomed their '' legitimate '' and remarkable 
pontiff to the chair of Peter once more. After a 
few weeks spent in cutting off the noses and tongues 
of his critics, John turned again to his gay ways. 
But he died three months after his return. Tradition 
said that he was st1·uck dead by the devil while be 
was paying his attentions to a married woman in an 
obscure part of Rome. But we wonder what grudge 
the Devil had against him, and we should not err 
much, p1·obably, if we att1~ibuted the violent death 
of this '' divinely inspired'' successor of Nicholas 
to the knife of a jealous husband. 

Ro1ne still rejected the Emperor's Pope, Leo VIII, 
and elected Benedict V; but Otto l'eturned, and under 

I 
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his protection Leo made a t1·uculent end of the 
usurper and his followers. Under Leo's successor 
Rome again rebelled, and set up a democ1·atic and 
secular government. t is remarkable that all 
through these centuries Rome, the city of the 
Popes, was the most anti-Papal and most democratic 
city in Europe. ,- Once more the revolt was terribly 
punished. Under Benedict VI, a nominee of the 
I1nperialists, the Emperor Otto died, and again Rome 
swarmed ang1·ily to the attack. In the conf L1sion 
Cardinal Bonifazio Francone imprisoned the Pope, 
had him strangled in his dung eon , and seized the 
Papacy. 

Gerbert, who tells us of the murder, describes 
Boniface as '' a horrid monster surpassing all othe1· 
mortals in wickedness''; and he must have known 
the recent Papal record set up b),,.Pope John XII. 
The Germans 1--eturned, however, and Boniface VIII 
fled to Constantinople with all the Papal treas11res 
that he could conveniently convey. His successor 
enjoyed nine comparatively tranquil years under the 
protection of the Emperor, and in 983 gave way to 
John XIV. In that year the Empero1~ died, and 
Boniface swooped like a hawk from the easte1·n sky. 
Again he imprisoned and murdered his victi1n, and 
removed a few eyes from their sockets. But he was 
more Greek than Roman, and in a year's time he 
also met a sudden death, and his body was dragged 
through the streets of Rome. 

His successor, John XV, a greedy and corrupt 
rnan, was driven from Rome in the tenth )'Tearof 
his pontificate. John's successor, G1,egory V, was 
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too virtuous for the Romans, who liked a, golden 
mean, and was expelled; and when the Emperor 
returned to restore him to the throne, on which 
the Romans had placed a John XVI, that t1nhappy 
intruder lost his eyes, his nose, his ears, and his 
tongue; and was driven through Rome with his 
face to his ass's tail. It remains to add that the 
restored, and pious, Gregory V died , within a yea1~, 
under the suspicion of poison, which does not sur
prise us after the savage deeds upon the Romans of 
his imperial protector. 

If I seem to trip murders and revolts lightly from 
the pen, to compress whole periods of tragedy into 
a few cold lines, the reader must blame the scanty 
chronicles of that illiterate age. Vice and crime 
become so monotonous that contemporaries dilate 
on them only when they assume the heroic forms 
adopted by John XII. It was '' the Iron Age." 
Where the '' Holy Spirit'' was let Catholic Trt1th 
discover ; and let it cease to tell its clients, with an 
air of liberality, that there were '' a few bad Popes," 
and then forbid them to read non-Catholic writers. 

The German Emperors, semi-civilized rulers who 
slit noses and tongues as freely as they made love, 
were nevertheless eager to '' p11rify '' the Papacy , ./ 
In Germany, as in every other country, the bisho·ps 
and archbishops, the priests and monks and ~nuns, 
cultivated a comprehensive im1norality Sermons 
and letters and synodal discussions of the time 
offer us a picture of general and appalling license. 
Otto III, however, was still minded to have a good 
Pope, . and he put upon the throne that remarkable 
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scholar Gerbert, who for four short years so dazed 
the Romans that he died, in their opinion, in a 
st1·ong odour of sulphur. 

After his death (1003) a new power, the Counts 
of Tasculum, gradually overshadowed and appro
priated the Papacy, and the long night approached 
its darkest hour. After vigorous fights with the 
Romans one of the counts secured the tiara and the 
title of Benedict VIII. He fiercely suppressed the 
riots of the Romans, and, strange to say, for he was 
quite unscrupulous, attempted some reform of the 
Church. At his death his brother purchased the 
votes of the electo1·s, and succeeded him. John XIX 
soberly enjoyed his purchase for nine years. Then 
a member of the family, by the customary bribery, 
bought the tiara for his own son, a boy of eleven, 
and the Papal record is stained with the fifteen 
years' pontificate of Benedict IX. 

Benedict's particular vices have not earned immor
tality. '' They were so hor1'ible that I shudder to 
tell them," says one of his successors, Victor II 
(Dialog1U,es, Bk. iii). Rudolph Glaber (Historia, v, 5) 
makes the same remark about "the turpitude of his 
[the Pope's] life and conversation." Bishop Bonitho 
(Liber ad Amicum, v) is content to mention '' adul-
teries and murders." We gather that unnatural 
vice, which was then very prevalent in the Church, 
was the most flagrant offence of the young Pope. 
He was assuredly one of the "few bad Popes." 

In the first year of his reign the Romans plotted 
against the young Pope's life, and he fled. In 1037 
he induced the Emperor Conrad to restore him, i1nd 

E 
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he enlivened the Lateran Palace for seven years. 
Then the Romans again fell furiously l1pon his 
supporters, and, while they spattered Rome with 
blood in the traditional 1nanner, the young Pope 
went courting a cousin in the provinces. He was 
recalled by his relatives, who bloodily crushed the 
Romans and their anti-Pope; but his thoughts were 
with his pretty cousin, and in the next year he sold 
the Papacy to his uncle (for the annual Peter's 
Pence which was to come from pious England) and 
decided to wed his lover. 

The uncle, John Gratian, was a highly respectable 
ecclesiastic, with large ideas of reform, and not a 
little ambition. He assumed the name of Victor III, 
and took his seat as Vicar of Christ. In another 
part of Rome sat the rival Vicar, the anti-Pope 
made by the Romans, Silvester II. In fine, 
Benedict IX failed to get his bride, and he returned 
and set up a third "chair of Peter." He held the 
Lateran Palace; Silvester occupied St. Peter's and 
the Vatican Palace (which now begins to find 
mention); Victor III had to be content with Sta . 

. Maria Maggiore. And, to finish with the long story 
of this phase of Papal degradation, the pious new 
Emperor of Germany, Henry III, came to Rome, 
cleared out the three of them, and set Pope 
Clement II, an austere and virtuous prelate, upon 
the defiled and despised throne of the rulers of 
Papal Ch1·istendom-the 

, 
'' Holy See." 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PAPACY AT ITS HEIGHT. 

IN the p1..eceding three chapters I have described a 
thousand years of Papal history: a thousand years 
since, according to the Roman tradition, Peter 
had brought his special inspiration to Rome 
and inaugurated a '' divinely inspired'' series of · 
pontiffs. vVhat a millennium it was that he 
initiated ! It began in the relative culture and 
prospe1'ity of the best days of the Roman Empire; 
it ended in the dense darkness and misery of the 
early Middle Ages. The series of pontiffs begins 
with a succession of obscure men, of whom we 
know absolutely nothing, and ends (as fa1.. as this 

· 1nillennium is concerned) with Benedict IX! It 
includes 150 Popes in the thousand years. Ho,v 
many of the1n were great men ? How many 
of the1n were of a character to acco1'd with 
their p1..etensions ? How many of them were 
cor1'upt? vVhere was the promised Holy Spirit 
cll1ring whole centuries of the millennium? At 
ho,v many elections do we find t1,aces of '' the lig·11t 
of the Holy Ghost'' amidst the din of savage 
conflict, the clash of ambitions, the mass of b1..ibe1..y 
and intrigue ? 

We now enter upon what we must desc1 .. ibe as, in 
many respects, a better period of Papal histo1 .. y. A 

51 
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larger proportion of religious men obtain the tiara; 
a smaller number of corrupt men purchase or snatch 
it. A layman has swept aside the " sanctity " of 
Rome and taken into his own hands the election of 
the Popes. It is said that the Emperor asked the 
better Romans, who had summoned him, whether 
they had a single man fit to put upon the Papal 
throne, and they sadly replied that they had not, in 
all Italy. He therefore chose the next few Popes 
from his German prelates and abbots, among whom 
a recent reform had introduced a number of religious 
m.en. The '' rule of the cour·tesans '' gave place to 
'' the rule of the monks." 

But with the comparative disappearance of gross 
vice and crime there re-appears what one is tempted 
to call the spiritual criminality of the good Popes . 
We cannot, and have no wish to, question the 
motives of these sincerely religious Popes, but any 
historian must recognize the profound human evil 
of much of their work and the pitiful casuist1'y to 
which even the greatest of them stooped. The 
forgers return, and are employed by Popes like 
Hildebrand. Ambition of the spiritual sort returns, 
and, working upon a densely ignorant age, builds up 
a power that, passing to more corrupt men, causes 
shameful abuses. Ascetic Popes fasten celibacy 
upon their clergy, and human nature takes a fearful 
revenge. Swords still fly on all sides, and the best 
of the Popes set them about their bloody work in 
the interest of the Papacy. Enlightenment begins 
to dawn upon Europe, and the Popes set up 
Inqui sitions and drown whole populations in blood . 

• 

-
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And all the time Europe is sodden with gross 
superstitions-with spurious relics, and magical 

"' cures for disease, and appalling travesties of justice, 
and mechanical rites instead of real morality-and 
no " divinely inspired" Pope opens his lips in 
protest. Catholic writers who talk about the art 
and guilds and saints of the Middle Ages ought to 
be compelled to spend a year in some special region 
where all the grossness and brutality, the filth and 
disease, the robbery and charlat~nry, the religious 
tyranny and miserable economy, the constant plagues 
and famines, of the Middle Ages are faithfully 
1 .. eprod u ced. 

The early German Popes introduced by Henry, 
whom the malaria of Italy or the poison of Rome 
removed in quick succession, need not detain us. 
The short series culminated in the election of the 
famous Hildebrand, or Gregory VII, who embodies 
in his rugged persona,lity all the virtues and vices 
of the reformers . At every election the Romans ti 
still fought to recover control of the Papacy, and at 
every election Hildebrand met the1n with their own 
weapons. 

He was from the first a rough and violent peasant, 
enlisting his brute strength in the service of the 
1nonastic ideal which he embraced. In the no1·th 
of Italy a bishop began a campaign against the 
1narriage of the cle1'gy, and soon a wild mob, armed 
with staves, went from church to church dislodging 
the married priests and pou,xing filthy abuse upon 
them and their families.. It 1nust be reme1nbered 
that the1·e was as yet no 1'igo1..011s law of the Church 

• 
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forbidding priestly marriage. There were old decrees 
by Popes, but long-standing custom had set them 
aside. The monks were generally immoral, and the 
secular priests largely immoral; but a very large 
proportion of the priests were legally married, even 
in Rome. Hildebrand rushed into the fray with 
his fanatical monk-colleague, Peter Damian, who 
could sling invectives like a Neapolitan fisher . 
Peter wrote a book about the morals of the clergy 
and the monks, significantly called Tlie Book of 
Go1norrali, and presented it to the Pope. It is a 
terrible picture of monastic, priestly, and episcopal 
vice; and the state of things it describes certainly 
merited a campaign. But the real remedy was 
decent 1narriage for all, and against this Peter and 
Hildebrand, and half a dozen other firebrands, led 
the staff-armed mobs and the imperial troops. 
When Hildebrand became Pope they won. They 
imposed the theory of celibacy upon the Church; 
and the sequel had better be read in Lea's Histo1·y 
of Sacerdotal Celibacy (or Sacerdotal Vice) by any 
who is not familiar with it, or cannot imagine it. 

The anti-Puritans then secured for a time control 
of the Empress and the boy-Emperor·, and no more 
Imperial troops were available. Hildebrand turned 
to the semi-civilized Normans, who had settled in 
the south of Italy, and led their ferocious spearman 
against the troops of the Roman anti-Popes. .A..fter 
a ti1ne the Dt1chy of Tuscany fell to two pious ladies, 
Beatrice and Mathilda, and Hildebrand induced them 
to put the Tuscan troops at his disposal, and ulti
mately to su1'render the whole Duchy to the Papacy. 
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His methods were as peculiar as they were violent. 
William of Normandy asked the blessing of Pope 
Alexander II upon his raid into England in 1066. 
Alexander and his cou1lt refu sed at first to sanction 
so unjust a campaign, and Hildebrand told William 
years aft erwards (Epp. vii, 23) that it was he who 
induced the Pope to send hi1n a blessed banner; 
and, because William accepted it, he blandly claims 
that England is henceforward a fief of the Papacy! 

, William contemptuously refused to see the force of 
the argument. ~ 

/4 There was hardly a country in Europe which 
G1legory did not try to annex to Rome. All the 
kingdoms of Spain belonged to the Papacy, he said; 
and other monarchs who had innocently accepted 
'' blessed banners'' found that th eir kingdoms were 
subject to Rome and owed vassalage in men and 
1noney~✓He claimed Hungary. He threatened to 
annex France. The United States of Europe, under 
the control of the Papacy, was Gregory's .supreme 
ideal. Not that he had the least idea of pacifying 
Europe, on the modern plan. He set swords flying, 
and flung out threats of war, on the sligl1test pro
vocation. Armies were the Lord's appointed 
instruments for making kings '' obedient.'' He 
clai1ned the right to interfere in any concern, 
secular or spiritual, of any country of Europe. 
'' If the Pope is supreme in spiritual things," he 

• 

naively said, '' he has all the greater right to 
intervene in the smaller matters which are called 
temporal.'' And, ignorant as Gregory was, he must 
have had some knowledge of the fact that his most 
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active assistants-such as Bishop Bonitho, Bishop 
Anselm, and Cardinal Deusdedit-used and perpe
trated forgeries in establishing his credentials. 

It was under Gregory that the alliance with the 
Emperors, ,vhich had so long been profitable to the 
Papacy, turned into the deadly feud of Guelph and 
Ghibelline which devastated Italy for centuries. 
That Henry IV needed correction no one will 
question, but a less arrogant and more tactful Pope 
might have a.voided the terrible conflict. 

Henry had loose companions-which might have 
been left to his German bishops, and was not in any 
case worse than the vices of kings whom Gregot'Y 
praised-and, like every prince in Eu1"ope, he claimed 
the right to invest bishops. Both were violent and 
proud men, and intemperate language on both sides 
soon led to a struggle. Gregory ''deposed'' Henry
a new powe1' of the Papacy, which Gregory partly 
uses forgeries to establish (Epp. viii, 21)-and Henry 
retorted by charging the Pope with various misdeeds, 
including suspicious inte1'course with the Countess 
Mathilda I The Catholic writer tells that Gregor·y 
won; that the spjritual had a great triumph over 
the material; that the proud monarch knelt as a 
penitent in the snow outside the gates of the Castle 
of Cannossa and begged absolution. This picture is 
taken from the monkish chronicle of Lambert of 
Hersfeld, which has been heavily discredited. That 
Henry went th1·ough the fo1"m of penance I believe, 
though it is disputed. But it was merely a political 
stratagem. The moment Henry left Cannossa he 
resumed the fight, and, after years of struggle, lie 
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100n. Gregory's brutal Normans so enraged the 
Romans by their rapes and pillage that they drove 
G1~egory out; and the Pope died, exiled from his 
own city by his own people for the crimes of his 
chosen instruments. 

Let me add that Gregory VII strove just as 
earnestly, in the intervals of his political struggles, 
to reform Rome and the Church. One little glimpse 
of the state of things will suffice. His admirer, 
Bishop Bonitho, tells us (Ad Aniicu1n, vii) of a 
quaint reform he made in St. Pete1~'s. It appears 
that '' sixty or more '' laymen, dressed like priests 
and capped with mitres, were accustomed to control 
the church. It was an '' old custom." They 
1·epresented to ignorant pilgrims that they were 
cardinals, and they promised prayers in return for 
money. · These venerable rogues all had wives or 
mistresses, says the bishop, yet at night they used . 

· to rape or seduce the women-pilgrims who often 
slept in St. Peter's. Gregory had great difficulty in 
evicting them. Evidently the six '' good Popes'' 
who preceded Gregory had not disturbed them; and 
we know from Gregory's letters that until his time 
the road of the pilgrims was infested with robbers 
r·ight up to the altars of the church. 

Violence begets violence, Gregory's friend Abbot 
Didier gently complained to him; and when that 
wo1~thy man found hi1nself, against his will, appointed 
to succeed Gregory (in 1087) he realized the t1·uth 
of his own words. The Imperialists ejected him 
and the troops of the tender Mathilda, and set up an 
anti-Pope. The Papalists summoned the No1·mans, 
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and Rome swam with blood . On the eve of the 
Feast of 88 . Peter and Pau l there was a fu1'ious 
battle for St . Peter's . Each t roop was reso lved that 
its particular Vicar of Ch1·ist should say mass at the 
great altar, but the battle was in decisive, and 
on the solemn day the church lay , silent and 
blood -spattered, between the riva l cam ps. Po pe 
Victor died hear·t- broken in th e midd le of th e 
carnage. 

The anti-Pope held Rome for six years, and th e 
new Po1)e, Urban II, had, at h is return from exile 
in 1093, to borrow money to pay for a lodging in 
the city. The Vatican and Lateran pa laces were 
1·uined. The Papacy, to its grea t grie f, alm ost 
returned to the poverty of Christ . Under Pasc hal II, 
the next Pope, the Impe1·ialists set up three anti
Popes, and the state of Ro1ne was chron ic blood
letting . Paschal's 1nen cap tured one of the 
pretende1~s, and he was brough t on an ass, his 
face to the tail, to the Lateran Palace . 

Henry IV, now worn and age d, continu ed his 
st1'uggle amid a shower of cheap anathe 1n as ; but 
in 1104 his younger son rebelled agains t him. Th e 
elder son, Conrad, a pio11s youtl1, had been detach ed 
by the clergy in 1093, and had accuse d hi s fath er of 
attempting to compel him to commi t incest . The 
clergy had next secured Henry's second wif e, and 
had induced her to confirm the cha1·ge ; and on 
these flim y and uncont1·olled statemen t s P ope 
Paschal had held a solemn Council (1095) an d 
branded Hen1·y before the wor ld. The Em pero1-
fought on, but when the youn ge1· son, Henry, a 
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worthless youth, also rebelled, and led an army 
against hi1n, he abdicated. 

With great joy Paschal welcomed the prince to 
Rome in 1111 for his coronation, but he soon repented. 
Henry V at once became anti-Papal. He would 
t'enounce the right to invest bishops only if the 
bishops restored their princedoms to him. Paschal 
1'eluctantly consented; the treaties were written; 
the great church filled with knights and priests for 
the coronation. But when the German bishops 
heard the terms they sprang forward, and the 
mighty assembly dissolved in shrieks and the din 
of armed men. Hen1~y imprisoned the Pope and 
his cardinals, and his men pillaged the city. Rome 
l'OSe in fury in the early morning, when even Henry 
fought in his shirt before St. Peter's, and there was 
a mighty battle. In the end Henry carried the 
Pope a prisoner to Tivoli, and forced him to grant 
the right of investiture. Paschal II had won his 
1·elease, as Liberius had done in the fourth century; 
and he broke his word much as Liberius did. He 
convoked a council of bishops and cardinals, told 
tlie1n to annul his act, and absented himself f1·om 
the council ! 

So the war went on. Paschal fled, and died in 
exile. Gelasi11s II was chosen, and he was no 
sooner elected than the German soldie1·s bu1~st into 
the l'Oom, thrashed him, and threw hi1n into p1·ison. 
The Nor mans released hi1n, but Henry l'etu1·ned ; 
and Gelasius, disguised and alone, fled to tl1e coast, 
while another anti-Pope was set up. For a ti1ne 
the two pontiffs hurled curses at each othe19 across 

• 
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Italy. Then Gela sius stole secretly into Rome, 
and, from his hiding-place, bribed and ·intrigued 
for victory. At length the Germans caught him 
stealthily saying mass, and the church rang again 
with curses and the groans of dying men. Gelasius 
was discovered, moaning, in a field outside Rome, 
and packed into exile. · . 

Such was the Rome of '' the ages of faith." And 
after nearly a century of bitter strife and bloodshed 
over the right of investiture, it was settled by a 
little human wisdom and moderation, a reasonable 
compromise, in the Concordat of Worms (1122). 
The '' divine inspiration'' had not acted well. 

But the Papacy had hardly emerged from ·this 
struggle, or reached a pause in the struggle witl1 
the Emperors, before it~ plunged into another, and 
less reputable, conflict. have said that Rome was 
remarkable for the stubborn persistence in it of 
democra tic sentime nts throughout the Middle A 
At times its assu1ned democratic fervour was ally 
a mask of aristocratic ambitions, but there was at 
least an almost per1nanent revolt against the tempora l 
sovereignty of the Popes, and at the time we have 
1~eached there was a genuine and remarkable demo 
cratic development. 

It was the age of the early Schoolmen, of Peter 
Abelard, of the foundation of Et1rope's universities. 
The civilization which the lvfoo1's had set up in 
Spain had reacted upon EL1rope, and intellectua l 
interest, of a na1·row but stimt1lating kind, spread 
slowly ove1· the land. The gro,vth of industry and 
com1ne1~ce a11d la1'ge f1·ce cities enco11raged it ; 
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jhough it received no impulse whatever from the 
Papacy, which was wholly unintellectual. One of 
the pupils of Abelard, the brilliant and deeply 
religious Arnold of Brescia, dir ected this new 

, Lnterest to practical matters. He would have the 
lergy and · monks, who were still generally and 

grossly corrupt (as the letters of Abelard and th e 
contemporary works of Cardinal de Vitry assu1'e 
tts), stripped of th eir wealth and subjected to th e 
temporal authorities in temporal matter s. Pop e 
Innocent II and a Lateran Council promptly con
demned so monstrous a propo sal, and Arnold had 
to fly; but he returned to Rome a few yea1's later, 
t1nder Lucius II, and a democratic and secular . 
·'Commune'' was actually established at Rome on 
l1is plan. 

Lucius failed to get German assi stanc e, and he 
organized and led against the Capitol such mixed 

· forces as he could gather. This particular Vicar of 
Christ fell, mortally wounded by a stone, in his fight 
for his secular power over Rome (1145). His 
~uccessor was driven from Rorne, and for a time 
~~rnold was the idol of the Romans. After various 
battles a comp1'omise was arranged, and several 
~hort-lived Popes - including the Englishman 
Hadrian IV, who generously made England a 
l)resent of Ireland in 1155-grudgingly tolerated 
the Republic. But Hadrian found an admirable 
~pportunity. Frederick Barbarossa was eager to be 
~rowned, and he obliged Hadrian by handing over 

1to him the person of Arnold. That g1eat apostle of 
~eligio11s purity and sound civism was at once hanged 

• 
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and burned by the Pope, and the Repub lic was 
crushed. But the noble spirit of Arnold haunte d 
Rome, and we shall see the struggle continu ing for 
two centuries. 

And in the heat of this struggle the Papacy agai n 
entered into deadly conflict with the Empire . The 
beginning of the quarrel is told in one of those 
quaint chapters of medieval history which bring a 
smile to the lips of the historian when he hears 
Catholics speak of their divinely-guided Papacy and 
the divinely-illumined elections of Popes . 

In the yea1~1160 Alexander ... III received the votes 
of the electors, and, in time-honoured language, he 
protested that be was unworthy . "Very good," 
said Cardinal Octavian, who stood near; and he 
plucked the cope from the astonished Pope's 
shoulders. Two other cai·dinals of the imperialis t 
school at once proposed Octavian for the Papacy . 
The cope ,vas torn from his hand by an angry 
supporter of Alexander, but another cope was at 
hand. Octavian (now Pope Victor IV) put it on at 
first with the back to the front, and the riva l par ty 
jeered. But the doors suddenly burst open, and a 
crowd of soldiers saluted the "true" Pope, Victor IV . 
Alexander, who quickly discovered his worthiness , 
hastily barricaded a house near St. Peter's, bu t he 
was evicted by his rival, and was compelled to 
fly to France. The Emperor Frederick suppor ted 
Victo1·. 

After five years Alexander, the unworthy, pave d a 
way back to Rome with French gold. But he had 
scarcely a majority large enough for the tranqui l 

• 

• 
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exercise of his spiritual office, and he summoned a 
French army. The ensuing fight was one of the 
worst in the Papal annals; which is a high com
pliment to its earnestness. The floor of St. Peter's 
itself is desc1~ibed as '' strewn with corpses," and 

1 many other churches were ruined. The Romans 
themselves drove Alexander from the ruins. He 
returned, and the gates of Rome were closed against 
him. But on a third attempt he negotiated peace, 
and for three years he more or less quietly enjoyed 
the tiara, for which he had amply proved his 
unworthiness. 

Alexander's Sl1ccessor in turn quarrelled with the 
democratic Romans, and died in exile. His suc
cessor, Urban III-the Romans called hi1n Turba Jnus, 
which means '' the Rowdy''-spent the two crowded 
years of his spirited pontificate in exile. Urban's 
successor disappeared in a few months, and then 
Clement III recognized the independence of the 
Roman Commune and was permitted to return. In 
fine, Clement's successor, Celestine III, astutely 
fostered the dissensions of the right and left wings 
of the republicans, and he thus prepared the way 
for the next great figure in this wonder£ ul procession 
of the Popes. 

wocent III (1198-1216) wasJ.in my opinion, the 
,..=~r,eatest of the Popes. He was a man of mucll 
strength of character, considerable ability, intense 
religious feeling, and very remarkable achievements. 
He completed the power of the Papacy, as it had 
been conceived by Nicholas I and Gregory VII. 
He ,vas st1prernel}1 arrogant, and his language ,,,ill 
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sound blasphemous in modern ears ; but I would 
not admit that th ere was either personal or corporate 
ambition in his attitude. / He completely despised 
all earthly pleasure and glory, as he shows in a work 
he wrote before he became Pope (On Con,tempt of 
the WorldY. The simple truth is that, sharing the 
crass historical ignorance of his time, he sincerely 
believed that Christ had intended the Papacy to 
have just this supreme power which he claimed, 
and that it was £01· the good of men. 

Yet it is precisely in the life of this great Pope 
that we may study most clearly what I have calle 
the spiritual criminality of the good Popes· he 
proof that the Papacy was not merely a pitifully 
human growth, but a profoundly mischievous insti
tution, warping the finest characters, obstructing the 
progress of the race, maintaining Europe in anarchy 
and bloodshed. 

Innocent' first task was to settle the Roman 
republicans. At first he tried the experiment of 

. summoning and enriching his brother Richard, and 
making hin1. the "secular arm" of the Papacy. 
But the Romans soon burned Richard's fortified 
1nansion and made the Pope fly, in Papal fashion, 
into the provinces. There vvere, however, desperate 
family feuds among the Romans themselves, which 
the Papal agents fostered, and after a year of anarchy 
Innocent returned and conquered. 

He then set about the regaining of the temporal 
power, for all the Papal territories were now occu
pied by German commanders or Italian nobles, and 
were incorporated in the Empire. rrhis vvas one of 
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Innocent's fundamental defects. His aim brought 
the Papacy once more into deadly conflict with th e 
Emperors, and caused him to stoop to actions which 
we should call mean and treacherous. He fi1·st 
induced the invalid widow of Henry VI, who lived 
in Sicily, to make over that kingdom (and a very 
large annual sum) to the Papacy, in return for 
which he would look after the interests of her son, 
the boy-Emperor; and he then encouraged, and 
apparently financed, a French adventurer who came 
with a claim to it. As Frederick was very young, 
his uncle Philip of Swabia held the th1·one in 
Germany. Otto of Brunswick then rais ed a wholly 
baseless claim to it,-it belonged to the Pope's 
ward-and, because the unscrupulous adventu1·e1.. 
promised to be 

• 

docile to the Church, Innocent 
1-)lessed his claim, and told the Germans to submit 
to it. The German prelates angrily warned the 

· Pope to mind his own business, and a very brutal 
civil war devastated Germany for seven years. It 
was a just punishment of the Pope that Otto, when 
he secured the crown, laughed at and defied hin1; 
~nd it is not strange to find that, as tl1e Pope calmly 
,.;hanged once more and recognized the lawful heir, 
P.hat prince turned out to be the mostly deadly 
Jpponent of the Papacy, the brilliant and sceptical 
Frederic II. 

Innocent's relations with other · mona1·chs a1..e 
~ arked by the same shuffling compromise. The 
iU.preme thing, in the Pope's estimation, was the 
Jower of the Church, which meant, he said, the 
rood of 1nankind; and in striving after that power 

F 
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he at times felt that such smaller 1natters as human 
honour and manliness might be disregarded. With 
that incomparable ruffian King John Lackland, of 
England, he maintained the most friendly and 

-:flattering relations as long as John was " obedient " 
-and paid his dues. The Pope made no indiscreet 
inquiry into the death of Prince Arthur ; and, when 
John shamefully stole the betrothed of a French 
knight, the Pope imposed upon him only a ludic
rously light penance. But when John refused to 
recognize Stephen Langton, whom Innocent imposed 
upon the English Church, he withered the land with 
an interdict, and invited Philip of France to invade 
and subdue his "Papal fief," England. When John 
submitted, and acknowledged that England and 
Ireland were vassals of the Papacy, Innocent 
strenuously suppo1·ted him in his ty-ranny. The 
Pope denounced Magna Charta, the first democratic 
charter of Europe, as a diabolical document, and 
bade the barons lay down their arms under penalty 
of excommunication. 

The same shifty conduct was pursued in regard 
to Philip of France. Because Philip refused to 
part with his beloved Agnes de Meran, pleading 
that his marriage was invalid, Innocent laid an 
interdict upon France and scorned his doubts about 
the validity of his marriage. But when it became 
convenient to the Papacy to have Philip as a 
champion against England, the Pope suddenly dis
covered that there was a prima f acie case agains1 
the marriage, and entered into serious negotiations. 

J;,n ~_pain the Pope was equally truculent, ye1 
• 

• 
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equally accommodating to docile men. Most of 
the Spanish kings he laid under excommunication 
for marrying without dispensations, but when Pedro 
of Aragon, the worst sinner of all, turned up at 
Rome with his wife (and rich presents and promises 
to be good) Innocent genially took his word that 
the marriage, which was almost certainly invalid, 
was valid. 

In directing the Fourth Crusade his conduct was 
even worse. The Crusaders paid their passage by 
taking Zara from the Hungarians for the Venetians. 
The Pope excommunicated the Venetians, though 
the Venetians merely smiled (as they usually did at 
Papal curses), and the Crusaders took little practical 
notice of the censure. But when the Crusaders 
took Constantinople from the Greek Catholics, and 
com1nitted the most appalling horrors in the city 
and its churches, Innocent had not a word of 

· reproof. It was only when they failed to hand 
over to him the cont1~01 of the Greek Church that 
he opened the flood-gates of his eloquence. 

Finally, and worst1y, the conduct of this great 
Pope in connection with the massacre of the 
Albigenses was at times revolting. I have examined 
the evidence elsewhere (Crises in the History of the 
Papacy), and need not repeat it. The abuses and 
corruption of Rome had begotten in Europe an early 
kind of Protestantism, which had spread very 
widely in the south of France. VVhen Ray1nond of 
Toulouse refused to coerce his subjects, who were 
deaf to legates and monks, Innocent began to handle 
his customary formidable weapons. When the angry 
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nobles then killed the Pope's arrogant representative, 
Innocent declared a ''crusade'' against Raymond 
and his heretical subjects. No prince would join it, 
and it was a mighty rabble of adventurous nobles 
and soldiers, captained by bishops and monks, that 
gathered for the slaughter and pillage of the 
prosperous and industrious heretics. What Catholic 
writers say about the "social danger " of their 
opinions is mendacious rubbish. Their character 
and conduct were high above the average of the 
Middle Ages. 

Let us alloV\t that Innocent was, on his own 
principles, right up to this point ; though it was 
not very delicate to stipulate that Tot1louse should 
be handed over as another fief of the '' Holy See.'' 
But in the further course of events the Pope 
behaved disgracefully, on any principles. Raymond 
offered to submit, and the Pope (Epp . xi, 232) 
instructed his representatives to deal craftily with 
hi1n and ensnare hin1. They delibe1'ately goaded 
Raymond into revolt, and the bloody avalanche 
descended upon the people of Albi. For three 
years all the unspeakable horrors of 1nedieval 
slaughter were perpetrated upon men, women, and 
children. Innocent himself sickened of the slaughte1·, 
and in 1213 cried a halt. He suddenly recollected 
that Raymond had never been tried and found 
guilty, and that in any case the kingdom would 
belong to Raymond's sons. But the Pope yielded 
again to the ferocious and crafty abbots and bishops 
who led the crusade, and he let the massacre be 
consun11nated and the kingdom '' annexed." 
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Such was the greatest, one of the most sincerely 
religious, of the Popes. Such was the Papacy in 
the two hundred years of its supreme power. The 
jewels of the period are Gregory VII, who imposed 
the colossal blt1nder of celibacy on the clergy and • 

initiated the terrible feud with the Emperors, and 
Innocent III, the hero of the Albigensian massacre 
and the Fourth Crusade (the most sordid adventure 
of the thirteenth century). Between the two lie 
that generally miserable series of brawlers whom I 
have described. Let us pass on. 

• 



CHAPTER V 

DOWN THE SLOPE 

" THE Holy See " is the most reverential and 
unctuous phrase on the lips of the Catholic preacher 
and the pen of the Catholic writer. Literally, it 
means " The Holy Seat" (Sancta Sedes), the " chair 
of Peter." Catholics almost bow when they mentio n 
it. Instructed by "Catholic Truth," they have a 
dim vision of a long line of illustrious and saintly 
pontiffs, interrupted at intervals by " a few bad 
Popes," who have guarded the morals and create d 
the civilization of Europe. What would Europe 
have been without that spiritual and religious 
monarchy, they ask each other? The correc t 
answer may be gathered from the preceding 
chapters. The " Holy Seat " had rarely had an 
illustrious man in it dt1ring eleven centur·ies. It 
was already stained black with blood and vice an d 
corruption. Europe, at the mercy of the Popes , 
was sordid, filthy, fearfully cruel and violent, crassly 
ignorant, utterly primitive in the administration of 
jt1stice, indescribably lax in sex matters (the main 
thing the Popes profe ssed to be concerned abont). 

vVe have reached the thirteenth century, whic h 
Catholic writers seem to propose as a shining model 
for the twentieth century. What art ! What 
splendid trade unions (or guilds) ? What beautifu l 

70 
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3aints, like Francis and Dominic! What-Mr. 
Chesterton would say-what jollity of life ! Well, 

. bhe thirteenth century was just as sordid, as 
murderous, as immoral, as filthy and vicious to 
live in, as the 1nodern mind can possibly conceive. 
Its intellectual life was confined to a few thousand 
clerics, sterile in its subjects, cramped by the 

· ecclesiastical authorities, and indebted to the 
Mohammedans for its existence. Its Francis and 
Dominic are just a proof that the older monastic 
orders were, as Ca1·dinal de Vitry says, unfit for 
a decent man or woman to live in; and the new 
monastic bodies were corrupted within twenty 
years. Its jollity of life was accompanied by as 
tree a use of the knife as you will find in the Malay 
1\.rchipelago to-day, as free a use of alcohol as you 
will find among '' civilized'' savages, and as free an 
indulgence of sex impulses as you will find among 
tnonkeys; and it was overcast by such plagues, 

• 

famines, diseases, wars, robberies, persecutions, and 
_ppressions as you will now find nowhere. 

As to the art of the Middle Ages, the man who 
looks. for its i1ispi1·atio1iin Catholicism is as foolish 
as the man who fancies that men and women were.. 

then as refined, as free, or as virtuous as they a1'e 
to-day. Such an artistic phase occurs in the adoles
~~ence of nearly every strong nation. One might as 
Jvell attribute Periclean a1·t in Athens to the religion 
µf the time, or Japanese art to Shintoism. One 
inight as well claim that the great painters of the 
Jate1· lVIiddle Ages, who lived in an atmosphe1·e 
,-,f utter irreligion and license, were inspired by 
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Catholicism. The art of the Middle Ages is just 
the bright side of its turbulent and primitive 
strength, its flush of hot blood in the spring-time 
of modern Europe. It was ernployed by the Church, 
and took on a religious aspect, simply because the 
wealth to employ it, and the objects to work upon, 
were mainly ecclesiastical. In a short time men 
built town halls as finely as cathedrals, and painted 
merchants or Venuses as superbly as Madonnas. 
The laity were getting rich. 

One thing at least the Papacy ought, on its own 
principles, to have secured; that is to say, the 
observance of the virtue of chastity, which it 
regarded as supreme. But chastity had so long 
been rare in Europe, especially at Rome, that men 
had begun to call it an '' angelic virtue," so a 
medieval writer says. The Papacy and clergy often 
denounced vice. We know its extraordinar·y preva
lence among the clergy mainly from Papal letters, 
meetings of prelates, notes compiled by bishops 
about the state of their dioceses, and so on. It was 
just such as Boccaccio later describes it. The 
clergy owned brothels. The cities-even the Papal 
autho1'ities at Rome-taxed the earnings of prosti
tute s. The morals and manners of the common 
folk were indescribable. 

And the Papacy was in a large measure respon-
sible. It clung to the law of celibacy for monks 
and nuns and priests, though age by age the result 
was announced to it from all parts of Europe. Now 
it m ade a corresponding bl11nder, in its own interest, 
in 1~egard to the laity. It invented '' degrees of 
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kind1·ed '' which prevented people fro1n 111arr·ying. 
It g1·adually, about this time, destroyed the old 
tradition that marriage was a civic matte1· and need 
not be conducted in church. It got complete control 
of n1a1·riage, and made it very expensive. In the 
small towns and villages of the time, wThen there 
was little migration from place to place, nearly 
everybody was related to everybody, according to 
the Church's scheme of kindred. Fornication, or 
god-parentage in baptism, related people to the 
seventh degree, just as well as ma1·riage. People 
m11st get a dispensation, and it cost much. As a 
res11lt, poor folk eithe1· entered upon ''incestuous'' 
ma1·1·iages, or did not marry at all. Nobles and 
princes cot1ld almost always have a flaw discovered 
in their marriages by Rome's 1nicroscopic experts; 
and, if they were on bad ter1ns with tl1e Pope and 
money was of little use, they took mistresses-and 
kept confessors. That was the glorious thirteenth 
century, as eve1·y document of the ti1ne depicts it. 

Rome had other things to think of. The long 
war with the Emperors opened af1·esh. ] rederic 
would not go to the Crusade when he was ordered
to say nothing of his other 1nisdeeds-and G1·egory IX 
e1~t1ptedanathemas. But F1·ede1·ic }1ad his pa1·tisan s, 
and, while Gregory pot11'ed out his sono1·ous cu1·ses 
fro1n the pulpit in St. Peter's, the congregation 
bu1-stinto furious counter-curses and d1·ove the Pope 
fro1n Ro1ne. They did not want a new wa1'. 
G1·egory made peace with them and rett1rned; and he 
celebrated his return by the new kind of Papal fi1·e
work-the bu1~ning of a multitude of Roman heretics . 

• 
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I have spoken of aints Francis and Dominic . 
Of Francis, to ,vhose fraternit3r, in its degenerate 
and ridiculous modern form, I once belonged, I 
speak nothing but respect and sympathy . Under 
the illusion of asceticism, which Popes foste1·ed, he 
wore out his gentle soul ; and he died of a broken 
heart, becat1se his f1,aternity quickly went the way 

.. 
of all monastic flesh. Bt1t Dominic! The Domi -
nican friars wot1ld do well, in modern times, to 

..,
change their name. The fanaticism of their founder 
was more dangerous to others than to himself . He 
specialized on hatred of heretics, and his white 
robed sons grimly stoked the fires of the Inquisition 
until the black-robed sons of t. Ignatius came to 
dispute the honour. How many tens of thousands 
-if we include Jews and Albigensians and other 
large sects, how many millions-were p1Jni hed with 
horrible death or torture in the '' glorious thirteent h 
century " and its two successors, no man knows ; 
and in large part they were men and women like 
the noble Arnold of Bre cia, too honourable to say 
that the} believed in the divinit;r of the S) stem 
l1nder which they li, ed. 

Catholic writers pretend that the Boman I n -
quisition at least did little of this slaughter. They 
know, ...ell that the figt11'es have never been published . 

ntil the time of Leo III a la1'ge p1'oportion of .4 ... 

the doct1ments trea ured at the '\7atican were kep t 
in the '' ecr'et A1'chi,1e . ' s a good mall) 7 of the 
keletons in this cupboard ( uch a the legal p1'oof 

of the immoralit) of .....-lexander I) had got into 
the light of day, Leo ~7 1II made a nhow of libel'ality 
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and threw open the doors of the '' Secret Archives'' 
to the scholars of the world. But when even 
Catholic historians like Dr. Pastor 1 searched for the 
records of the Roman Inquisition, which were kept 
there, they were not to be found. Behind the 
'' Secret '' (and now open) Archives is a collection 
of '' Strictly Secret'' documents of which Leo XIII 
said nothing to the scholars he invited! 

Pope Gregory continued to maintain the Papal 
tradition, with more vigour than dignity. In 1232 
the ang1~y Romans again expelled their '' Holy 
Father," and he returned in the following year. 
But the Romans de1nanded, and took, their in
dependence ; and after two years of sanguinary 
s ife they expelled Gregory for the third time . 
........... died soon after election, and then weis successor 
find a lengthy and eloquent vacancy of the '' Holy 
See." innocent IV at length took up the gilded 
ham.Ole, and in a few months he had to fly. In 
short, the Popes had now to wage successive wars 
with the Emperors Manfred and Conradin, and they 
had not much time to devote to the civilization of 
Europe. Meantime insane epidemics like that of 
the Flagellants enlivened the land, and terrific 
family feuds kept Rome and central Italy in a state 
of chronic warfare and insecurity. 

The Papacy was convinced that the German 
Emperors were incurable enemies, and it summoned 
the French. The beginning of the French pro
tection was not ' auspicious. The French behaved 

1 See his Histo'ry of tlie Popes. 
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so riotously and oppressively in Sicily that the 
people flew to arms and perpetrated the appalling 
massacre known as '' the Sicilian Vespers '' {1282). 
The French were slaughtered in batches ; even 
Italian women who were pregnant by the French 
soldiers were ripp ed open. That was the genial 
way of the thirteenth century. But this particular 
divine inspiration of the Papacy had consequences 
of even greater mom~nt. 

Frencl1 influence meant French cardinals. A 
grateful Pope m1,1st recognize his indebtedness to 
his F1~ench protectors, and the French king had 
va1~ious prelates to reward, irrespective of their 
spiritual merits. Now by this time the election of 
a Pope was p1·actically confined to the cardinals, 
and the Italians saw with dismay the increase of 
foreign vot~. Already the elections were storrny 
enoug Each of the great Italian families had its 
cardinal or cardinals; and the Savelli, the Colonna, 
the Orsini, etc., fought prodigious battles in the 
Conclave (the election ceremony). ✓ 

A curious incident arose out 6£ this in 1292, and 
makes one smile again at the theory of '' the light 
of the Holy Ghost." The rivals fo11ght for a yea1', 
but not a cardinal col1ld g·et the legal majority of 
votes. Some foolish cardinal then proposed, in 
despai1~, that they should elect a holy he1~1nit who 
had a 1--eputation among the country folk at the 
time, and the wearied voters agreed. he astonished 
and half-witted hermit thus foun himself dragged 
from his cell and clotl1ed with the jewelled garments 
of a Pope But Celestine V was at once found 
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to be t1tterly incapable, and he was compelled to 
abdicate. Chro~iclers of the time tell a delightful 
story, which we cannot control, of the way it was 
done. One of the cardinals fitted a speaking-tt1be 
to the Pope's chamber, and poor Celestine found 
himself ordered by '' a voice from heaven'' during 
the night to abdicate. 1 

However that n1ay be, the cardinal of this sto1·y 
took Celestine's place, became Boniface VIII, and 
confined the abortive Vicar in a place which 
ambitious courtiers could not reach. It is said, 
on very fair authority, that Boniface had the 
unhappy hermit murdered, when his own character 
became clear and men wanted to displace him. 
Boniface was certainly quite capable of the speaking
tube. He was utte1·ly unscrupulous. After fierce 
quarrels with the Roman nobles he was hin1self 
deposed by the Romans and the French (in 1303), 
and the indictment of him is, as we shall see, 
appalling. He had fled to Anagni, and it is said 
that the fury into which he burst when he heard 
the news killed him. 

The Papacy was now worth a sterner fight than 
eve1·. In 1300 the Pope had announced a ''Jubilee'' 

a special year of indulgences and pardons for all 
who came to Rome-and the streams of ignorant 
men and women from all parts of Europe poured, 
even when the bandits and the courtesans had 
taxed them, such wealth into St. Peter's that the 
officials gathered up the coin with rakes and shovels. 

1 See the full and extra,ordinary story of Celestine in l\1ilman, 
Bk. xi, cc. vi and vii. 

I 
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Further immense sums were made by selling relics 
(generall}" fraudulent) and other valuable objects to 
the pilgrims. 

Every~ church and every cleric in Rome had his 
sha1·e, for the priceless relics of Rome were scattered 
over the churches. There was the pillar to which 
Christ had been tied, the nails and wood of his cross 
(all the material of wl1ich had been sold, in grains, 
a dozen times over), drops of his blood, the napkin 
in short, everything down to his milk-teeth and his 
navel-cord. There was all the linen of Mary, and 
her wedding ring, and so on. There were locks of 
her hair, and little phials of her milk. Peter was 
gorgeously represented-down to the stone in which 
his tears of repentance had worn a groove-and his 
mother and sister contributed bones and articles of 
linen. Then there was the innumerable army of 
the saints and 1nartyrs, spurious and otherwise. 
The Jews and Greeks had done a prodigious trade 
in relics which they had ''discovered'' in Palestine. 
The Italians had not even needed to go to Palestine. 
The angels did the transporting for so pious a 
generation. And it is fairly clear from the evidence 
brought against Boniface VIII that (as we shall 
see p1·esently) he was a thorough blackguard, and 
despised those whom he duped and fleeced! He 
crowns the ''glorious'' century. 

Rome, which '' never changes,'' has been unfor
tt1nate in losing all these interesting relics. Some, 
even of the most curious, such as phials of the 
Virgin's milk and locks of her hair, lingered in 
obscure pa1 .. ts of Spain until the nineteenth century. 
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It is tantalizing how they fly before the chemist 
and the osteologist. Perhaps the way in which 
one of the latter discovered the bones of a famous 
Neapolitan saint, which 
miracles, to be the bones 
ciated at the Vatican. 

had worked 
of a goat is 

countless 
not appre

In 1304, after a furious and protracted quarrel of 
the French and Italian cardinals, the Archbishop of 
Bordeaux got the tiara, and became Clement V. 
Whether 01· no the French king had bribed the 
cardinals is disputed (by Catholics), and in point of 
fact the cardinals were unable to agree until the 
'' voice of the people'' broke upon the chamber in 
very angry tones. But .that Clement V had an 
11nderstanding with the French king cannot be 
seriously disputed. He refused to leave France; 
he was crowned at Lyons ; he summoned the Papal 
court to him ; and he at once began to oblige the 
king. He created ten new French cardinals, and 
he absolved King Philip (who was under a cloud), 
and granted him a tithe on the clergy for five yea1·s. 
Philip then pressed for the trial of the enormously 
wealthy Knights Templars. There is no doubt that 
this semi-monastic body was as corrupt as it was 
1·ich. Scott's Templar in Iva1ilioe is a true picture. 
But the trial (which Milman describes at length in 
l1is Histo1·y of Lati1i Christianity, Bk. xii, ch. i) was 
a travesty of j11stice, and Clement winced. Philip 
pressed the weakling, and he put his signature to 
the condemnation. 

But Philip had an even graver aim than the 
spoiling of the Templars, and Clement fled nervously 
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to Avignon, which was then just outside France. 
Philip grimly pursued him, and demanded the trial 
of Pope Boniface VIII, his deadly enemy, the Pope 
of the Jubilee. 

Clement was forced to hold a Consistory, and £01· 

days the most astounding evidence about Boniface 
was put before him. Boniface had been addicted to 
natural and unnatural vice, blasphemy, scepticism, 
simony, and all species of corruption . Now we 
cannot check this evidence. No torture was used 
(as it was freely l1sed in the trial of the Templars), 
though one suspects the use of French gold. Yet 
the witnesses are of such a character (Roman canons, 
abbots, etc.) that we cannot admit more than ex
aggeration. The man at whose feet Christendom 
had grovelled in 1300 was stained with every vice, 
from. paederasty to murder ! Clement shuddered at 
the prospect; and Philip, who happened to wan t 
another favour, released his pressure. He was 
satisfied with the exposure; and he gave Clement 
a hundred thousand gold florins ! Later the 
Council of Vienne lamely, without trial or exami
nation of witnesses, acquitted the shade of Pope 
Boniface. 

Clement, a cowardly and worthless pontiff, died 
in 1314, leaving 300,000 gold florins to his nephew. 
His successor, John XXII, the most acute financie r 
on the Papal throne until Leo XIII, maintaine d 
that Clement had given his nephew 1,774,800 gold 
florins (nearly a million sterling) of Papal money . 
And Clement had spent plenty. He lived in luxury , 
and in such freeclom that it was commonly believe d 
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that the very charming Countess de Talleyrand
P 0rigord, who was constantly with him, was his 
1nist1~ess.

1 
It is useless to seek to determine whether 

she was or no. He was a man of few scruples, 
and the rarest scruple of those days was chastity. 
And all over Christendom heretics, mystics, and 
other protesters against this precious system blazed 
at the stake throughout Clement's reign. 

Then came John XXII (1314-34), an aged lawyer 
who had helped to procure and arrange the evidence 
against the Templars. John was a dry little man, 
a keen accountant, whose ledgers are preserved in 
Lhe Vatican to this day. They were published by 
the Vatican authorities some years ago, because the 
contemporary Italian writer Villani had said that 
.j ohn had amassed 25,000,000 ducat s, and the books 
3howed that he left a deficit. But the ecclesiastical 
=:ditors of the cash-books are generous enough to 
i d1nit, since it was known otherwise, that a vast 
a,mount of money spent by John is not entered in 
~he books, and that John had a little private nest 
~containing about a million florins when he died) of 
lYhich he kept no accounts. 

I do not so much quarrel with John's motives. 
!)eing over seventy years of age, his conduct is 
~eyond reproach ; though how the parsimonious 
ittle man contrived to spend £200,000 a year 
~25,000 a year on his own household-is not clea1". 
! 'ut John's ways of getting money were, for an 
: inspired " man, peculiar. The enterprising 

1 Villani, H1:stor-£a, ix, 58. 
G 
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Boniface had already confiscated to the Papacy 
the revenue of any ecclesiastical office when the 
clerk who held it died in or near Rome, John 
extended this profitable law to all dying clerics, 
and claimed three years' revenue from the successor. 
With a show of rlghteous zeal he (in his Bulla 
Exec1·abilis) ordered that all clerks-except his 
cardinals, some of w horn bad tried to poison him 
who held several benefices must surrender all but 
one; and he got more than a tithe on the benefices 
thl1s thrown on the market. He created new 
bishoprics (for the better care of souls, of course) 
and split up bishoprics; and again he got "first 
fruits." 

At one moment this led to trouble which nearly 
cost him his life, and it prettily illustrates the times 
and the Papal court. John summoned a wicked 
bishop, Hugues Gerard, to account for his misdeeds, 
though the man had honestly paid his two thousand 
dollars for his office. In the middle of the trial 
servants of the bishop were caught smuggling into 
Avignon (in loaves of bread-John had good police) 
packets of poison and little wax images of the Pope 
and his nephew. In the Middle Ages, when you 
wanted to kill a man and leave no trace, you set up 
a wax image of him, and, uttering certain charms, 

• prodded it with a bodkin. Then he was supposed 
to die; and, curiously enough, the Pope's nephew 
did die (possibly of fright). Out came the instru
menti::i of torture, and it was discovered that the 
images had been made for the bishop by a Jew and 
blessed by an archbishop on whose revenue John had 
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designs! The poison was to supplement the charms, 
and even cardinals were implicated in the plot to 
use this. There was a bloody vengeance, and John 
issued fierce decrees against magic. 1 

These new sources of revenue, with the customary 
1 sale of offices and dispensations, and some obscure 

beginning of the sale of indulgences, made Papal 
Avignon rich and attractive to other than ascetics. 
John spent most of his money in trying to recover 
the temporal power (and its revenue), but he made 
an unhappy mess of that enterprise. What he really 
did was to raise to a higher temperature the anger 
against the Papacy, which spread, in spite of 
Inquisitors, in the Church. French lawyers, exalted 
friars, Italian adventurers, and German imperialists 
novv more or less united. John fi1~st argued with 
the friars, and then, when he fell into heresy, as he 
did 1nore than once, 2 he burned them. His victims 
were many. 

The more piquant fact is that John's conduct led 
equally to the degradation of the Papacy-let us 
15ay, deeper degradation of the Papacy-and the 
growth of the protest against it. The usual futile 
?truggle occurred at his death, and so many cardinals 
threw away their votes upon a monk whom every
body thought impossible that the surprised monk 
got the 'tia1~a. Clement did not live to solve the-

•1 
See a full and critical account of this matter in E. Abbe's 

,!-I-1tguesGera1·d (1904).
2 

_ Ile is well known for holding a, theory about Heaven which is 
!}eretical in Catholic theology. He was impeached several tin1es 
for l1e1·esy-by the Emperor, the French King, and the General of 
hhe Franciscan Order. 
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dilemma; and Benedict XII, who hated monks (but 
liked a good glass of wine and a good story), made a 
feeble and futile effort at reform. To him succeeded 
the gay Clement VI (1342-52), whose taste had been 
cultivated in a Benedictine monastery. Avignon now 
rivalled any court in Europe for license and gaiety . 

The great palace which John XXII had begun 
was now complete, and round it, and along the 
beautiful banks of the river, were the palaces of the 
cardinals. In fact, Clement now, by a singular 
bargain, got Avignon as Papal property. It belonged 
to the kingdom of Naples, and Queen Joanna had 
lately murdered her husband and married her lover; 
and as her husband's kinsman, the King of Hungary, 
sought her life, she penitently submitted her fault to 
the Pope. She got absolution ; and the Pope got 
Avignon for a beggarly 80,000 florins. It is rig ht 
to warn the reader that " Catholic Truth " adm its 
no connection between the tvvo transactions, thoug h 
the purchase immediately preceded the absolution . 
Joanna repented her bargain and protested ; but the 
Popes kept Avignon until Napoleon came upon the 

scene. 
Whether the Countess of Turenne was rea lly 

Clement's mistress, as Villani says, and what precise 
proportion of the cardinals lived loosely, it would 
be futile to seek to determine. It is enough tha t 
Petrarch, who lived near Avignon, repeated ly 
describes it in his letters as " a sink of iniquity "; 
and Petrarch was not a Pt1ritan. He was ve1~y 
hostile to Clement for refusing to leave his com~ 
fortable palace for Ron1e, as Rome demanded; but 
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the constant and detailed statements in his letters 
leave no room for doubt. The license of life among 
the clerics at Avignon was as great as (later) at the 
court of Louis XIV, with tl1e addition of unnatural 
vice. Bishops and cardinals had hundreds of pages 
and servants each. They kept their dogs and 
falcons; and hundreds of charming ladies joined 
their superb banquets and hunts and their heavy 
gambling. The "Holy Father" mingled with, 
and smiled upon, all this gaiety ; such gaiety that 
Petrarch, who knew well the story of Rome and 
Greece, has to go back to Babylon for a parallel. 
And the sons of St. Dominic plied their unspeakable 
tortures, and induced civic autl1orities to light the 
flames (lest they should stain their own white hands) 
for critics all over Europe. 

Clement's successor drove away crowds of the 
idle and vicious inferior clergy who fattened at 
Avignon; but the great plague, the corruption of 
the cardinals, who controlled the Papacy, continued. 
The next Pope also was a good, but vveak, man ; 
and he transferred the Papal Court, in 1367, from its 
atmosphere of vice and luxury to Rome. Catholic 
writers offer us a pretty picture of a saintly maid of 
Siena inducing him to return. The truth is that 
the Papacy had reports that it was in danger of 
losing Italy if it remained in France. Rome was 
a dreary, grass-grown waste after Avignon: the 
1nouldering corpse of the greatest city the world 
had ever known. The diversion of Papal gold £01· 

sixty years had ruined it. But its people had still 
such independence of spirit that Urban V returned 
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conduct of his legates and troops 

such a storm that he also prepared 
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fly. He died in 1376, and a new and extraordinary 
phase of Papal history opened. 

• 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE PAP ACY IN THE DEPTHS 

THE Catholic theory is that God, for his inscrutabl e 
reasons-this is said in low and reverential tones
permitted the Papacy to contract a stain at tirnes 
from the age in which it lived. I have actually 
heard clerics contend that the purpose was to prove 
the divinity of the Church, to show that it had the 
supernatural vitality to survive these successive 
degradations; and they assured me that this theory 
was given them by professors in seminaries at 
l{ome ! The theory is, however, not for pulpit use. 
It has one little weakne ss. To prove the indwelling 
of a divine power the corruption which is eventually 
1nastered must be

• 

very grea~ ; and, tl1ougl1 many 
priests-the bulk of them are quite ignorant of 
Papal history-know that it was very great, they 
rnust not confide the fact to the laity. The ordinary 
Catholic, who is forbidden to read Langer;t or Mil1nan 
or Von Ranke or Creighton or Gregorovius-not to 
mention men like McCabe-is informed only that 
a few stains were contracted at rare intervals by the 
white robe of "the Sovereign Pontiff," and that 
normally the Popes exerted a serene and beneficent 
influence upon Europe. 

The plain historical truth is very different. It is 
87 
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that the Papacy was set up in a relatively decent 
and enlightened world, and under the rule of the 
Pope this world sank into appalling depths, dragging 
the Papacy with it. That is the story of the first 
thousand years of the Papacy. And the story of 
the next five hundred year.s is still more remarkable, 
on Catholic principle r. ~ It is that Europe, in spite 
of the Popes, grew slowly out of its ignorance a,,nd 
ba1..barism, a1id tlie Papacy co1iti1iiled to si1ik~/ 

_, 

The rebirth of Europe is too often d~ed from 
what is called the Renaissance in the fifteenth 
century. There was, of course, a quicker growth 
of culture in the fifteenth century, but the rebirth 
of civilization had begun much earlier. The artistic 
flush to which I have referred : the school-life 
inspired by the Moors; the emancipation of the 
serfs and growth of free towns; the settlement of 
the new nations; the restoration of co1nmerce-all 
these things, with which the Papacy had nothing to 
do, were improving Europe during the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries. There was a continuous 
growth of heresy, of angry or contemptuous protest 
against the Papacy; but the Popes were still strong 
enough to quench it in blood. The spread of a zeal 
for ancient Greece and Rome in the fifteenth century 
greatly stimulated ~he advance, especially as the 
laity now took up cultu1'e and the p1·actice of law. 
Let us see how the Papacy behaved while Europe 
improved. 

At the first Papal election in Rome after the 
return the French and Italian cardinals fot1ght as 
men may in a political ward of a minor South 

• 

• 
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l1nerican Republic, while a mob of Romans howled 
hrough the windows, and even bur st into the room. 
~he '' Holy Ghost'' had not much chance, and a 
ough Neapolitan monk, Urban VI, was hastily 
~lected. He was a pious man, but his manners 
;vere not at . the Av1gnon level; and the luxurious 
:i rench cardinals, whose ways he described in 
.he rich Neapolitan dialect, chose another Pop e, 

1 

! J lement VII, and retired with him to Avignon. 
[t was the opening of the '' Great Schism." For 
Jhirty years Christendom was hop elessly puzzled as 
jO which of the rival anathematizers, both of whon1 
seemed to be fluent and expert, really had '' the gift 
of the Holy Ghost." Even the Italian cardinals 
ame to doubt Urban, and conspired-so he says 

ho kill him ; and in a burst of rage he lowered six 
of ·them into an empty underground cistern, and 
almost starved them to death. 

The equally fiery, and less pious and sc1't1pulous, 
Boniface IX succeeded Urban in 1389, and contrived 
to survive until the golden year of the Jubilee, 1400. 
Boniface was as keen on money as he was qt1ick 
with the sword. He promoted to high office an 
~1tterly unscrupulous Neapolitan pirate or irregular 
soldier, Baldassare Cossa, who per·£ ected the fiscal 
machinery of John XXII. It will be remernbered 
that John had declared all ecclesiastical appoint
ments forfeit to the Holy See when the holders 
died. Boniface and his enterprising Chamberlain 
improved upon this. They had agents 'watching 
the age and health of incumbents, and they set up 
11, ma1,ket of '' expectations,'' in their own elegant 

• 
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The highest clerical bidder was put onphrase. 
But Cossa had the brilliant idea of alsothe list. 

selling "preferences." A man who had paid for 
the "expectation" of the parish of, say, Montefeltro 
might find, when the incumbent died, that it had 
been sold for a larger sum to some one who had 
secured a '' preference.'' 

The " taxes" on dispensations, etc., continued ; 
and we now find clearer evidence of the practice of 
selling indulgences. People in distant countries 
said that the journey to Rome for the Jubilee was 
ruinously expensive, the route being lined with 
beggars and thieves and courtesans rigl1t up to the 
altars of St. Peter's. At all events, the Pope or 
Baldassare imagined them saying this ; and, in order 
that Italians should not be unduly favoured in the 
Holy Father's family, it was decreed that any who 
paid to Papal agents the price of a journey to Ro1ne 
should obtain the same pardons as if he visited Rome. 

Here " Catholic Truth " makes a dignified protest. 
It is a sheer libel, we are told, that the Church 
sold anything ; and it is a worse libel to say that 
it sold pardon, for S'in,s. On the first point the 
reader may take it as he pleases. You pay your 
money-you may still do it in Spain or l\1exico-to 
the priest or shopkeeper, you get your change, and 
you get a piece of paper assuring you of an "indul
gence." Any person is free to call this "giving 
an alms to the Church and receiving gratuitously a 
spiritual benefit''; but-no alms no benefit, and 
the sum is strictly stipulated. We need not waste 
time in ·quarrels about words. There are parts of 

.. 
• 
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A.merica where you may give a man money and 
t·eceive a drink; and as he is very earnest that it is 
t1ot a '' sale," bt1t a free '' gift '' on both sides, you 
courteously acquiesce. As to the second point, 
whatever is done now (which we will discuss later), 
we have the solemn declaration of the Council of 
Constance, which I will give presently, that Cossa 

· ' 'sold '' absolution from ''sin'' as well as from the 
pu1·gatorial punishment of sin (a p<E1ia et culpa). 
The Council is rude enough to call it a '' sale.'' 
Still ruder people call it a '' sell." 

Boniface's successor, Innocent VII, continued to 
l1ave trouble with the Romans, who maintained 
their protest against the temporal power, and he 
had to fly to Viterbo. His nephew-most of the 
Popes were now ne otists-had killed some of the 
1 omans. At the next Conclave the cardinals were 
1·esolved to end the scandalous and (for Rome) very 
unp1·ofitable schism. Half the countries of Europe 
~ent their '' gifts '' to Avignon. So they elected 
Gregory XII, an aged and vene1~able man, who 
protested with tears rolling down his cheeks that 
he wot1ld go on foot, if it were necessary, to meet 
the anti-Pope, Benedict XIII, and end the schism. 
But all the force in Church and State could not 

. compel the two greedy old men to approach within 
less than twenty miles of each other. Gregory was 
the worse offender. So a numbe1· of prelates met 
in Council at Pisa, deposed the two, and elected 
Alexander V. Then there wer·e three Vicars of 
Christ instead of two, as the ancient 1·eprobates 
~tubbornly refused to yield. 

r 
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Alexander died at once, and Baldassare Cossa 
secured the tiara, and added fresh lustre to the 
name of John. He became John XXIII. Cossa 
had, in nur sing the :finances for Boniface, created a 
vast fortune for himself, and money had long 
counted in a Papal election. But I will be content 
in the case of John to say only what the dis
tinguished Council of Constance said of him. 
Sigismund of Hungary took in hand the matter 
of the schi sm, compelled John to lay aside his 
tergiversations, and su1nmoned a great Council of 
the Church at Constance. There vvere 29 cardinals, 
183 archbishops and bishops, 134 abbots, a hundred 
learned doctors of law and divinity, and-the 
chronicle1·s of the time tell us-about a thousand 
prostitutes attracted to Constance for the trial of 
the three Pope s. It began in the early days of 
1415; and John, who at once saw the issue, fled 
ignominiously across Austria. 1 

This grave and representative assembly gathered 
evidence and drew up an indictment of John XX.III, 
which any per son who knows Latin may read in 
Labbe's collection of the Councils. There were 
fifty-four a ticles in the charge, but I must sum-

The Holy Father was described as 
"wick ed, irreverent, unchaste, a liar, disobedient, 
and infected with many vices." When we read 
the pages of details we rather ink that it would 
have been simpler to name the vices, jf there are 
any, which did not infect him. He amassed an 

1 See the scholarly and quite impartial ,vork of E. J. Kitto, I1i 

tJie Days of the Coil1ici ls {1908) . 
• 
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immense fortune by simony, and therewith he 
bought the cardinalate. As cardinal-legate at 
Bologna he was "inhuman, unjust, and cruel." 
He got the Papacy by "violence and fraud," 
though he ridiculed and ignored the offices, fasts, 
etc., of the Church. As Pope he was an '' oppressor 
of th e poor, persecutor of justice, pillar of the wicked, 
statue of the simoniacs, addicted to magic, the dregs 
of vice ...... wholly given to sleep and carnal desires, 
a mirror of infamy, a profound inventor of every 
kind of wickedness." He sold benefices, bulls, 
sacraments, indulgences (" from sin and punish
ment''), ordinations, consecrations-in short, any
thing that would fetch money. He practised 
" sacrilege, adultery, murder, spoliation, rapine, and 
theft." And so on. We may take it that the 
writers of the time, such as Dietrich von Nieheim, 
correctly describe the Holy Father : a man of 
unbounded sexual license, ferocious cruelty, a bandit 
all his life, utterly irreligious, absolutely devoid of 
moral scruple. 

The three Popes were deposed, and the gift of th e 
Holy Ghost passed to Martin V, who was to co
operate with the Council in reforming the Church, 
and call other Councils every few years to see that 
the 1·eform was maintained. But when l\Iartin 

, secured the tiara he dissol, ·ed the Cot1ncil befo1·e 
its reforming zeal became dangerous; and, though 
he summoned another at Pavia in 1423, he stifle d 
that in its cradle. There was no reform. '' G1·eed 
reigns supreme in the Roman Court," wrote the 
representative of the Teutonic Knights to his 
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superiors in 1430. 1 The Church, especially in 
Germany, seeth ed with revolt. But Martin was 
busy regaining the temporal power and adorning 
Rome. 

Eugenius IV, hi s succe ssor, a religious man, but 
too great a prince to suffer any of this democratic 
nonsense of reform by Council, was compelled to 
sum1non a Council at Basle, and he contrived to 
kill it in the womb. Rome rebelled again, and set 
up its R epublic. Eugenius fled to Florence, and, to 
punish the Romans, remained there ten years. This 
inspired act, which in effect married the Papacy to 
the Renaissance, had very considerable influence on 
the coming degradation. Nicholas V, who succeeded, 
spent vast sums in beautifying Rome ; though in 
1453 the democrats again conspired to wreck the 
Pope's power and set fire to the Vatican. 

Martin, Eugeniu s, and Nicholas had been quite 
decent men, who merely declined to attempt the 
awful task of cleansing the Augean stables of the 
Church and reducing its income. At the death of 
Nicholas a sinister development began. The Italian 
cardinals, having tired themselves with the customary 
furious and inconclusive struggle, carelessly handed 
the tiara to a Spanish bishop ,vho seemed very 
inoffensive. But his na1ne was Alfonso Bo1'gia, and 
he planted the Bo1~gia b1'ood in Italy. 

Calixtus III, as he was called, was quite pious, as 
piet y went in those days. He was very assiduous 

Quoted by the Cat h olic 
• 

hi storian Dr. L. Pa stor in hi s Histo1·11 
of tlie Papacy (I, 241). Songs were sun g about it all over Europe 
for centu ries . 

1 
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at prayer, and he no doubt would like to see the 
• 

Church better, if the reform did not cost much. 
But he was very fond of his kindred, and hosts of 
Spania1·ds crossed the sea and found office. Among 
them was a nephew, Rodrigo Borgia, whom Calixtus 
had for some years been educating for the Church. 
In a later age families would put into the Church 
a son who had morals, but no wit; in the fifteenth 
century it was the son who had wit and no morals. 
The Chu1~ch provided him with an income. The 
morals of Rod1'igo (and most of the other young 
Spaniards) did not exist, but his uncle at once made 
him a cardinal and Vice-Chancellor (or head) of the 
Papal Court. In the same year, 1457, the Diet of 
Frankfort was drawing up an indictment of the 
Papacy which might have been copied from the 
indictment of John XXIII. 

At the death of Calixtu s the fur·ious Romans 
scattered or m11rdered the Spaniards, but Cardinal 
Rodrigo Borgia survived. The new Pope, Pius II, 
had been a notorious rake in his earlier days, though 
he was now old and gouty and virtuous. But 
Rodrigo had turned into his pockets very profitable 
benefices, and the Pope merely sent the Spanish 
cardinal on an hono111·able mission to Siena. It is 
true that in 1460 he had to w1·ite Rodrigo a very 
severe letter, 1 beca11se he and other cardinals had 
created a scandal by having young women perfo1'm 
jndecent dances before them. Pius ought to have 

1 Reproduced in Bi shop 1\1atthe,v' s lif e of Alexande r VI. The 
Latin t ext is ir1 the .A11,11,al ~es Ecclesiasti ci of Ray naldt1s, 1ear 1460, 
No. 31. 

• 
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known, and probably did know, that Cardinal Rodr igo 
now openly had a mistress, Vannozza dei Catane i, 

1/ and their first child was born in that year "'But 
nothing was done. It was an age when, in the 
words of Pius himself, '' scarcely a single prince in 
Italy had been born in wedlock." Princes of the 
Church we1--e not much better. 

The futile Pius was followed by the futile Pat1l, 
who angered Rome so much that there was a con
spiracy against his life. Then came Sixt us IV, 
another man of piety, a Franciscan friar, who, 
amid the rumbles of Europe, carried the degrada 
tion of the Papacy a long step further. He ha d 
a brother, three sisters, and fourteen nephews and 
nieces ; and a golden shower fell upon these humb le 
peasants and obscure friars. 

The fundamental error of the Papacy at this time 
was the creation, as at Avignon, of a corrupt body of 
cardinals, and the Friar-Pope was one of the wors t 
offenders. There is a contemporary writer, Infessura , 
who accuses Sixtus of unnatural vice and genera l 
unscrupulousness; but Infessura was one of the very 
anti-Papal Italians, and may be reproducing idle 
gossip. Some modern historians believe that tw o 
of the " nephews " the Pope promoted were his own 
illegitimate sons. But in this account of Papa l 
history I avoid any disputable charges. The case 
against Sixtus is bad enough. VVhatever his persona l 
morals, he filled the college of cardinals with un 
worthy men, paying no regard whatever to thei r 
notori ous vices. His nephews Guiliano della Rovere 
and Pi et1~0 Riario were at once brough t from thei r 

' 
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monasteries and made cardinals. Both were noto
riously immoral. Glancing over the list of Sixtus's 
other promotions, I see that he was also respon
sible for Cardinals Sanseverino (loose and worldly), 
Giovanni Cibo (the father of several illegitimate 
children), Venier (loose and luxurious), Ascanio 
Sforza (a great hunter and gambler, notoriously 
loose), Christo£01~0 dell a Rovere (another loose 
nephew), Battista 01 .. sini (whose mistresses were 
known to all Rome), and Savelli, Sclafenati, and 
Giovanni Colonna (all loose and worldly). 

The sequel will show what the college of cardinals 
had become, but if any Catholic thinks that these 
men hid their vices from the Pope, let him. read the 
story of Sixtus's young nephew, Pietro Riario. 
Pietro was twenty-six when he was summoned 
from his friary to a cardinal's palace. Sixtus gave 
him bishoprics (including the archbishopric of 
Florence) and abbeys that yielded him £100,000 
a yea1 .. , but this did not suffice. His clothes were 
laden with gold; his favourite mistress Tiresia wore 
l1undreds of pounds worth of pearls__on her slippers 
al~ne ; his banquets lasted hours. hen he enter- fl 
ta1ned Leonora of Naples in 1473 he built a superb 
palace for the day, and the banquet lasted six hour . 
All the fastest youths of Rome and all the choicest 
courtesans enlivened his wonderful palace, where 
there were several hundred silk-clad servants. He 
wore out his strength in two yea1"s and one month 
of this kind of life, spending £600,000 and leaving 
to the Pope a debt of £50,000 ; and, says the 
chronicler, "all Rome wept for hi111." 

H 
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Sixtus fallowed his darling nephew in 1484, and 
Rodrigo Borgia and Guiliano della Rovere engage d 
in a spirited and expensive fight for the tiara . Eac h 
of them had several known illegitimate children, but 
that was no obstacle. Indeed, when they found 
that their division of forces was letting in a respec t
able cardinal they united and got the tiara for 
Innocent VIII, who had two illegitimate children . 

There is in this no ground for alarm, say Catholic 
writers, becat1se the children were born before 
''Innocent'' became a priest. There is a vague 
insinuation that from the moment the holy oils 
touched him his character was excellent. In view 
of his advanced age-he was already almost in senile 
decay-we can readily admit that during his ponti
ficate he did not add to his family; but to attem pt 
to whitewash such a man is monstrous. Wi th the 
awful example of his predecessor before his eyes, he 
nevertheless entered at once upon the promotion of 
his kindred and the creation of questionable cardina ls. 
His son Franceschetto had no leaning to the Churc h, 
but he was enormously enriched out of Papa l money , 
and he quickly became the most dissolute rake in 
Rome Hundreds of thousands of dollars change d 
hands in a night when e and the fast cardina ls 
were at car·ds or dice. When his eye fell upo a 
woman she was not safe in her house at nigh t . His 
servants farced the doors for " the Pope' son." 
The Vice-Chancellor (responsible for order and 
justice) was his friend Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia, who 
shared with Franceschetto the bribes he got from 
c1·iminals. 
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Innocent tolerated all this without protest for five 
years, until he died. His moral delicacy and feeling 
of remorse were such that he encouraged his son 
and his daughter Theodorina to lead Roman society, 
and in 1488 he married his grand-daughter Perretta 
in the Vatican. Two car~inals and a number of 
prelates attended the festivity with him in the 
'' sac1~ed palace." He left the rule of the Church 
to Guiliano della Rovere, who had three known 
daughters and was currently accused by the chief 

· nobles of Rome of unnatural vice, and of the city to 
Rodrigo Borgia, whose mistress and children lived 
openly a few yards from the Chancellory. His 
capacity and dignity were such that, when the 
Roman nobles had their inevitable quarrel with him, 
one of them threatened to throw him into the river. 

Then there was the affair of Prince Jem. The 
~ultan's younger brother had taken refuge with the 
Knights of St. John, and was kept prisoner in 
J:iranee. Innocent (or Cardinal della Rovere) 
Jearned that the Sultan paid the knights forty 
thousand ducats a year to keep the youth out of 
the east, and he felt that Rome was the proper place 
for such a cal)tive. He gave the Grand Master a 
9ardinal's hat-for general merit, of course - and 
lodged Prince Jeµi in oriental luxury and comfort 
in the Vatica ......,.. In Rome 

1
Jem could select from a 

l1arem of 6, 00 courtesans. It was dangerous, how
~ver, as the Sultan then sent a renegade Christian 
to poison the Vatican well; but Innocent discovered 
the plot, and had the man's flesh torn from his bones 
JtY.ithred-hot pincers. 
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Then the Sultan affected a very edifying friend
ship for the head of the sister-religion, and the1~e 
we1'e amiable letters; though Innocent was supposed 
until this time to be planning a new crusade against 
the Turks. The Sultan sent to Rome the spea1' 
with which Longinus had pierced the side of Christ. 
The Master of Ceremonies of the Vatican, John 
Burchard, tells us in his Dia1~y (May 4, 1492) t liat 
the Pope 01'dered the cardinals to arrange a grand 
reception of the relic; but the French cardinals 
swore that the real spear of Longinus had long 
existed in the l'oyal chapel at Paris, and the German 
cardinals heatedly protested that the genuine spea1' 
was, and had been fo1' centuries, at Nuremberg . 
We know that they were quite correct, and the 
'' relic '' was a gross fabrication. But Innocen t 
placidly silenced them all, and the relic was p11t 
with great honour in the church! 

The reader may be surprised to hear that almos t 
all the facts given in this chapter are also given by 
the Catholic Dr. Pastor in his Histo1·y o.f tlie Popes 
where (and in my own history) the autho1,ities 'e 
quoted. But I may illustrate how even the libe ral 
Catholic ·scholar winces when the facts are too 
painft1l. Dr. Pastor, in his text (vol. v, p . 316), 
merely describes the gorgeous reception of the spea 1', 
and in a footnote he makes a vague reference to 
'' simila1· relics prese1'ved at Nu1 .. emberg and Paris ." 
Burchard, whose authority on such a matter is un 
questionable, is quite clear. Many relics of th e 
Middle Ages existed in three or four editions , ana 
rival cities fought bloody battles over them. 

1 
~ 
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Innocent added other improper cardinals to the 
college-Lorenzo Cibo, his brother's illegitimate son, 
and Giovanni de Medici, a boy of fourteen-and 
went to his account. Then Rodrigo Borgia and 
Guiliano della Rove1~e, and their followers, joined 
issue in their third and last battle for the tiara. 
Borne was so excited that there were two hundred 
murders in a fortnight. Borgia won. He had the 
longer purse. He bribed fifteen out of the twenty
two cardinals. From Burchard's account of his 
'' gifts '' I calculate that the tiara cost him about 
three million dollars. 1 

The morals of Alexander VI are no longer dis
cussed. They are described. Some of the older 
anti-Catho lic writers erred in using uncritically the 
writings of his Neapolitan enemies, and fo11nd him 
'' a 1nonster of iniquity." They charge him with 
seducing a ward, incest with his daughter, countless 
murders, etc. I rely only on accepted documents, 
and leave these things open. We shall see that any 
Borgia was capable of anything. It is no use 
professing horrified incredulity. But the record is 
l)ad enough without straining evidence. 

His two chief mistresses and six children are well 
kpown. · The legal certificates ref erring to them a1~e 
reproduced in the appendix to Thuasne's Burchard 

1 Thuasne's edition of Burchard's Dia1·iitm (not translated) is .. 
enriched by useful notes, which confirm every point of importance. 
~xcept ,vhere Burchard <'Onfessedly reproduces gossip, his autho1Tity 
is very high. He was the chief official of the Vatican, and lived in 
it under Innocent, Alexander, and Julius. Thuasne, and to some 
extent Pastor, quote from unpublished documents (often in the 
Vatican), ,vhich make controversy superfluous. 
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(vol. iii) , and are summarized by Pastor and other 
Catholic writers. About the time of his election as 
" Vicar of Christ " he took a new mistress, Giulia 
Farnese, a golden-haired child of fifteen. She 
remained his mistress throughout his pontificate, 
from his fifty-eighth to his seventy-second year. 
She had a daughter Laura, who was regarded as, 
and apparently was (since she lived apart from her 
young husband, Orso Orsini, and with the Pope's 
daughter ), Alexander's child. 

In 1496, moreover, a mysterious "John Borgia" 
was born at Rome. There are reproduced (in the 
above writers) two legal certificates of his birth, the 
first describing him as the son of Cardinal Cesare 
Borgia and a married woman, the second describing 
him as son of the Pope and a 111arried woman. 
Some historians have entertained the wild hypothesis 
that Alexander was obliging his son-easily the most 
immoral man in Rome-by assuming his misdeed. 
It is quite clear that, on the contrary, Cesare lent 
his na.rp.e to hide what was really too infamous, even 
for Rome-a Pope of sixty-five begetting a son. I 
have no doubt that he was Giulia's son, and that the 
second certificate was to be produced, to protect the 
boy's rights, in the extreme contingency of Cesare 
ever becoming powerless to protect him. 

1 
We shall 

see that the Pope was grossly and openly immoral 
long after that date. 

1 I have given a, slightly romanticized picture of this period in a 
novel, The Pope's Favourite. Not a, single disreputable incident in 
the story is invented. Indeed, it fa.Us short of the truth, a.s the 
publishers requested me to omit the worst passages, which were 
strictly historical. 

• 
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Alexander completed the degradation of the 
cardinals, and Rome now presented a spectacle 
that eclipses Avignon. Babylon ought not to be 
mentioned in th· connection, as we have not the 
least ground ~ -suppose that the religious leaders of 
Babylon ~~ of any other civilization, ever sank to 
such a epth as the '' Holy Fathers." In defiance 
of a solemn promise, and for a total sum of a quarter 
of a million dollars, Alexander created new cardinals. / 
One was his illegitimate and supremely unscrupul d's 
son Cesare; one was the immoral and scrapegrace 
brother of his pretty young mistress-whom Rome 
promptly called '' Il Cardinale della genella," or the 
Petticoat-Cardinal ; a third was the handsome and 
dissolute boy (aged fifteen) Ippolito d'Este. Later 
Alexander created a new batch of cardinals-'' most 
of them of doubtful reputation," said the Venetian 
envoy (in Pastor vi, 129)-at a price of 300,00 
dollars. 

In 1494 the French made war upon the Papacy 
and Naples, and Alexander appealed to his Moham
medan colleague, the Sultan, for help. The French 
later published a letter from the Sultan to the Pope, 
which they had taken from Alexander's envoy. 
Some Catholics regard it as substantially genuine ; 
some reject it. As there was not the slightest 
scruple either in Sultan Bajazet or Alexander VI, 
the only reason to doubt it is that Cardinal della 
Rovere, whose brother signed it, was just as un
scrupulous as they. Rovere had, of course, violently 
quarrelled with the Pope, and had carried his long 
sword, which he could handle very well, to the 
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French. There is no serious reason to reject the 
letter. It promised the Pope £150,000 if he would 
poison Jem; and as Jem died a few months later, 
many think that the Pope accepted ; but the evidence 
is too delicate to discuss here. Most historians 
refuse to believe this murder. 

Of Alexander's duplicity in war and diplomacy 
nothing need be said. He extricated himself from 
·the quarrel, and returned to his gay ways. The 
foreign ambassadors at Rome after 1496 constantly 
speak of new mistresses and sordid scenes in the 
Vatican. The baby John was, as I said, born in 
1496. In the same year, we learn from the Diary 
of the distin 'guished Venetian Senator, Sanuto, 

, outside Rome there was found a head on a pole 
with the inscription :-

This is the head of my father-in-law, who pros-. . /

t1tuted his daughter to the Pope. 

Worse things are said, but the evidence for these is 
not trustworthy. The state of Rome was, however, 
incredible. Lucrezia, who was only fifteen, but 
already immoral, was married in the Vatican, in a 
gorgeous ceremony; and the Pope and cardinals 
and younger ladies caroused until after midnight, as 
Burchard tells us. Later the Pope, wanting a more 
powerful ally, dissolved her marriage. After she had 
conducted a lia i so1i for some time with Cardinal 
Ippolito d'Este, the Pope married her to a Neapolitan 
prince, whom Cesare murdered when that alliance 
was no longer desired. The gaiety of the Vatican 
was further stimulated by the Pope's youngest son, 
J ofre, wedding and bringing to Rome a dissolute 

, 

7 
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Neapolitan princess; by Cardinal Cesare's constant 
1nd exotic amours; and by summoning the Pope's 
~econd, and equally dissolute, son Juan from Spain. 
The Pope's magnificent rooms and the Vatican 
g-ardens shone day and night with licentious gaiety. 

In 1497 Juan was murdered, and I am now 
disposed to agree with the historians who regard 
Cesare as the mu1~derer of his brother. For a few 
rnonths Alexander, who plainly suspected Cesare, 
was sobered, and ordered a 1~eform of the Church. 
But within six months Cesare was living again in 
the rooms above those of the Pope;· and things went 
from bad to worse. The envoys to the " Holy 
See" mention repeatedly that Cesare is introducing 
notorious women in batches by night into the 
f ' sacred palace." What they did Burchard describes 
in a famous passage, which Thuasne (III, 167) 
shows to be _confirmed bi three good independent 
witnesses. 
-'At the date of October 30, 1501, he notes in his 

Dia1~ythat the Pope did not attend Vespers, though 
it was Sunday and the Vigil of All Saints Day. 
But later in the evening Alexander and his daughter 
Lucrezia dined with Cesare and fifty prost ,itutes in 
Oesare's rooms in the Vatican. The women, after 
the banquet, danced unclothed. In one dance they 
lJad to flit, nude, between lighted candles and pick 
puts from the floor. And this incredible, yet indis
fJutable, scene ends with the '' Vicar of Christ'' and 
l1is daughter distributing prizes of silk garments to 
1;11ose servants of the Vatican who '' had had carnal-
~ntercourse with the courtesans the largest number 

• 

v 
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! urchard,of times'' we must remember, lived in 
the V a~an, and wrote this down in a diary which 
was '' not meant for publication." 

Considering Alexander's age and professio n , and 
the fact that his most loved son had been foully 
murdered (probably by his ca1·dinal bro ther) in th e 
course of an amorous intrigue a few years before, 
one has to descend very low in the chronicle of ma n 
to find a parallel to the degradation of the Pope's 
later years. After this we need not gravely weigh 
the evidence for his incestuous relations with his 
daughter, or any other misdeed . I will add only 
that fl'Om vice he in the end turned to crime . H e 
released his son from the cardina late in order to 
marry a French princess and get the aid of Fra nce. 
He then followed with great enthusiasm, fumi ng 
and cursing when it lagged, the treacherous and 
revolting campaign by which Cesare carved for 
himself a kingdom in Italy. In the end, thou gh , 
the legend of the Borgia poison is no doubt grea tly 
exagge1'ated, he is now generally admitted t o have 
poisoned at least two cardinals for the sake of th eir 
wealth. Legend has it that he in mistake, in 1503, 
himself drank the poisoned wine he had prepare d 
for another cardinal, but the evidence seems to show 
that he died of malaria. 

Cardinal della Rove1 .. e had a nevv formidab le rival 
at the election which followed, and for a mont h a 
nonentity, Pit1s III, occt1pied the '' Holy See ." He 
died, and Giuliano made a corrupt ba1'gain with 
Cesare Borgia for the vote of the Spanish cardin als. 
He became Julius II, one of the '' g1'eat '' Popes . 

.. 

• 
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Julius was certainly great in his artistic achieve
ments. It was Nnder Alexander, Julius, and Leo X 
that the magnificent architects and artists and 
sculptors of the Roman school created their 
immortal work; but the Catholic who dreams of 
r·eligious inspiration here lacks the sense of humour. 
These artists breathed an atmosphere of complete 
irreligion and dissoluteness. Rovere had, as I said, 
three known illegitimate children (Pastor, v, 369), 
and one of these, Felicia, he openly married at 
Rome while he was Pope. The leader of the 
Roman nobility, the Duke of Bracciano, repeatedly 
and publicly accused him of worse vice; but this 
charge we must leave open. As the Bishop of 
Nocera, Giovio, says, when he notices that the 
same charge of unnatural vice was brought against 
Julius's successor, Leo X, his friend and patron, 
'' we cannot penetrate the secrets of the chambers 
pf princes.'' 

Catholic writers eagerly point out that Julius, like 
many other '' bad Popes," had abandoned his 
irregularities before he became Pope. Naturally; 
he was sixty years old, as Popes generally were. 
The Catholic is grateful for very small mercies when 
he reads the true story of his '' Holy See." But 
the character of Julius was unaltered. He cynically 
broke faith with Cesare Borgia as soon as he obtained 
the tiara. He broke faith with his cardinals, and 
~napped his fingers at his election promises. He 
promoted cardinals of his family. He was utterly 
unscrupulous in his diplomacy and his wars for the 
restoration of the Papal States. His temper was 
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vile, and his language odoriferous. He maintained 
the colossal sale of offices and indulgences, though 
Europe was now in open revolt, and he made no 
seriou~ effort to reform the ca1..dinals. 

( Leo , who succeeded Julius, had to face the 
revolt of Ge1--many, where Luther was now in arms. 
But he believed that the Papacy would, as usua l, 
stifle opposition, and he encouraged the licentiol1s 
gaiety of Rome. The most indecent co1nedies we1 .. e 
per£ ormed before him in the Vatican, and he was 
the worst nepotist in the series of Popes. He 
promoted to the cardinalate his friend Bibbiena-
the writer of the worst of these indecent comedies, 
one of the most notoriously immora l clerics in 
Rome; also his illegitimate cousin, and his noto -
1·iot1sly loose nephew and grandson of Innocent VI II , 
Innocenzo Cibo. He is accused of contracting un
natural vice afte1·his election, and the contempora ry 
suggestions of it are serious. 1 In diplomacy his 
lying and duplicity are almost without para llel; 
and he had Cardinal Petrucci st1·angled in priso n, 
and confiscated the property of other cardinals, on 
the ground that they conspired to kill him. He in 
eight years spent ten million pounds, largely in 
personal luxury and dissipation, which were mai nly 
raised-while Luther stormed in Germany-by the 
corrupt sale of offices and indulgences. 

Leo's two sl1ccesso1..s (1521-1534) were quiet and 
decent men, dazed by the revolt in Ge1--many,but 

1 I have m entioned how his friend Bishop Giovio (Vita Leo1iis X: 
Bk. 4) refuses to absolve him. The leading historian of the time 1 

Guicciardini, is more explicit (Storia d' Italia, xvi, 5). 
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Jo weak to reform. Then came Paul III (J534-49), 
he Farnese, who had won his promotion by his 
ister Giulia's liaison with Pope Alexander, and had 
.ad fot1r children born in his own cardinalitial palace. 
l S he was now seventy years old, his morals were, 
he Catholic will be pleased to hear, sound. But he · 
oade cardinals of his immoral nephews, and he pro-

. ected the gay license of the churchmen. Germany 
LOW spoke to Rome in stern accents, and Paul 
irected the few good cardinals to draft a scheme , 
•f reform. It remains '' a scrap of paper'' in the 
Tatican Archives to this day. Germany pre ssed 
or a Council, and he was comp elled to yield, but 
te insisted that it must be held at Rome, under his 
)residcmcy. 
_;Efibrief, Paul III resisted and obstructed with all 
!is power the demand for reform. In 1540 h e 
~stablished the Society of Jesus, and before many 

· fears the black-robed sons of Ignatius were at work. 
c,oth they and the Pope began to plot for a war 
Nhich should drown the new Protestanti sm in blood; 
1ut, luckily, the religious revolt now had its princes 
~nd armies. Paul was compelled to summon the 
Jouncil of Trent (1546), which was suppo sed to be 
~ common gathering of Papalists and Reform er s, to 
~efine doctrine and reform the Church '' in head and 
.;:iembe1's.'' From Paul's instructions to hi s Legates 
;;ye see that to the end he resisted reform, and merely 
~ought to define doctrine, so as to have a standard for 
,l1e condemnation and extinction of '' the heretics.'' 
~ e died in 1549, the last of the long series of Unholy 
:Jiha th ers. 
-
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CHAPTER VII 

THE MODERN PHASE 

N the opinion of '' Catholic Truth," the reform of the 
Jhurch was due to its own vital powers of recovery, 
1otto the pressure of heretics. As I have repeatedly L. 

)Ointed out, the most irritating feature of Catholic 
· 1terature is its lack of an elementary sense of 
1umour. The Papacy fought the demand of Europe 
or reform for at least two hundred years. It fought 
~ven the formidable revolt in England and Germany 
'ur fifty years. It stirred up a holy war of Catholics 
blld Protestants. Only when this last device com-

, ~letely failed did it set about the work of reform. 
3ince those days it has lived under the eyes of an 
~lert and fiercely critical body of writers, who were 
,~ee to express their opinions withot1t fear of the 
-nquisition, and its co1nparative respectability can 
j~arcely be regarded as provir,J.g that Providence had 
~ny special interest in iE,/ 

The long earlier petlod, when it was free to live 
1 pon whatever inner inspiration it had, without the 
listurbing pressure of heretics, I have now faithfully 
iescribed. What a waste of time and malignity, 
f~ys the Catholic writer ! Ought not an apostate 
~riest, at least, to know that '' we never held that 
•!le Popes were impeccable"? God allowed indi
!~ dual Popes to sin (" inscrutable reasons," etc.), 

111 
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A few words will conclude this remarkab le ph ase 
of the story of the "Holy See." The Reformer s 
had refused to come to Trent, or to be duped any 
longer by the Papac~ / The Council therefore was 
confronted with a formidable revolt of ha lf of 
Europe ,,,-England and north Germany-the north 
of Europe generally-were lost, and the heresy 
found ample fuel in the southern lands. In face 
of this appalling catastrophe, infinitely more effective 
(by its curtailment of rev.enue) than the supposed gift 
of divine guida,nce> -the Papacy, with a sigh, began 
to reform its ways Under Julius III (1550-55) 
the frivolity continued. Under Paul IV, a fiery

LNeapolitan reformer (who, nevertheless, liked stro ng 
wine, and promoted nephews so sordid in characte r 
that his successor had to put them to death), the 

( reform began. Under Pius IV and Pius V, good 
men, the reform continued; and it was complete d 
under Gregory XIII (who had a Te Deum sung 
when he heard of the St. Bartholomew massac re 
at Paris in 1572) and Sixtus V (who, nevertheless , 
was a flagrant nepotist, and made a cardina l of 
a thirteen-year-old grand-nephew). Augean 
stable was cleansed-to 

The 
a great extent. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE MODERN PHASE 

IN the opinion of '' Catholic Truth," the reform of the 
Church was due to its own vital powers of recovery, 
not to the pressure of heretics. As I have repeatedly ~ 
pointed out, the most irritating feature of Catholic 
literature is its lack of an elementary sense of 
humour. The Papacy fought the demand of Europe 
Cor reform for at least two hundred years. It fought 
even the formidable revolt in England and Germany 
for fifty years. It stirred up a holy war of Catholics 
.1ind Protestants. Only when this last device com
r,Ietely failed did it set about the work of reform. 
Since those days it has lived under the eyes of an 
alert and :fiercely critical body of writers, who were 
free to express their opinions without fear of the 
Inquisition, and its comparative respectability can 
scarcely be regarded as provi~ that Providence had 
~ny special interest 

The long earlier p....., it was free to live 
upon whatever inner inspiration it had, without the 
disturbing pressure of heretics, I have now faithfully 
described. What a waste of time and malignity, 
says the Catholic writer ! Ought not an apostate 
priest,- at least, to know that '' we never held that 
the Popes were impeccable ''? God allowed indi-
yidual Popes to sin ('' inscrutable reasons," etc.), 

in it 
....1od, when 
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and merely watched that they did not foul "the 
sacred deposit of the faith" by officially teaching 
heresy. All these records of corruption, we are told, 
have no bearing upon Catholic belief. 

Once more the lack of a sense of humour and 
proportion is extraordinary. What this " sacred 
deposit of the faith" is worth I will consider in the 
next section. The Catholic theologian will at least 
admit that the Popes had very little to do with it . 
It was generally formulated by Greeks, by councils, 
and by schoolmen. The Popes usually burned their 
fingers when they meddled with it. As a rule, they 
were politicians, soldiers, adventurers, good-livers, 
or men more conspicuous for piety than learning , 
who spent little time on theology. 

But the idea that the Papacy was designed by 
Christ for the salvation of men, and guided con
tinuously by a "Holy Ghost" in the discharge of 
this task, yet was suffered to linger for ages in th e 
squalid degradation I have described, and merely 
protected from using improperly an infallible power 
of which scarcely any Pope was conscious, is a most 
amazing proposition. The very phrase, the " Ho ly 
See," tells clearly enough what the Catholic rea lly 
believes, and is encouraged to believe, about the 
head of his Church. He believes that the Roma n 
bishopric was founded by Christ for the genera l 
good of the world, and that for the proper discharge 
of its task it had the special interest and protecti on 
of the Spirit of God. He believes, literally, that 
the election of a Pope is attended by that particula r 
divine guidance which is always sought at its 
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commencement. He believes that the Papacy is, and 
ha~ 1tlways been, apart from '' a few stains," holy. 

~II hiffi" hat seven of his Popes were murderers 
and consummate scoundrels, that at least a score of 
the Popes whose character is known were immoral 
1nen, that several score were simoniacs and protectors 
of corruption, and he will break into furious epithets 
about '' traducers of the Holy See," or wonder in 
pained silence how any man can stoop to 
mendacity. Yet it is the simple historical truth. 

such 

The Catholic writer first denies the unholiness 
outright; but among educated Catholic commu
nities that phase of defence broke down thirty 
or forty years ago. Then he garbles, perverts, 
misquotes, and manipulates the historical evidence, 

to tell the whole truth'': the Pope who threw 

as we shall see, in order to make the '' stains '' as 
sma ll as he can. Having done this, he affects an air 
of liberality. Pope Leo XIII, he says, urged him 

'' 
9pen the '' Secret Archives ''-after abstracting the 
worst documents. The rest is easy. We admit 
that the Popes were not '' absolutely impeccable," 
that there were '' stains,'' and so on; but the total 
record is so grand and beneficent, so rich in good 
9Jnd great men, that the Catholic claim is intact. 

Now it is ju~this total record that damns the 
Papal clai~To ask us to believe that God took 
~ny kind of 

~ 

special interest in the Papacy from the 
fifth to the sixteenth century is to provoke a smile 

estTo ask us to believe that God confined his inte 
!JOthe official teaching on points of theology of these 
two hund1'ed Popes, and was indifferent to their 

I 
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scandalous example and their gross neglect of the 
n:ior-als of Christendo1n, is too ludicrous for words. 

VI-10ask us to believe that even one in ten of these 
Popes concerned himself with doctrine a~ all is to 
betray complete ignorance of the fact ~To ask us 
to believe that Popes Liberius, Honorius III, Gelasi us, 
John XXII, etc., were narrowly watched by the 
Spirit of God and prevented from teaching heresy 
in a certain technical way defined by mode1,n 
theologians, bl1t allowed to sign heretical fo1·mulre 
and hold heresies and promote clerics who agree d 
with them, is a waste of ingenuity. To ask us to 
believe even in this '·teaching'' protection, whe n 

· at the end of a thousand years of it Europe was a 
vast museum of spurious relics and weird beliefs , a 
place of utter darkness and vice and violence, is as 
naive as it would be to tell us that the alchemis ts 
and ~strologe1,s were inspired. 

The Papacy was not even a good human inventio n. 
Its credentials were forged ; its elections were corru pt 
and violent for centuries; its revenues were for ages 
as tainted as they could be; it s chief effect was to 
prolong the darkness of Et11·ope as much as possible ; 
its records are more stained with vice and c1·ime 
than · those of any other authority of a civilize d 
religion ; ~Holy See'' indeed! Soberly, its dis
tinetion among the records of civilized religions is 
its unholiness . 

The remainder of the story may be told brie fly, 
but cannot be ignored. We shall no longe1.. find 
pictu1 .. esque sinners like Sergius and the Johns an d 
Bonif aces and Benedicts and Alexande1 .. s seizing the 
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tiara. Europe is no longer a child. Printing has 
been invented, and Papal elections and Popes' deeds 
are read all over Europe. ~ The great Protestant
Catholic controversy opens, and hundreds of pens in 
each generation are poised over the head of the 
unhappy Papacy. The Catholic is welcome to 

· admire its virtue under such conditions. It was 
on ticket-of-leave, and closely watched. 

But when the Catholic persuades himself that its 
new behaviour was due to an internal growth, a 
',· counter Reformation," the Jesui.ts, or a special j 
1ivine interest, he had better look_ more closely into 
~he facts. Th orld split into halves, Catholic and .,; 
Protestan . ow, the great weakness of the Catholic 
;heory 1s that Catholics behaved very prettily where 
;i1ey were in contact with heretics, or under· the 
~yes of heretics, but almost as badly as ever where 

. 1hey were not. / The Catholicism of Italy, Spain, 
_-ortugal, and 

/ 

Spanish America remained just the 
:ame weird mixture of relics and magic and bad 
i1orals as it had been for ages./ 

In northern lands, fOl"" i'~tance, the Church
ip.der no pressure, of course-spontaneously ceased 
q sell indulgences; and it continued without the 
east alteration, and continues to -this day, to sell 
hem in Spain and elsewhere-and the Papacy 
hares the profit on therri ! In the northern lands 
!de Church became, as the need arose, quite zealous 
~r education - and the truth; but in Catholic lands 
~ struggled fiercely against the demand of the 
Libe1'als '' for education, granted only the most 

J.iserable pretence of education when it was fo1~ced 
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to do something, and still detains three-fou1'ths of 
its followers in illiteracy and the crassest ignorance! 
In the northern lands it won converts to respect fo1· 
the Holy See, in spite of the '' few stains''; and in 
Italy, as late as the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century, a notoriously immoral cardina\ very nearly 
obtained the tiara! In northern lands its priests 
pou1·ed l'idicule on the married clergy of the Protes
tant bodies; and in Italy and Spain and Portugal 
and Spanish Ame1·ica they remained al1nost as 
immoral as in the Middle Ages! In northern 
lands the Catholic clergy breathed an elevated 
gospel of toleration and religious freedom, and plain
tively lamented the restrictions on their activity; inI 
southe1'n lands they inspired Bartholomew 1nassacres 
and continued burnings of heretics; and they cling 
still, as we shall see, to the doctrine that heretic~ 
may and must be put to death! 

If a Catholic wants to find evidence of som~ 
divine operation upon his Chu1·ch, I should advis, 
him to see it in the development of heresy an, 
unbelief on such a scale that the Vatican could ~ 
longer stifle it in blood ; for that is the one fo1~u 
that has comparatively reformed the Papacy. 

Down to the middle of the eighteenth centur 
the l'ecord of the Papacy calls for no lengthy di 
cussion. The Popes, generally decent men compar( 
with their predecessors, '' ruled '' their remaini1 
subjects in the Latin countries and Austria, a1 
interfered not with their superstitions and den 
ignorance and vices. For a time they dreamed t~ 
the energetic sons of St. Ignatius would win bn 

• 
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northern Europe. They allowed the Jesuits to try 
every known device, such as war and bribery, and 
to add others which do great credit to their ingenuity 
and 11nflinching determination. A Jesuit penetrated 
Sweden, and for years taught theology in a Lutheran 
college! Other Jesuits _penetrated the most exclu
sive castes of the Hindus, and profes sed th e Hindu 
mythology. Others penetrated courts, and blessed 
p1~incely sinners, and controlled their mistresses and 
cot1ncils. Until at last the Catholic laity, sick of 
the lying, gr·eed, intrigue, and unscrupulou sness of 
the Jesuits, compelled Pope Clement XIV in 1773 
to recognize (as he does in his Bull, Do11ii1iits ac 
Rede11iptor Noste1·) their corruption and supp1~ess 
the1n; when they were cynically sheltered by those 

• 

the 

Rome, 

llO\V 

The 

two adepts in their own art, Frede1~ick and Catherine 
the G-reat.1 

n the middle of the eighteenth century began 
new phase. France, which had with g1·eat 

diffict1lty been 1·etained under the allegiance of 
and had raised successive generations of 

Protestants and Gallicans and J ansenists to vex it, 
begot a brood of philosophers like Voltaire. 
learned and .liberal Benedi ct XIV (1740-58) 

tr·ied to meet the sto1·m of c1·iticis1ns and invective 
as well as the cardinals would allow him, bl1t philo
sophy gave place to democracy, and democ1~acy to 
Napoleon. Educated Frenchmen believed that the 
days of the Papacy were over. Napoleon handled 

e poo1'Pius VI, a weak and muddle-headed pontiff, as 

l ' 

1 See the author's Ca1idid Histo1"y of tlie Jes1iits. 
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in the earlier chapters I have not dwelt more 
emphatically on the errors of the Popes and the 
relation of these to their supposed infallibility . 
I am too well trained a theologian to waste time 
on that mistaken controversy. Every error into 
which any Pope had ever stumbled-and they are 
numerous-was kept before the mind of the Pope's 
theologians when they framed the "definition." In 
effect it is claimed only that the Pope is infallible 
when he makes it plain that he is t1sing his infallib le 
prerogative ; and as no Pope ever knew before tha t 
he 1,oasinfallible, the acuteness of the theologians , 
and the simplicity of their followers, may be 
admired. I 

But the most amusing aspect of the affair is this : 
from 1870 1,1,ntil our own, time 11,0 Pope has ever 
dared to use his infallible gift, a1id probably 1w 
Pope ever will dare. We have passed through such 
controversies as the world never knew before . 
Catholics have been just as dazed and troubled as 
others. But their Popes · have merely given them 
"encyclicals," for which no infallibility is claimed, 
and which may safely be disavowed by any successor . 
Meantime "Catholic Truth" has never ceased to crow 
over Protestants because, while they have only the 
" dead letter" of Scripture, it has a living infallible 
guide ! It reminds one of the wooden guns of the 

Chinese. 
Then came Leo XIII ; and the legend of Leo XIII 

is as foolish as the legend of Pius IX. It has not 
yet been claimed that he was a saint. When he 
was Papal Nuncio at Brussels a wicked marquis one 
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lay offered him an open snuff-box, the lid of which · 
~as adorned with a nude lady. Leo - or Mgr . 
.. ecci, as he then was-placidly took the pinch, 
)ointed to the lady, and asked : '' Madame Ia 
Ylarquise? '' It is not the way of saints, though 
ueo's character would be questioned by none. But 
when we are told that he was a great statesman or 
L great diplomatist, we smile. He lost his position 
Ls Nuncio at Brussels by his diplomatic incapacity, 
tnd he remained under a cloud as long as Pius IX 
ived. 

The fortunes of his Church during his long ponti
icate are the best answer to the legend of his 
greatness. He made the foolish blunder of refusing 
~o compromise with the Italian kingdom. He 
·efused to receive the rich pension allotted to him, 

J,nd forbade Catholics to take part in political life; 
1,nd the royal family permanently defies the Papal 

· ~nathema, and millions of Italians have quitted 
Ghe Church. He refused to recognize the French 
Republic until it was too late; and as a result the 
'",hirty million French Catholics of 187 4 have 
i windled to about four millions in our time. He 
,~efused to rebuke the scandalous old traditions of 
bhe Spanish and Portuguese Chu1~ches; and as a 
result Portugal has destroyed its Chu1~cb, and Spain 
is well on the way to follow its example. He 

• 

~bliged England by interfering with the Irish revolt 
in Parnell's time; and he only angered Ireland, and 
got nothing from England, where Catholicism loses 
nvery decade. He obliged Germany by interfe1 .. ing 
in Poland, as in Ireland ; and Ge1·many still 1..efuses 

• 

• 
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t o recognize the Jesuits. He played fas t and loose 
with de1nocracy, fi.1~st angering the aristocracy by 
uttering such platitudes as that the worker m ust 
have a living v\t,page (which he declined to define ), 
then wearily deserting the workers . He ma de 
pronouncements on the Biblical question which 
caused Catholic prof esso1·s, in my hea1'ing, to spea k 
bitte1'ly of his ignorance. Thr'oughout his life h e 
saw his Church only

Cl 
sh1'ink and diminish. I am 

told that in his last illness he muttered delirious ly 
about the problems that oppressed him . 

Then came the crowning '' inspiration," Pius X ! 
His pontificate was a comedy to compare wi th that 
of Celestine V. To face the twentieth cen tury, with 
its wonderful knowledge, its stirring progressivenes s, 
its bold . democracy, the light of the Holy Spir it 
that is to say, the usual election intrigue-discovere d 
poor old Pius X, an ignorant and stubbo1'n Ita lian 
peasant . His one achievement was to drive out of 
the Church what was left of Catholic scho larsh ip. 
He had a t),Tpe of mind like that of the Irishma n 
who, when asked if he really believed that t he wh ale 
swallowed Jonah, said: '' Faith, I'd believe tha t lie 
swallowed the vvhale if the Cht1rch told me t o.'' 
Pius soon cleansed Rome of the schola1's and libe1 .. als 
who1n Leo had att1'acted to it in his later and 1no1'e 
serious years ; chief a111ong the1n my own old pro 
fessor and £1,iend, Father David Fle1ning, Sec1..eta1 .. y 
of tl1e Biblical Com1nission. He set up Inquisitio n 
Cornmittees throughout the Chu1 .. ch, to vvTatch all 
schola1·s, lay anc1 cle1'ical. It was unsafe to exp1'ess 
a doubt whether lVIoses had l'ea lly Wl'itten the 
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description of his own funeral in the Pentateuch. 
And when the poor man had purified his Church of 
all honest and outspoken scholars, he struck a medal 
in honour of his victory. 

Benedict XV came to the throne with a declara
tion that he would maintain the same policy. We 
shall see. He is a diplomatist, not a scholar; and 
a terrific diplomatic problem loomed at once before 
him. For his '' neutrality '' Alfred Loisy, for years 
the shining light of the Catholic Church in France, 
has lashed his earlier master with scorn, and has 
turned his back upon the Church. I will not discuss 
his neutrality. But when he now emerges as an 
apostle of peace, a defender of small nationalities, 
a tender-hearted humanitarian who would bid the 
blood cease flowing, I see the Papal diplomacy of 
all time finding utterance once more. If France, 
Italy, and Russia win the war outright, more than 
ten million Catholics-in Alsace-Lorraine, the Tren
tino, Poland, and Slavonia-will be transferred from 
Powers intensely favourable to the Vatican (Germany 
and Austria) to ''atheistic'' France, excommuni
cated Italy, and schismatical Russia. Ave, Roma 
immortalis ! 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER I 

CATHOLIC SCHOLARSHIP 

IN the earlier part of the last chapter I briefly 
noticed the attitude of Catholics towards that 
1·e1narkable story of the Papacy which I have 
surveyed. Its logic is very simple. These things 
do not matter, they say, because they never held 
that the Popes were impeccable. The) 1 really seem 
to think at times that there are people who imagine 
they have haid the boldness to pr·ofess the impecca
bilit ·y of the Popes ! It is part of the clerical 
manoouvre of pe1·suading them that the millions a1·e 
only kept out of '' the true faith '' by the wicked 
misrepresentations of heretics and unbelievers. 

Now, it is excellent to have sound logic, but a 
chain of reasoning which is suspended in the air is 
not quite as convincing as common sense. And the 
pommon sense, even of a Catholic, has a discon
~erting way of looking at these things. If t]1e 
+apacy has really been so long degraded, so fre-

. c1uently fouled, such a pe1·sistent object of intrigue 
itnd ambition and violence, and so ineffective as the 
l:iistory of Eu1·ope tells, we had better cease to talk 
~bout '' the Holy Seat," and '' the Holy Fathe1·," 
~~nd '' the Holy Roman Chu1·ch." It is not much 
~onsolation that the Popes did not misuse the gift 
~f infallibility, especially as they never t1sed it. No, 

129 K 
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the only defence is to take tl1e bull by the ho1'nS 
and deny the histo1'ical t1·uth : to maintain that the 
Papacy was ove1·whelmingly holy, benevolent, and 
enlightened. Then the theory of '' a few stains '' 
will accom1noda ,te itself to a receptive mind. 

The 1·eader may, however, wonder if it is possible 
in such countries as the United States, England, 
and Germany for the writers of any sect to fence 
their 1Jeople fr·om the scholarship of modern times. 
If the facts of Papal histo1'y are as I have described 
them, and they are-if 

. 

historians generally are 
agreed upon those facts, and they are-surely it 
will not be possible for a handful of ecclesiastical 
historians to maintain in modern times a version 
which falls materially short of the truth ? 

I will describe in a later chapter the discipline by 
which the Catholic laity ar·e generally kept within 
the sacr·ed compound prescribed by the Church. It 
is a serious error to suppose that Catholics a1·e only 
forbidden to read books which are '' on the I1idex." 
That remarkable compilation would g1,ow daily in 
our time to such proportions, and would have such 
value as an advertisement, that it is p1,actically 
abandoned. The Catholic is st1·ictly instructed f1·om 
childhood that the reading of '' bad books'' is as 
grc1,ve a fault as, or even graver than, sexual ir1·eg·u-
larity; and iir is explicitly explained to hi1n that 

·• any book "/4ainst faith or morals" falls into this 
category A book against the faith, moreove1·, is 
any bo which contradicts the teaching of Catholic 
literature on an impo1·tant dogmatic point; ce1·tainly 
any book which '' attacks ''-that is to say, tells the 
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true sto1--y of-the Church and the Papacy. The 
Catholic is thus restricted to his own literatu1--e ; 
and each book recommended for his use has had to 
be examined and passed by the bishop. 

In practice, of course, even this f 6rm of censor
ship is not universally effective. As I have said, 
two-thirds of the subjects of the Vatican ca1i1iot 

read. Of the remaining sixty millions the over
whelming majority do 1iot 1·ead serious books, being 
very much like other men. The priests have, there
fore, only a small and inquisitive minority to 
control; generally the men who are taunted by 
their neighbours for not reading both sides. These 
are told that they may not, l1nder pain of mortal 
sin (eternal damnation), read any book against the 
faith except by permission of their confesso1·s; and 
the confessor is instruct ed that mere cu1·iosi ty-01-
what most people call a desir·e for the truth-is not 
a sufficient reason fo1--doing so. In fact, however, 
some Catholic men, and a very few women, defy 
the regulation. 

The priest, for instance, in visiting the house, or 
hearing the mother's confession (which is the usual 
\Vay), learns that Algernon or his father is '' reading 
bad books." If he feels confident of his ascendancy, 
he will put the book on the fi1--e01--into his pocl{et. 
If he doubts whether· the man's docilitv will stand 

41 

this strain, he advises or uges the n1othe1~ or sister 
to destroy or hide the book, and p1~ofess jgnorance 
of its fate. A little '' mental rese1·vation '' is always 
permitted in a good cause. If Algernon or his father 
~urvives these perils, as well as the astutely gt1ided 
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campaign of domestic tears and melancholy, he 
probably lea, 1es the Chl1rch, or secretly che1 .. ishes 
''Modernist'' views. But the number of these men 
is limited. The great majority obey the solemn 
command of the Church and confine their reading 
to '' Catholic Truth." 

To this singular p1..actice theJTa1..e generally recon
ciled by a great parade of the schola1·ship of Catholic 
p1·ofesso1·s and a ruthless ca1npaign of libel against 
anti-Catholic vv1·iters. Here I a111 conce1 .. ned only 
with the former. The Catholic is naturally loth to 
believe that the schola1·s of his Cht1rch are inferior 
to others eithe1' in learning 01 .. candour. Of late 
yea1·s, indeed, the},T have made repeated p1·ofessions 
of liberality, which 1nislead their followers. Leo XIII 

· has, they say, boldly issued an inst1·uction to them 
that even the histo1·y of the Papacy, with its '' few 
stains," 1nust be t1·cated without 1·eserve. The 
young Catholic gets the impression that the p1·iests 
of the last generation made tl1e mistake of sup- · 
pressing facts, and that this practice is now 
abandoned. This is a foolish mistake. The olde1' 
Catholic historians, like Ba1 .. onius and Pagi, we1..e 
fa1· more candid than those of ou1· ti111e. But these 
older writers are inaccessible to the lay1nan, and l1e 
swallows the bait. 

These considerations will prepa1'e the 1·eader to 
learn that Catholic scholarsl1ip to-da) 1 vindicates the 
title '' Holy See '' by giving a g1·ossly inaccu1 .. ate 
version of the ren'.lp1rkable stor'y I summa1 .. ized in 
the last section. Catholic writers know that the 
com1non sens thei1~ people wot1ld scorn their 

• 

of 
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maxims and principles if they knew the Papal 
record in all its horrors. / "You must distinguish 
between the person -a(" the Pope and his office,'' 
they say: a tedious platitude which they have 
elevated to the rank of a profound discovery. "We 
never said that the Popes were impeccable," they 
add; as if our estimate of the pitiful humanity of 
the Papacy were in any way affected by what they 
said on the subject. No, the faith even of the 
Catholic trembles when it is confronted with the 
real record of the Papacy, so that reco1·d must be 
distorted out of all truth by the enormous exagge
ration of its good elements and the mendacious 
suppre ssion or reduction of its evil and damning 
elements. 

Fortunately, any person who lives within call of 
the reference-library of a large town may verify this 
without needing to examine scores of volumes. I 
will test my charge by the contents of the 
Catholic Encyclopcedia, the most important and 
~uthoritative work published by the Church, the 
most recent co-operative enterprise of what it 
regards as its leading scholars. 

The Catholic En ,cyclopcedia, a vast work in 
eixteen large volumes, was issued by the American 
Church-the wealthiest and most liberaf branch of 
Roman Catholicism-between 1907 and 1912. The 
jamb-like preface informs us that its main and very 
laudable purpose is to instruct Catholics in their 
Qwn beliefs. But it presently discovers that even 
"among Protestants the desire for a more intimate 
~nd accurate knowledge of things Catholic increases 

• 
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in proportion to the growth of the Church in numbers 
and in importance '' - which is to put a non-existent 
fact upon a non-existent basis . and that '' even the 
writings of the best-int entioned [non-Catholic] 
authors a1'e sometimes disfigured by serious errors 
on Catholic subj ect s." 

At all events, '' the object of the E1icyclop(£dia is 
to give the whole truth without prejudice," and '' in 
the det ermination of the truth the most recent and 
acknowled ged scientific methods are employed." 
One fears that the latter proposition smacks of the 
heres y which was so drastically condemned by 
Pius IX in the thirte enth clause of his '' Syllabus," 
but 1-oe will not cavil witl-i so excellent an ideal. 
Now we are to have the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth. We are promised '' the 
latest and most accurate information'' on all 
subject s. Again we will not cavil; tho11gh how 
there can be degrees of accuracy in information is 
not clear. Scholars have been enlisted for -this 
purpose from all parts of the Catholic world. In 
th e list of contributors we have, in fact, a perfect 
illu strati on of the spread of that spiritual e1npire on 
which th e sun never sets. The E1icyclop{Bdia repre
sent s, it m odestly but firmly tells us, '' Catholic 
scholar ship in every part qf the ,vorld." And it is 
as 1'ep1·esentative of such schola1'ship-not of popular 
lit erature, not of '' worl{s of edification," not of 
polemical tracts or rhetorical sermons-that 
proceed to examine it. 

Quit e ear·ly in it occur two a1·ticles which a1·e 
pe1·tinent to my inquiry-the articles entitled 

I 
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'' Apostolic See'' and '' Apostolic Succession." 
They are by the English scholar Dr. Wilhelm
with whom the world is strangely unfamiliar,-and 
they contain some remarkable specimens of '' the 
l&test and most accurate information." '' As early 
as the fourth century,'' says Father Wilhelm, '' the 
Roman See was already the Apostolic See par · 
excelle1ice, not only in the West, but also in the 
East." As far as the West is concerned, we readily 
grant that the Roman bishopric was '' the Apostolic 
See par excelle1ice," because it was the only Apostolic 
See; but of the East we have told, and will tell, a 
different story. 

In the second of these short articles Father 
Wilhelm is equally ''accurate'' and '' scientific.'' 
That Peter was at Rome and founded the Roman 
bishopric is, he says, '' among the best-ascertained 
facts of history," and '' no scholar now dare con-

• 

tradict it." As the point is, in my opinion, not of 
the least importance, I have not discussed it; though 
I have given the evidence elsewhere (Cr1ises, ch. i), 
and concluded that it has a certain probability~. 
But to say that Peter's activity is '' among the 
best-ascertained facts of history '' is-a fair specimen 
of '' Catholic Truth'' ! If the reader cares to glance 
at another and more authoritative Encycloprndia, the 
E1icyclopcedia B,·ita1i1iica (article '' Peter''), he will 
learn f1·om Professor Lake, v\tho is an authority, 
that evidence of Peter's mission to Ro1ne is '' not 
qt1ite convincing," and has '' often been bitterly 
attacked," but has a degree of probability. 

Then Father Wilhelm grows bolder. '' In the 
• 
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third century," he says, '' the Popes claim authority 
from the fact that they are St. P eter's successors , 
a1id 1io on e obJ·ects to tlii s clai1n." That is how we 
establish the Roman case by the '' most recen t an d 
acknowledged scientific methods'' I The reader 
may ask in surprise whether Father ,vilhelm neve r 
heard of the Bi shops of Asia Minor telling Pope 
Victor to mind his own business, or what Cypria n 
of Ca1·thage said to the Pope for interfering in 
African matters; as I described in the first chapter . 
He will be still further surprised to hear that these 
epi sodes are precisely the proofs adduced by Fathe r 
Will1elm in support of his statement! How? Why, 
it is quit e easy, in a Catholic atmosphere . You 
tell the indisputable fact that Victor asserted his 
supr emacy in Asia, and that Cornelius received an 
appeal from Africa ; and you do not tell the sequel . 

But the se two short articles are mere summaries . 
We turn to the article'' Pope,'' the most importan t 
articl e in a Catholic Encyclopredia, and settle down 
to a very serious consideration of the Catho lic 
position-an article free from all those lamentab le 
mi srepresentations and errors which " disfigure" 
all non-Catholic discussions of the subject, an d 
drawn up (in defiance of the " yllabus ") according 
to the latest scientific methods. The a,1~ticle has 
been ent1·usted to the English Jesuit, Father 

• 
J oyce, 

of whose schola1·ship also I had, strangely enough , 
never h eard before. It may, however, be fan1iliar 
to the r ader, and the article is, at all events , 
pecl1lia1,ly int eresting. 

Father Joyce opens on the same firm, pate1--nal 
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note as Father Wilhelm. Th e foundation of the 
Roman Church by 

' 

Peter is now beyond dispu te, 
and '' history bears complete testin1ony that from 
the very earliest times the Roman See ha s ever 
claimed the supreme headship [ which G1·ego1~ythe 
Great called '' a blasphemous title''], and that tliat 
lieadf;hip lias been ji~eely ack1iowledged by tlie itni
versal Cliitrch.'' l\iost assuredly Catholic scholars 
may hide their scholarship very modestly from the 
world at la1~ge, but th ey show little mod esty in 
teaching their own folk. A1'e all the episodes and 
authorities I quoted in the ea1~1y chapters disputed 
by this Jesuit professor? Not in the least. They 
are proofs of liis thesis. It is quite ,vorth while 
examining his procedure in detail. 

His first proof is an episode which the reader 
may think I overlooked, or maliciously suppressed, 
in discussing the subject. It is that as early as 
95 or 96 A.D. Pope Clement I, in his '' Letter to the 
Co1'"inthians," very drastically interfered in the affairs 
of the Corinthian Ohu1·ch, and clai1ned that the 
Holy Spirit guided him in doing so. There you 
have the supremacy of Ro1ne asse1·ted and unchal
lenged within a generation of the death of Peter! 
But Father Joyce prudently omits to mention one 
point which, if he mentioned it, would deflate his 
splendid a1·gument as a child pricks a balloon. 

4Tlie1 e ioas p1·obably 1io bisliop of Co1·,i1itli at tlie 
tinie. In the Catliolic E1icyclopt:edia its elf the 
special authority on Clement, writing under that 
head, admits that this is held even by Catholic 
schola1~s. So, apa1~t f1·om the question of the 
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genuineness of the letter, which is not undisputed 
(several letters were forged in Clement's name), it 
would follow only that the Pope inte1·fered in a 
community which had no "overseer," and did not 

claim at1thority over other bishops. 
The second proof is a high-flovvn and ambiguous 

compliment which Ignatius of Antioch pays to the 
Ro1nan See on its '' ascendancy.'' As we saw, such 
compliments to the church founded by the two 
leading apostles and housed in the imperial city 
have nothing to do with the question of jurisdiction . 
The third proof is a similar complimentary reference 
of St. Irenreus to the '' superior authority'' (on points 
of doctrine) of the Church founded by the two g1·eat 
apostles; and Irenreus is writing in the West, where 
there is no other apostolic Church. It is irrelevan t. 

In his fourth grand argument Father Joyce, like 
Father Wilhelm, takes the l)ull by the horns, and 
finds evidence in the 11nhappy adventure of Pope 
Victor. The Pope, he says, excommunicated the 
Asiatics; and tlieir action '' involved no denial of the 
supremacy of Rome," while St. Irenreus "assume d 
Victor had the power " and 1nerely asked him to be 
lenient. Father Joyce is again prudent enough not 
to give the reference to the authority, lest some 
misguided Catholic should look up the English trans 
lation of Eusebius's Ecclesiastical Histo,·y (v.:,34). 
As we saw (p. 7), the facts a,1·e an e1npl1atic 
repudiation of Victor's claim of supremacy. The 
Asiatic bishops told Victo1· that they vve1·e not in 
the least ''intimidated'' by his th1·eat of exco1n 
munication, that they flatly refused to obey him , 

• 
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and that they would '' be judged by God, not man''; 
and the Western bishops '' sharply attacked'' Victor 
for his action. Irenffit1s, who se letter is partly 
reproduced by Eusebius, actually tells Victor how 
a predecessor of his had had to yield to a provincial 
bishop on the same point. As for his '' assuming 
that Victor had the power," tl1e point is ludicrous. 
Any bishop could cut off another Church from com
munion vvith his if he chose. Any man may, in the 
classic line, " call spirits from the vasty deep, but 
will they come when you do call on them?'' The 
Asiatic bishops emphatically didn't. 

In his fifth argument Father Joyce audaciously 
turns to St. Cyprian and the African Church! He 
is good enough to acknowledge that Cyprian's 
ideas of the Pope's power in some respects were 
'' inadequate," but says that Cyprian granted Rome 

, '' a primacy, not merely of honou1·, but of juris
diction'' ! If the reader will turn back and read 
the undisputed passages I quoted (pp. 8 and 9), he 
,vill ask in astonishment how even a Jesuit can 
ttchieve this'? Prithee, in this wa,y. He tells how 
Cyprian u1~ges St ephen to write to Gaul, a1id lie 
e1iti1·ely siippress es tlie fact tliat tli e Gaills liad 
appealed to both Cypria1i a1id St epl ie1i, a1id Cyp, ..ia1i 
liad al1·eady io1·itte1i I Then he complacently con
cludes : '' It is manifest that one who 1-egardeq. the 
Roman See in this light believed that the Pope 
possessed a real and effective primacy." These are 
the '' acknowledged scientific 1nethods '' - of Jesuits. 
This rep1-esents '' Catholic scholarsl1ip in every part 
of the world." 
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After one or two further quotations of compli
ments, Father Joyce observes that " the limits of 
the present article prevent us from carrying the 
historical argument further than the year 300 ." 
This does not matt er, since '' from the beginning of 
the fourth centur y the supremacy of Rome is w11 it 
large upon the pag e of history." The only possible 
question is about the " first age of the Church "; but 
even this is frivoLous, because Father Joyce says of 
the early Popes : " Their claim to supremacy as the 
occupiers of the Chair of Peter ivas 11,ot dispu,ted ." 
He boldly gives the list of these Popes whose "claim 
to supremacy'' was '' not disputed'' :-

1. St. Clement (who merely interfered in a parish 
without a bishop) . 

2. St. Victor (whose claim was rebuked by the 
whole Church). 

3. St. Callistus (whose claim Tertullian fiercely 
satirizes) . . 

4. St . Stephen (whose claim the Africans scorned 
.. and ridiculed) . 

5. St. Dionysius (whose small contribution is 
irrelevant). 

The reader may think it even bolder of Fatl1er 
Joyce to make no reference to the later co1·re
spondence of the Africans in th e time of Augustine 
with Pope Zosimus . In point of fact, he does at a 
later stage notice it, and he inf or111s bi s docile readers 
that the se African bishops '' nowl1e1'e denjed the 
Pope's autl1ority "; they merely submitted that it 
was ''reasonable'' to leave local troul"le to loca l 
authorities! vVhat they 1·eally did, as I quoted 
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them on p. 23, was to tell Zosimus, after they 
l1ad exposed his trickery, to let them have '' no 
more of his pompousness," and advise him '' not 
to int1·oduce the empty pride of the ,vorld into the 
Church of Christ." 

• 

Does the reader still think my language intem-
perate? Does he think that '' Catholic scholars'' 
a1·e just as learned and candid as any others ? 
J)oes he begin to see the peculiarities of '' Catholic 
Truth'' even in its 1nost responsible form? Does 
lie perceive the advantage of forbidding the reading 
of '' bad books '' ? 

We may now proceed to examine the second 
point: the character of the Papacy fro1n the fourth 
to the fifteenth century. On the earlier '' holiness '' 
of the Roman Church the E1icyclop(Edia is tanta
] izing. We glance over the list of the Popes, and 
see that all except one dov\.,n to the )7ear 530 are 

· ~' saints." Even Callistus is still a '' saint and 
. !Uarty1·," in defiance of all modern scholarship. 
1¥e look up the special a1·ticle on '' Callistus." It 
is again, I regret to find, by an English '' scholar," 
Uather Chapman. The English seem to have been 
~hosen largely for their greater fluency in theological 
inexactitude. Father Chapman airily assures the 

• 

Patholic that Dollinger and De Rossi have '' de-
~nolished the contemporary scandal'' written by 
St. Hippolytus; whereas, as I have shown in my 
history of the Papacy, they have merely demolished 

1 

1 each other and left the scandal intact. '' The1·e is 
1 good evidence that Callistus was really a ma1·tyr,'' 
I 

~ays Father Chapman ; which even Dollinger and 
1 
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De Rossi do not admit, and no scholar now does. 
In fine, says this English Benedictine, " if we knew 
more of Callistus f1~om Catl1,olic sources he would 
probably appear as one of the greatest of the 
Popes " ; on which we can only remark that it 
seems possible to make anybody appear anything 
on the '' Catholic sources '' of that time. Do the) 1 

not make the anti-Popes Hippolytus and Felix 
'' saints and martj 1rs ''? 

Damasus is the only one of these fifty earlJ1 

Popes whose aureole of sanctity has been omitted 
from the list. But in the article on Dama us it i 
restored in all its splendour, and his life and work 
are gorgeously described. But what about those 
indisputable hundred and sixty corpses which his 
followers laid upon the floor of a church in the 
election fights? Quite easy. The followers of 
Ursicinus, the anti-Pope, ''resorted to much violence 
and bloodshed'' in their endeavour to force him 
upon the meek and long-suffering majority. Their 
corpses (160 in one church) and the weeks of 
bloody riot are not mentioned. o the miraculous 
sanctity of the Popes for four hundred years is safe; 
especially as we know absolutely nothing about the 
vast majority of them except the official panegyric. 
Where V\7e do know a little it is '' t." Victo1~,and 
" t." Callistus, and " t." Damasus, the tickler o1 
"'\\romen' s ears. 

As to the ' mart} 1~s," V\ ho make the early 
Roman Church so fragrant, the E1icyclo1Jcediais: 
as I said, tantalizing. It duly confesse , in mo 1 
of the articles, that the '' Acts of the 1arty1~s' 

• 
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are late and unreliable ; but the legend is reproduced 
in such a way, and the modern criticism is often so 
obscurely expressed, that the average Catholic will 
continue to take his "pious romances., as lightly 
embroidered fact. 

From the fourth century onward the list of the 
Popes undergoes a remarkable change. Up to that 
point we have a solid and unbroken line of saints. 
From the fifth century the " St." becomes rare, and 
it presently disappears altogether. No explanation 
of this remarkable ph cno1nenon is offered. It looks 
as if in the wicked days of the Roman Empire every
body was a saint, but that from the moment when 
the Empire is wholly converted to Christianity it 
becomes increasingly difficult, and ultimately im
possible, in spite of the hundred-fold increase of the 
clergy, to find a saint for the supreme office. 8ome 
1·eade1--s1nay prefer to think that, while the earlier 
Popes are al1nost all unknown to us, the lat er Popes 
are too well known ; or that the Ro1nans of the 
fou1·th and fifth and sixth centuries, who canonized 
all their predecessors, had too much sense of humour 
to canonize the men they k1ieio. But a profane 
histo1·ian must not speculate on these matte1 ..s . 

Father Wilhelm has assured us, in 
• 

his article on. 
~, The Apostolic See," that the supre1ne at1tho1·ity 
(not merely the duty of avoiding heresy) is '' a 
supernat11ral gift, the same in all successive holde1·s.'' 
ifhis assuredly implies a very large and acute divine 
Interest in the Papacy, and ,ve turn ove1.. the 1Jages 
of the E1icyclopa;dia with great interest, to see how 
the reco1·d of the Popes is b1·ought into s011Je s01·t of 
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plausible consistency with the claim. It is done 
with the customary" scientific methods," and I need 
only refer to a few of the Popes who shine in the 
record I give in the last section. 

Victor, Cal1istus, Damasus, and Zosimus are, as I 
said, left in the glorious company of the saints. 
Leo I, whose occasional trickery is not mentioned, 
is a perfect jewel of righteousness and ability . Pope 
Vigilius is a tougher proposition; but we get over 
it by airily re1narking that "much is exaggerated" 
in the grave charges against him, and discreetly 
abridging. Gregory the Great is, of course, an 
unblemished and superb figure ; with the spots 
omitted. His reproof of John the Faster for his 
arrogance in claiming to rule other bishops is 
admirably treated. 

Then we come to the adventurous Popes of the 
eighth and ninth and tenth centuries. There is in 
a Catholic publication a great advantage in scattering 
the Popes over sixteen large volumes instead of 
giving, as the En,cyclopcedia declines to give, a 
connected record of their lives. The Catholic does 
not get the cumulative sense of horror. He does 
not perceive that it is not a question of an occasional 
bad man, but of the degradation of the " Holy See " 
during long periods, of a century or more ; and 
therefore his faith in the '' supernatural gift'' is less 
strained. I do not seek to belittle the ingenuity of 
the apologist, and say that he could not surmount 
the difficulty; but the other method is better. The 
Catholic reader does not realize the vice and violence 
and forgery and an1bition that clung to the Roman 
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bishopric for ages; he does not see that it is, during 
long periods, a question of " a few good men," not · 
"a fe\v bad men." However, let us take the Popes 
singly. 

Of ambitious struggles for the Papacy, of violent 
and corrupt conclaves, of forged credentials, and so 
on, there is hardly any 1nention. Indeed, apart 
from one or two Popes who are claimed to hav.e 
been mere pretenders (and are dyed as black as you 

' like), only three of the Popes-John XII, Benedict IX, 
and Alexander VI-are admitted to have been bad 
men! One or two others may be "suspected," or 
"not above reproach," or immoral before they 

· beca1ne Popes; but that is all. The rest is slander • 

of the Holy Fathers. If you put end to end the 
biographies of the Popes in these sixteen volumes, 
you get a marvellous record of sanctity and devotion 
to the cause of humanity, interrupted only by three 
'JUite black sheep and two or three slightly spotted. 
Let us see how it is done. 

Th ere is Stephen IV, who begins the amiable 
1ractice of cutting out men's eyes, after winning 

• 9ffice by the swords of the Lombards. VYell, Father 
.£1:ann (one of the leading whitewashers, author of a 
history of the Popes in ten volu1nes which will 
supply whitewash for generations to come) assures 
:is that it is "generally allowed" that Stephen was 
:' unable to hinder " these barbarities. No such 
fhing is allowed, of course, because, as I recorded
I~P· 34), Stephen himself told Pope Hadirian, who 
1 L~lls us the fact in the very authoritative Pont~fi,cal 
!>ook,that he ordered the eyes of Christopher and-

L 
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Sergius to be put out as part of a ba1·gain with 
Didier. Tl1is well-known passage Fathe1· l\,Iann 
s11ppresses; and of the murde1· of Christopher and the 
blinding of Sergius by the Pope's orde1· he blandly 
observes that King Didier '' in some m3tsterious 
manner effected the fall of the Pope's chie f 
ministe1·s '' ! 

A little later is Leo III, who was mutilated by the 
leading clerics, accused by them of grave c1--ime, re
established by Cha1·lemagne, and took a fierce 1--evenge 
on his enemies. The sto1·y is 1nade to 1·ead ql1ite 
prettily. Leo recovered his sight '' in vvhat seeme d 
quite a miraculous manner," and he pleaded humane ly 
for the mitigation of the punishment of his enemies ! 
As to the charges against him, they are, of course, 
sheer nonsense, because he himself declared on oat h 
that they were. 

I take next Boniface VI, whose disreputab le 
character is discreetly veiled, and the appalling 
Sergius, who is boldly defended against every charge . 
W c are assured, on Father l\1ann's autho1·ity, 'tha t 
Se1--gius had no i1np1·ope1· 1·elations with l\1a1--ozia 
(though Duchesne and other Catholic autho1·ities 
ad1nit this, and no se1..iol1s historian doubts t h e 
evidence), and did not mur·der anybody . The1·e is 
me1·ely a grudging concession that he was 1·athe1 .. a 
violent man, in a violent age. The little episodE 
of tl1e corpse of Formous is not st1·essed. Th€ 
'' scientific method '' of doing this is simple . VVhen 
the contempora1·y write1' Vt11garius assu1 .. es t1s tha i 

e1'gius was a mu1·derer and a comprehensive black 
gua1'd, he is decla11 ed to be t1n1·eliable. When b~ 
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· (after being grimly summoned to Rome by Sergius) 
changes his note and sings the high and chaste 
virtues of Sergius and Theodora and Marozia, he is 
grossly quoted as an authority. When Bishop 
f..Jiutprand tells us the vices of the Popes, he is 
quite unreliable; when he or any other writer 
mentions a good deed, it is put into the record 
without reserve. 

By this method John X is next whitewashed by 
·B1atherKirsch(Professor at Freiburg), Father Mann's 
;hief rival in the art. The charge against John's 
rirtue is tossed aside as quite a foolish slander, on 
,he ground that his supposed lover, Theodora, was 
~dvanced in years at the time (which is not stated) 

' 

Lnd was very virtuous (on the authority of Vulgarius 
n his second phase). I have in my history of the 
:>apacyshown that Theodora may even have been 

.~ her thirties, as anybod)T can calculate, at the time 
~·hich is suggested by Liutprand. These "scholars " 
lp not seem to know that an Italian woman began 
i~r amou1~s(as did Pope Alexander's daughter and 
:tistress) at the age of fourteen or fifteen. However, 
~y these ''scientific'' methods John X is presented 
~) us as a good and glorious pontiff. On the older 
latholic method, that of Cardinal Baroni us, John 
fas described as the lover of '' a shameless 
;l1ore.'' . 

John XII is abandoned by the most he1~oic of 
pologists. His crimes are too notorious and va1·ied. 
~hn XV and other shady Holy Fathers of that 
~ ful period are, however, resolutely varni shed. 
~nedict VIII, the Count who seized the Papacy in 
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1003, is presented to us as a '' g1..eat and st1 .. ong 
ruler," but the apolog·etic a1·dol1r again fails befo1"e 
the notoriety of the c1..ime s and vices of Ben edict IX, 
whose monumental mi sdeeds a1·e, hov,tever, lightl) 
tol1ched. Then we l'each the period of good Pope , 
like Hildebrand, whose vaga1 .. ies a1·e bt1ried unde1 .. 
mounds of fragrant panegyric. o far the Ency 
clopredists have found only t,vo bad Po1Jes in a 
thousand years, and have conv e)Ted not the faintest 
impression what Rome was like during the ear1)7 

l\1iddle Ages. 
All the ghastly fights for the Hol} 1 Seat befo1'e 

and after Hildebrand are ignored, and we wande 1· 
through the flowery meads of the 1iddle Ages, as 
depicted by Catholics. Even the pontificate of 
Boniface VIII does not arrest the whitev'\1ash-brusb . 
You will remembe1· how Boniface got 1,id of the 
poor hermit, Celestine V, and wore the tia1"a fo1" 
him; how he imp1 .. isoned the man, and is said b)1 

a reputable authority to have made an end of 
l1im ; and how, in a postht1mot1s t1 .. ial, high-place d 
eccl esiastics deposed on oatl1 that he was guilt; ' of 
eve1..y vice. Yet to this man about eighteen columns 
of panegy1 .. ic ar·e devoted, and v\1e a1'e told that he 
was '' one of the most rema1--kable pontiffs that ever 
occupied the Papal th1·one.'' He was, indeed, haI·d l)1 

less 1·ema1..kable than tephen IV and Se1..gi us and 
John XII and Benedict IX and John XXIII and 
Alexande1 .. VI. But Professo1· Oestreich settles all 
that. It is ''now'' p1..oved that Celestine volunta 1..ily 
abdicated-which he ce1·tainly did not ·-and that his 
''detention'' was '' a sim1Jle meast1re of prudenc e.'' 
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The indictment of him under Clement V is now 
1dmitted by '' grave historians'' (only Bishop Hepele, 
1nother experienced whitewasher, is mentioned) to 
be sheer calu1nny; and, after all, he was not found 
guilty (for reasons that we saw). So B oniface fills 
~everal glov\1ing pages of the E1icyclopmdia. 

The Clements of Avignon are cleared with a few 
~trokes of the Encycloprndic brush. Clement V was 
rin admirable man. Clement VI was '' a lover of 
good cheer''; his financial methods were ''arbitrary''; 
i1e is even charged with '' gross nepotism." The 
r·eal scandal of his pontificate is not seen. Then 
there is th e eg1~egious John XXIII, whose compre
hen sive cri1nes and vices were laid bare by the 
Council of Constance; and all that we learn about him 
is that '' his moral life was not above reproach, and 
l1is unscrupulous methods in no wise accorded with 
the requirem ents of his high office '' ! And these 
~re the same Catholic writers who, when they have 
to flay a heretic or unbeliever, show a command of 
language which would adorn a stevedore. 

Let us finish with it. Callistus III, who intro
(1uced the Borgia and idly let his court sink, was 
a '' man of lofty ideals, of boundle ss courage, energy, 
and perseverance." Sixtus IV, who deeply corrupted 
the College of Cardinals, is painted in all the colours 
yf virtue and greatness. Innocent VIII, who smiled 
on the corruption and adopted Prince Jem (and the 
§pear of Longinus), is admitted (seeing that l1is son 
~nd daughter were the most familiar figures of 
Rome) to have been loose in his youth, and it is 
politely regretted that he '' resor~ted to the objection-
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able expedient " of selling sacred offices to the highes t 
bidder ; but otherwise he comes out well. The vices 
of Alexander VI are admitted (seeing that the Vatican 
has legal documents relating to his children) ; but 
the flagrant simony of his election is merely " not 
improbable" on a small scale, and of his later crimes 
and license, in the Vatican, the reader gets no idea . 
Of Juli us II it is admitted that his life as cardinal 
was '' far from stainless ''-a delicious phrase when 
the writer admits he had three daughters-but 
otherwise his grave defects are concealed and his 
character and deeds utterly perverted. Leo X is 
treated with even greater leniency; while Paul I II, 
whose well-known irregularities are not mentione d, 
is boldly described as winning promotion by his 
brilliant ability, and not a word is said about his 
sister's liaiso1i witl1 the Pope who promoted 
him! 

That is '' Catholic Truth'' and '' Catholic scholar-
ship." It is, quite seriously, typical of the highes t 
Catholic literatu1~e. Hefele, Gasquet, and all the 
rest are just as sophistical. Pastor's Hi story of the 
Popes is the sole outstanding exception, and, as I 
have fr equently shown, even that is often lacking in 
candour, and the total picture is false because good 
and evil are not equally discussed. Father Mann's 
History of th e Popes is like his articles : learne d, 
based upon the original sources, but utterly lacki ng 
in sense of scholarship, a 1~eckless partisan tract 
from beginning to end. Of more popular literature , 
or of other applications of " Catholic scholarshi p," 
I need not speak. I have justified my word. 
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Catholics are forbidden to read the truth. What · 
is purveyed to them 11nder the name of '' Catholic 
Truth'' is ,..,monstrous perversion of science and 
histor ot one Catholic in a million know s the 
true story of the '' Holy See ." 

/ 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TEACHING OF THE CHURC H 

I HAVE repeatedly explained the Catholic position 
on these matters, and will hardly be accused of 
ignoring or concealing those profound principles in 
the light of which theologians insist tha t Papa l 
history shall be judged. They are as ''profound' ' 
and as valid as the principles on which medieva l 
scholars concluded that the orbi t s of the planets 
were circular, or that the Sl1n had no spots. Th e 
distinction between the Popes and the Papacy- th e 
suggestion that the men could be stained and th e 
office not-is a quite 1·idiculous piece of medieva l 
word-spinning. If, of course, any Catholic rea lly 
thinks that a '' supernatural gift'' clung to the office 
during all the corruption of the Middle Ages, he may 
get what consolation he can fr·om that metaphysica l 
distinction. To the mere outsider it would see1n 
mo1·e profitable to attach the gift to the 11ie1i 1'athe1' 
than to the abstraction. But the distinction is idle. 
Theologians rely, not on it, but on the pe1·version of 
Papal histor·y . 

Then there is the dis tinction between the Pope as 
a teacher and the Pope as a man . As I have said, 

. it would be useless to argue with any man wh o 
really thinks that ' the Holy Spi1·it was at the 
shoulder of John XXIII or Alexander VI , and 
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of the whole Middle Ages. 
gain let me say that the Popes did not teach, as 

a rule. The doctrines vvhich are common to all 

s01'di ness 
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was indifferent to everything except that he should 
not teach heresy ! But we may now go a step 
farther and see what was the outcome of this 
special Providence in regard to teaching, while 
Providence was quite indiff erent to the perennial 
disgrace of the Papal elections, tl1.e ease with which 
worthless or vicious men got the tiara, and the 

branches of Christianity were formulated by the 
Gre eks. e ve:ry rarely find a Papal dogmatist 
like.fa~oI / The medieval shape of those doctrines 
was determined by the schoolmen ; the final shape 
was decided by the prelates of the Council of Trent 
and the Vatican Council. In neither case did the 
1--uling Pope know very much about the matter 

But with the bulk of this teaching I am not 
concerned. I vvrite of the doctrines of the Chu1'ch 
of Rome, not the common doctrines of the Christian 
religion, and need not discuss the precise Roman 
forms of the doctrines of the Trinity, Incarnation, 
1\tonement, and so on. Further~, I ,vill not be 
tempted to enlarge upon the faith of El11·ope as it 
was after fifteen hundred years of Papal guidance, 
though this would not be irrelevant. The weird 
e1'rors and practices which filled Ch1·istendo1n at 
the end of those fifteen centuries may be taken as 
¥nown. Let us 1'ather consider what are the dis
tinctive doctrines and practices of the Church of 
~ ome to--day : the perfect outcome of eighteen 
penturies of the '' supernatural gift," the '' priceless 

' 
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treasure of the faith'' on which the Catholic prides 
him self, the belief which he would persuade America 
and England and Germany to accept now that the 
Latin nations are abandoning it. 

Two doctrines may be taken as broadly distinctive 
of the Roman Church: the doctrine of the Papacy, 
with which I need hardly deal further, and the 
doctrine of the sacraments . We need not use the 
technical jargon which ages of theologizing have 
invent ed in this connection. It is enough that a 
" sacramen t " is supposed to give a special "grace" 
or spiritual energy vvhich the poor non-Catholic 
cannot get; and that these grace-giving ceremonies 
are baptism, penance, the eucharist, confirmation, 
holy orders, matrimony, and extreme unction. It 

-is a whole life-outfit, from the cradle to the grave; 
leaving us in complete bewilderment how the Middle 
Ages were, and the conntries which linger in the 
Middle Ages to-day are, so very it1i-spiritual. 

The sacra.ment of baptisn1 is for infants, and is 
to be confe1'1'ed as soon as the doctor will permit 
the infant to be taken to the cl1urch. For a very 
serious reason. Every child of Adam has incurred 
the sin of Adam, and 1nt1st pay the penalty. At 
first it was drastically held that eve1'y 1nan, woman, 
or .child who had not had this stain "washed avvay" 
in the wate1's of baptism wotlld burn in hell £01' ever. 
That was too 1nt1ch even for medieval human natu1'e, 
and the theologians · made a compromi. e. VVe read 
of the priests of ancient Peru that, vvhen the people 
no longer per1nitted then1 to slaughter children, yet 
they insisted that they 1nust have children's blood 
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to mix the sacrament, they made a compromise: 
they punched the children's noses. So the Catholic 
theologian compro1nised with weak human nature. 
The unbaptized cannot enter heaven. The Church 
sticks to that. But the innocent babes do not go to 
hell. They go into a sort of dim modern extension 
of the underworld, and may even be happy there; 
but they will never '' see God," or see their parents 

•again. 
So the babe is 1·ushed to the church on the first 

St1nday afte1·noon after its birth. If it catches a 
fatal cold, the parent must not grieve. It has gone 
straight to heaven, absolutely spotless. The chu1~ch, 
and often the water, are, however, now warmed, and 
the weird ceremony proceeds. 

I have but a di1n recollection of the performance, 
which I have many times conducted. The '' god
parents'' were detained at the doo1~, and que stioned; 
and then I put the end of a silk-slip (stole), which I 
wo1~e 1·ound my neck, into the god-father's hand, 
and 111etaphorically dragged him into the church. 
The rest is, in my mind-and I sl1udder at the idea 
of looking up the details-a dim phantasmago1·ia. 
You spit on your finger, and daub the babe's mouth 
and eyes, and say to it '' Ephetha '' (in Hebrew). 
You put some salt into its mouth; which it generally 
resents in the usual manner and tone. You talk, 
very severely, in bad Latin, to whateve1· devils the1·e 
may be in the pink morsel, and bid the111 go-to 
Protestants or anywhere. Then yol1 pou1· a shell of 
wate1·, very highly exo1~cised and blessed, ove1~ its 
head (taking extreme care that it tot1ches the skin, 
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not merely the hair, or the babe will never go to 
heaven); and the dreadful sentence which overhung 
it, because a legendary being na1ned Adam ate a 
legendary apple in a legendary garden in the reign 
of King Khammurabi of Babylon, is mercifully 
cancelled. 

The "beautiful symbolism" of all this is quite 
lost upon even the educated Londoners and Berliners 
and New Yorkers who gravely and periodically assist 
at the performance. It is all in Latin. Even wl1en 
you ask the sponsors to " renounce the devil and all 
his works and pomps" for the child, you must do it 
in a dead language, and a trained assistant mus t 
answer. Perhaps it is as well that the Church keeps 
the dead language. Probably few educated Catholic 
men would survive the ordeal if it were in Englis h. 
As it is, it has disadvantages. To the Latin questio n 
whether the man believed in God, etc., I sometimes 
got the Latin answer, " I renounce him "; and to the 
question whether he renounced Satan and all his gay 
inspirations, I got a very emphatic "I believe in him ." 

It is difficult to discuss sacrament No. 1 seriously . 
Spittle and devils, holy oils and holy waters, 
lighted candles and collecting boxes, are bad 
enough, but the essential principle of the thing is 
intolerable. Even the comparative damnation of 
the unbaptised, with "every modern convenience," 
is too stupid for words. There are Catholic scho lars 
now who regard. Adam and Eden as "a beauti ful 
legend." The ~onderful Encyclopcedia is not sure 
about it, and-in the face of the absolutely t1nanimous 
science of 111odern times-flatly denies the evolution 
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of 1nan. Yet it is still the emphatic and obligatory 
teaching of the Church that every child born (except 
Mary-that is the real meaning of the '' Immaculate 
Conception'') shares '( the sin of Adam,'' and must 
be put through the extraordinary perfo1·mance I have 
desc1·ibed. 

I have not chosen to begin with some particularly 
ludicrous and antique element of the Catholic faith. 
This is the first of the sac1'aments. The child then 
enjoys its p1'imitive innocence, and plays marbles, 
sure of heaven, for several years. At about the age 
of seven it is, by the Catholic Church, regarded as 
capable of ear·ning eternal torment by its own act, 
and here the sacrament of penance (confession) is, 
in the stupendous wisdom of the inspired Church, 
mer·cifully provided. But that institution requires 
a separate chapte1', and I pass to the sacrament of 
the eucharist. 

The sacrament of the eucharist-that is, the 
d ct1,ine of the '' real presence '' of Christ in the 
consecrated bread and wine-is quite the central 
and overwhelming belief of the Catholic Church. 
Almost everything in its 1·itual is associated with 
this belief, just as every line of the architecture and 
furniture of a chu1·ch points to the tabernacle on 
the altar in which the eucharist is kept. It is on 
this priceless possession of a real live god in their 
midst, and on the miraculous nature of their Papacy, 
tl1at Catholics affect their amusing ai1,. of superio1·ity 
to all the rest of mankind. And it is one of the 
most childish and foolish beliefs that was eve1-
preserved in a civilized 11 eligion. 
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Some years ago the Catholics of London proposed 
to carry this " eucharist " in procession through the 
streets of the metropolis, as they do in Ital:ry or 
Belgium, and there was a counter-proposal that the 
civic authorities should be prayed to prevent them. 
With this counter-proposal I refused to sympathize. 
I explained that I would, on the contrary, encourage 
the Catholics to take their eucharist upon the streets 
as frequently as possible, and ioo1u,ld simply tell people 
iohat they believed abou,t it. I believe that after that 
educated men and women would less frequently be 
seen attending Catholic places of worship. For, 
when you fully understand this belief, the pride of 
the Catholic in his unique possession merely recalls 
the pride of the various semi-civilized tribes of 
ancient Palestine in their respective fetishes. 

This is not the place to discuss how the simple 
supper of bread and wine, which Christ is described 
as bidding his followers celebrate in memory of him, 
became '' the sacrament of the eucharist." The 
mysterious words attributed to Christ, " This is my 
body" and "This is my blood," cannot be proved to 
have existed in the Scriptures before the end of the 
first century ; and as we know that some such 
mystic belief was not uncommon in the pagan world 
-the wine and corn, the most common sources of 
nourishment in that world, being regarded as especial 
embodiments of the nature-gods-it seems that the 
early Christian communities contracted the belief 
and added the words to the growing r·ecord of 
Christ's words and deeds. Certainly f1~om a ve1'y 
early date the supper had a solemn significance in 
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the communities. But when it became necessary for 
the "elder" to repeat Christ's words, in a magical 
sense, over the bread and wine, we cannot trace. 

The early Church gradually elaborated this simple 
ce1·e1nony into the sacrifice of the '' mass '': a cere
mony which takes its name (a corruption of the 
Latin niissa) from the concluding words, spoken by 
the ''assistant'' (deacon), '' Ite, missa est'' ('' Go, 
it is over''). Now, when we recollect that this 
formula was used at the close of the service in the 
temples of Mithra, and when we learn from St. 
Augustine that the pagans of his day said that the 
Ch1·istian '' mystery of bread and wine'' was in
distinguishable from the Mithr·aic mystery, we have 
an important clue to the evolution of the mass. 
'rhe early Christians have allowed veI')' little to 
survive of the ritual of the non-Christian temple s, 
but the little we know is significant. The most 

· valuable contempo1'ary account of these non
Christian beliefs and practices is the work entitled 
01i tlie Error of Profa1ie Religions, by Fi1·mic11s 
I\faternus; and that writer was so st1'uck by the 
Fese1nblances to his own Ch1'istian beliefs and 
practices that he put forward the ingenious theo1'y 
that the latter had been revealed in anticipation by 
devils to the pagan religions. 

From this and other scattered indications we know 
!1hat the Mithraists held a secret ceremony of con
~ecrated bread and wine in their temples; that 
!ighted candles and incense, and priests i11 silk and 
linen, were part of the ce1'emony ; and tl1at the 
~entral idea was the rede1n ption of men f1~om sin 
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by their Saviour, their "Ram [ some say Lamb J of 
God." There can be little doubt that the fervour 
of the Christians was quite capable of ex1)ressing 
itself in original prayers and hymns, but it is clear 
that, in the evolution of the complete "mass" from 
the simple supper on a domestic table, the pagan 
religions were freely laid under contribution. 

It is, however, as I said, not my intention to enter 
upon such large questions in this little work; nor is 
it nece ssary. My point here is not that Catho lic 
rites and doctrines were borrowed, and have parallels 
in such quaint religions as that of ancient Mexico, 
but that lier·e a1id 1iow, in the twentieth century, 
those rites and doct1·ines are of so puerile and 
primitive a nature that they look like prehistoric 
canoes floating on the Thames or the Hudson . 

The doctrine of the Church is 1iot generally t1nder
stood. This is not due to '' misrepresentation,'' but 
to the fact that a non-Catholic does not find it 
c1·edible that any educated modern man or woma n 
should believe such things, and his imagination fails 
to grasp the full truth. He is aware that Catho lics 
profess the "real presence" of God in the eucharis t. 
Being accustomed to the belief that God is every 
where, he sees no intellectual enormity in this . H e 
does not know, and can hardly be convinced, that 
Catholics believe, and their Church sternly and 
dogmatically insists, that in what seems to the eye 
to be bread and wine, there is, after the words of 
consec1·ation, no bread or wine at all, but the living 
body of Jesus Christ down to the last eye-lash and 
toe-nail ! 
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In the earlier Middle Ages, as among the un
educated Catholic millions to-day, no explanation of 
the appearance of bread and wine was needed ; nor 
was it necessary to attempt any explanation how the 
human body of Christ could be simultaneously in 
heaven and in a million places on the earth. To 
such minds anything is possible. Explanation is as 
supe1·fluous as a1·gument. But when the Moors 
stimulated the sleeping intellect of Europe, and the 
scholastic movement began, faith had to be made 
l'easonable-to be sophisticated. 

So the schoolmen fell back apon an ancient and 
discredited opinion of the philosopher Aristotle. In 
those days it was thought to be an " explanation " 
of a piece of bread to say that its whiteness, shape, 
solidity, etc., were '' accidents," and that the '' sub
stance'' lay,.. invisible, t1nder them, much as a kernel 
is hidden in a nut. This was very convenient. By 
a supernatural operation, in the mass, the invisible 
" substance " of the bread and wine is replaced by 
the " substance " of the real, living body of Christ, 
!)ind the "accidents " (shape, whiteness, etc.) are 
per1nitted to remain. As to how the body of Christ 
could be in a million places at once, and could exist 
in its full proportions in a crumb of bread, the 
answer was-bow to the mystery of '' t1~ansubstan- . 
tiation." They bowed to " the blessed word." 

It niust not for · a moment be supposed that 
~odern educated Catholics do not literally believe 
~his jumble of pagan superstitions and medieval 
Yerbosity. They do. It is the very sternest dogma 
1 
. f the Church. The few advanced Catholics who 
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are called Modernist would 1nodif y the belief, but 
most of these have been driven out of the Church 
by Pius X and Benedict XV. There is not a p1·iest 
in the world who does not preach that doctrine, 
literally and emphatically, from his pulpit a sco1·e of 
times every year. There is not a Catholic layman 
in the Cht11·ch who dare express the faintest doubt 
about it, and the1'e are ve,,,y few who wish to. 

In the practical carrying out of this doctrine 
absurdity is heaped upon absurdi ty. Tiny biscu its 
or wafers are prepared, and the '' pure juice of tl1e 
grape'' is required. Most priests get the chea pest 
pure wine they can buy. At my church it cost less 
than a shilling a pint, and it was so thin that the 
priests blankly refused to have it served to them as 
'' wine '' on feast days by their th1·ifty contro lle1·. 
It must, however, have an ecclesiastical gua1'ant ee 
that it is pure, or the ''transubstantiation'' does 
not take place. Christ declines to take the place of 
the substance of gooseberry-juice or ct1rrant-ju ice. 
Hence it is that Catholics jeer at the effort s of 
'' High Church '' curates to imitate their n1ystery. 
Even if their '' 01 .. ders are valid,'' their wine is not . 
In fact, the whole mystery is surrounded by pitfalls 
and covered by a vast literature. I f the bisho p who 

. ''ordained'' the priest had said certain wor ds wro ngly, 
if the p1..iest or he had not been baptized with st1·ic~ 
tec};1.nical accuracy, if the bishop or the p1·iest were a 
secret sceptic ...... r_rhe awful possibilities a1'e almol ~ 
infinite. Providence does not attend to these th ing 
for the1n. 

The priest dons his mystic (01· Mithraic) garm ent ~ 
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and carries his wafer to the altar (which, we shall 
see, also has had to undergo a tremendous prepara
tion). You imagine him then proceeding to the rite 
with portentous sole1nnity. Not in the least. If he 
does not compress the "mass" into a space of about 
five and twenty minutes, there may be coughs and 
shuffling in the body of the church. The people do 
not like a " slow " priest. They do not themselves 
realize what this means. The "mass" has, in the 
course of ti1ne, grown into a very lengthy series of 
prayers and rites and invocations, and the young 
priest has to be "drilled " for weeks in advance 
so as to " get through " in less than half an 
hour. As a result he rushes through those 
" sublime " prayers and hymns (as the admiring 
non-Catholic calls them, when he reads them, 
slowly, in the Missal) at a rate, literally, of at least 
250 words a minute ! Do not imagine, however, 

· that this irreverence is entirely the fault of . the 
laity. The priest has, besides his "mass," a very 
lengthy series of prayers and psalms to read every 
day fro1n his "Breviary." This he says in private, 
merely repeating the words with his lips. And this 
solemn series of invocations to and praises of the 
I)eity he usually "gets through" at the rate of 300 
wo1·ds a minute ! 

At the middle of the " mass " he consecrates the 
j1read and wine, and here he must go slowly. The 
pitfalls begin again. If he does not articulate each 
'i.vord of the Latin formula, "Hoc est corpus meum " 
(which the ribald Protestants of the Middle Ages 
~ontracted into "Hocus-Pocus," but which means 

.. 
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'' This is my body'') and '' Hie est sangt1is meus '' 
('' This is my blood ''), with perfect clearness, if he 
does not say it 1·iglit at the br~ead and wine, the1·e 
will be no magic. Then he resumes the 250 
words a minute until the second solemn pause, 
the swallowing of Christ. He must, of course, 
swallow the large wafer-and it gives unconscion 
able trouble in a dry mouth-without putting his 
teeth into '' the body of Christ." He must take the 
''blood'' without spilling a drop, for in each visib le 
cr11mb of b1·ead or drop of wine there is the il liole 
Christ, godhead and manhood. 

Once, in saying mass, I unluckily upset the chalice 
(the silver cup of wine) afte1· co1isec1·atio1i, and '' the 
blood of Christ'' streamed over the alta1·, to the 
horror of the ·little congregation. I had, in accor d
ance with the ritual, to steep the cloths three times 
in water, and pour the water by the wall of the 
house, where no foot could tread. If some mis -
guided dog had then come along ...... I declined to 
consider that appalling possibility, but the Chu1~ch 
believes that, since the pious Jtiddle Ages, Prov i
dence does not wo1--k 1niracles to p1·event t he 
desecration of the body of Christ. (In his Fo rty 

• Years a Jesitit (vol. ii, p. 223) Count Hoensbroech 
tells an expe1·ience he had vvhen a p1·iest. An old 
woman told him that, after l'eceiving the waf e1· i11 

her 
. 
mouth, she 1--eflected that she was swallowing 

Christ's genital organs, and slie spat tlie wafer i1itQ 
lie1· prayer-book. She gave it to him, and-lie lza·l_ 
to eat it I The '' body of Ch.rist '' is in eve1'y c1·11ml~ 
of the b1·ead, '' whole and entire'' in the empha ti~ 
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language of the Church; and if a crumb (the size is 
a matter of dispute) falls from. the wafer when the 
priest goes to put these into the mouths of the 
laity, Christ, divinity and humanity, is apt to be 
trodden under foat. 

At what precise moment in the crumb's later 
history the body of Christ leaves it theologians are 
not agreed ; but the general opinion is that as long 
as it keeps the appearance ('' accidents'') of bread 
it contains Christ, even if it reaches the dustbin. 
If a burglar steals the silver vessel containing the 
consecrated wafer, he steals Christ; and the adven
tures of Christ in the burglar's establi shment may 
be left to the i1nagination. If a wicked apostate 
priest cares to use his power, to make Christ for 
a ribald gathering of sceptics, he can. Catholics 
seriously believe that this (the "black mass") has 
beell repeatedly done at Paris. The Church cannot 
take away the magical power even from an apostate 
priest. If I seriously and intentionally say the 
correct words, in the correct way and the cor1·ect 
dead language, over a piece of pure bread, the deed 
is done ; and Christ, in the sincere belief of every 
Catholic, is in my power. The reader rnay object 
that I cannot do this, because I do not believe I 
have the power, and belief and intention are essen
tial. But most Catholics would stoutly assert that 
I do believe I have the power, and am not sincere 
!n my .profession of scepticism! 

Let me repeat that I am not in the least 
caricaturing or misrepresenting Catholic belief, or 
~escribing an 

t 
ancient belief which the educated 

. 
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Catholic of to-day does not accept literally. If my 
pen at ti1nes slips into frivolity, the nature of the 
subject may surely be pleaded in extenuation. The 
persistence of such beliefs in cities like London, 
Boston, and New York must excite any normal 
sense of humour. But the reader will find, on 
cj_uestioning a Catholic, however well educated, that 
he solemnly believes these things. 

I have referred, in passing, to the priest bearing 
wafers to the laity. This is the ceremony of "holy 
com1nunion," an advanced version of a primitive 
practice of receiving the virtues of the god which 
is well known in savage religions. After consuming 
his own wafer, the priest bears a gold vessel con -
taining hundreds of smaller wafers, which he has 
simultaneously consecrated, to a rail at which lay 
Catholics kneel, with open 1nouths and closed eyes, 
to receive Christ. All must be fasting; though _ 
how many drops of water-in washing the teeth, 
for instance-it would take '' to break the fast '' is 

disputed. 
The laity are, in the Ro1nan Church, not per-

mitted to sip from the chalice; which does not 
matter, they are assured, since there is the whole 
living Christ, body and blood, in every tiny wafer. 
Early scandals and accidents moved the Church to 
forbid the laity "the cup." The Church does not 
for a moment question that " the blood " in the 
chalice Yvill, if it be taken in sufficient quantity, 
intoxicate. Cases of priests thus intoxicating them
selves are freely discussed in theological literature, 
and were common in '' the ages of faitl1." 
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The ceremony I have described is the ''low'' or 
ordinary daily mass. On Sundays and festivals the 
mass is set to chant and music, and a choir (often 
composed of '' heretics and unbelievers'') renders 
the sacred words, as composed by gifted opera 
writers like Gounod and Mozart. To any thoughtful 
observer, who quite understands the central belief of 
the rite, the perfo1"mance then becomes ludicrous in 
the extreme. Rome has several times seen the pro
fanity of this operatic performance, and endeavoured 
to rest1·ict the music to a simple and solemn chant. 
But this "High Mass" is the cl1ief money-gathering 
ceremony of the day, and the most attractive to 
non-Catholics, so that the Church has in this case 
successfully resisted the reforming zeal of one or 
two modern Popes. 

Such is '' the unbloody sacrifice of the mass," as 
the Church calls it; but we have not yet done with 
the eucharist. A special large wafer is consecrated . 
and reserved in the ''tabernacle''; a safe, with highly 

.. 
ornamental front, in the middle of the altar. A 
second silver or gold vessel in the safe-for b11rgla1"s 
l1ave little respect for beliefs-contains s1nall v\.rafers 
to be taken to the bedridden. In Catholic count1"ies 
this is done processionally, with bell and candle; but 
in Protestant lands the priest dare show no outward 
sign of his awful burden. Many a priest whom you 
meet walking, in what seems to the profane eye a 
quite ordina1·y way, along the st1"eets of London 01· 

Manchester has God in his vest-pocket. The large 
wafer in the tabernacle, which explains the red lamp 
before the altar and the deep reverences of the more 

• 
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pious Catho lics in church, is taken out on Sunday 
night and set, above the altar, in a jewelled gold 
vessel ; though the jewels are almost invariably glass, 
and the gold is washed silver. At the close the 
priest blesses the people with the vessel, so that the 
ceremony is popularly known as "Benediction." 

Of the vast mass of liturgical and doctrinal disputes 
that have grown up about this "sacrament" I cannot 
speak here. I give only the simple and authoritative 
belief, and, incredible as it may seem to some, give 
it with strict fidelity. This is the doctrine, this the 
possession, on which Catholics pride themselves above 
their neighbours. It is to communicate this priceless 
blessing to the benighted non-Catholic that the zeal 
of the faithful is stirred, and the laity are enlisted by 
the clergy in the work of "conversion." I leave it 
to the reader to say if there is in the whole range of 
modern life a more marvellous illustration of inte l
lectual stupor ; a more singular ground for sectarian 
vanity; a more weird survival in a civilized age of 
primitive belief and practice. 

The sacrament of "confirmation " proceeds on the 
admirable theory that wl1en young folk attain, or 
approach, the age of puberty they need" confirming " 
-that is to say, st1'engthening. It may seem un
gracious to cavil, but one wonders why the Almighty 
grants this strength only through a bishop, and as 
part of a very antique and-to the young folk-tota lly 
unintelligible ritual. All that I recollect of my con
firmation-day is that a portly bishop read a vast 
amount of mysterious Latin, and then lightly daube d 
each of us on the forehead with a very sacred oil; 

• 
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and there were so many of us, and he was so hurried, 
that he stuck an episcopal finger in my eye. The 
"sacrament" is, of course, merely a part of the 
system which raises a priestly caste, to their great 
advantage, above the common crowd. 

So it is with the sacrl.!,ment of "holy orders," or 
the ordination of the clergy. The ritual is a maze, 
a stupendous collection of archaic prayers and mystic 
actions, to the onlooker. It is supposed to be so 
potent that henceforward the priest can order devils 
about, forgive sins, and turn bread into Christ. This 
your Catholic neighbour literally believes. 

The sacrament of _'' matri -.... ,...ony '' requires little 
discussion. --iror at least six centuries after the 
establishment of Christianity the laity obstinately 
refused to submit their marriages to the clergy, and 
they freely used the right of divorce. The notion of 
a divine institution of this sacrament is a wonderful 
piece of audacity. It was men like Hildebrand, 
completing the enslavement of the people to the 
priests, who at last secured for the Church complete 
control of ma1·riage. 4-L\.sa '' sacrament '' the new 
type of marriage was indissoluble ; and the morality 
of countries where the Church still resists the right 
t,9 dissolve unhappy marriages tells its own story .. 

.,...,The whole thing is part of the determination of the 
priests to 1 .. ule and to exact fees . 

. " Extren1e unction" (or last anointing) is the final 
"cha:i:inel of grace." It is given only in grave danger 
of death, so that, when the priest announces his 
intention to inflict it, the Catholic's chief thought 
is: " My God, has it come to that?" Essentially 
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it i the daubing of the e. e ear mou h hand , 
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CHAPTER III 

THE CONFESSIONAL AND INDULGENCES 

IF there is one part of the Catholic system which 
rnore than any other has attracted the attention of 
non-Catholics, it is what . the Church calls '' the 
sacrament of penance," and others call the practice 
of confession. No part of a church is observed by 
the visitor with st1ch keen interest as '' the box," as 
the priest familiarly calls the little chamber in which 
he hears confessions. No other Catholic practice has 
d1~awn from rabid opponents so much scorn and 
obloquy as this; yet no practice has seemed mo1·e 
defensible to those sympathetic outsiders who admire 
Catholicism at a distance. 

In the scheme of sacraments penance comes second. 
The Catholic seems to take an unflattering view of 
the Almighty when he lays it down that a child of 
seven may commit so deadly a sin that he will burn 
for ever, but this is the principle for determining tl1e 
ag·e at which confession begins. The1·e is no obli
gation at any time to confess light (or ''venial'') 
sins . It is those (the ''mortal'' sins) which, in the 
Chu1·ch's scheme, are punishable with eternal fire 
that must be confessed. · Such are practically all 
sexual offences (in word, thought, or deed), and a 
long category of transgressions down to '' missing 
mass on Sunday morning.'' The Catholic pi·ayer-
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book contains a full list of these expensive acts of 
revolt, and the penitent runs his eye over the list 
and prepares his account before he enters " the 
box.'' 

To the child of seven, and to decent children of 
much later years, this list is a vague, thrilling, awe
inspiring list of the things he (or she) may do when 
he grows up. His curiosity is stimulated. I have, 
in hearing the confessions of children, more than 
once heard them say: '' Please, father, I have 
committed adultery." They were probably attempt
ing to learn the meaning of that mysterious sin . 
The whole performance is useless and stupid in the 
case of children. It merely '' breaks them in.'' 
From that moment they must at least once a year, 
under pain of eternal damnation, kneel at the feet of 
a priest and con£ ess their sins. 

It is quite obvious that, like the sacrament of 
marriage, this also was, in the main, instituted in 
order to bring the laity under more perfect control. 
The practice of public confession in the early Church 
soon proved too great an obstacle to conversions in 
the Roman wo1·ld. Indeed, the heavie1· sins of the 
flesh were in those days dee1ned quite unpa1·donable, 
and this inhuman belief could not su1'vive. The 
reader may remember a Pope Callistus, of the third 
centu1·y, who incurred the ter·1·ible scorn of Te1·tullian. 
His fault was not so much the assumption of the 
title of '' Bishop of Bishops," though Tertullian 
1·epeats this ,vith ringing irony, as his claim that he 
could absolve even fro1n adultery and fornication. 
'l1e1·tallian calmly relegated such folk to hell for the 

• 
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first offence. But Callistus had to deal with Romans, 
and he softened the discipline, and the modification 
was generally adopted. 

There was, however, for ages, no obligation to 
confess, as tl1ere was no obligation to marry in 
church. It was not until the Lateran Council of 
the year 1216 that Catholics were compelled to seek 
absolution from a priest once a year. It will be 
recollected that that was the period of tl1e greatest 
extension of priestly and Papal power over the 
people-the period from Hildebrand to Innocent III. 
To attribute this to mere priestcraft would be a 
grave historical error. Such men were very sincerely 
concerned for the morals of Europe. Even they, 
however, were equally concerned to extend the power 
of the clergy, and for each such prelate of entirely 
unworldly views there were fifty who looked primarily 
to the increase of their prestige and wealth. 

We remember the state of the clergy at that time 
and for centuries afterwards. They were quite 
generally ignot'ant, drunken, and immoral. Bishops 
whose books have reached us censure their priests 
repeatedly for frequenting taverns-which were 
commonly loose houses in those days-and brothels, 
and for scandals with their people and servants ; 

1and probably the bulk of bishops were too f1ee in 
their own lives to care about their cler'gy. The 

1

1esult was that the confessional becan1e ver)T largely 
a new occasion of license. I am, howeve11 not, 

concerned with the l1istory of these things. In 
Mr. H. C. Lea's Histo1·y of A it1·1icitla1· Co1if essio1i 
a1id I1iditlge1ices the reade1' will find much interest-

• 
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ing information. I am concerned with Catholicism 
to-day. 

The clerical student is prepared very seriously for 
his task. For three years he studies Moral Theology, 
or the minute and co1nprehensive application of 
Christian morals to every known virtue and vice . 
He must not leave it to the ''penitent'' to say 
which sins are serious and which not. He mus t 
ask questions if the list produced seems scanty . 
He must not pass a general self-accusation of, say, 
indecency, but must know in detail which particular 
species is meant. And he must impose a penance
generally the saying of a certain number of prayers 
-in proportion to the gravity. He therefore enters 
his '' box," at about the age of twenty-four, with a 
vast, bloodless, academic knowledge of all the ills 
that flesh is heir to. He regards each man or 
woman who ente1·s as a thrilling compendium of 
criminal possibilities. 

I remember still the awe and peculiar nervous 
tension of beginning, twenty-five years ago, tha t 
wonderful experience. It was somewhere in prosy 
Tottenham, I believe. The '' confessional," it may 
be wise to explain, is divided into two compart 
ments. Priest and penitent cannot touch each 
other. But into the wooden partition a meta l 
gauze, about two feet square, is inserted ; an d 
through this the penitent whispers into the ear 
of the '' confessor." I sat in silence for a time, 
and my heart thumped when the door at last 
opened and I heard the light swish of skir ts 
against the woodwork. You give your blessing , 
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you ask how long since the last confession, and 
then you listen to the catalogue ...... It was in this 
case me1~cifully light, and, after a few word s of 
exhortation, I made the magi c sign of the cross in 
the air, and repeated the solemn formula of absolu
tion: not '' God absolves thee," but '' I absolve th ee 
from thy sins." It was Tottenham, a suburb of 
London, a London maid of twenty-four or so,
I never saw her face-and a small-minded, raw 
youth of twenty-four usurping the function of God 
and forgiving sin ! In Tottenham, a suburb of 
London, 
century! 

in the last decade of the nineteenth 

But there 
It happens that 
I was at the 

was little 
there 

time, by 

harm, some 
was little 
some freak 

h
may comment. 

arm to me, for 
of constitution, 

and for two years afterwards, still sexually immature. 
But listen to the next experience. 

A few days later my name was duly posted over a 
"box" in my own church. People were notified 
that the quiet }Touth they saw at times at the altar 
-I was never a parish priest, and mingled little 
with the people-had attained the august power. 
I was summoned, I sat in my box, and there was 
again a swish of skirts against the woodwork. The 
story she had to tell was to me a nightmare which 
haunted me for months. She had had for years a 
liaiso11,with one of my fellow priests. I afterwards 
knew_both of them : she a girl hardly out of her 
teens-he had seduced her at sixteen-and he a 
middle-aged fleshy friar, who sat at table daily with 
me ! She had, she said, never dared to confide it to 
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any before, and for an hour I had to listen to every 
sordid detail of the long liaison. She spiritually 
gloated over the telling, repeated and elaborated, and 
would be quite sure that I understood and absolved 
everything. And when I reeled at the close, sick, 
into the monastery, a colleague met me at the door, 
looked stolidly into my eyes, and asked bluntly : 
" Well, bow did you like Maud 1 and her story ? " 

I had at once stumbled Upon one of the morbid 
victims of the sacramental system! The girl's story 
was true, but, in her itching for legitimate sexual 
talk, she had told it in the same way to " every 
priest in London," one of my older colleagues said. 
After a time she became, without her name being 
mentioned in the public discussions, a theme of 
conversation; and when the priest I had in my 
mind as her lover died, and it was openly said that 
Miss -- -- was in hysterics, the story was 

rounded. 
In four years' experience of the ghastly ordeal this 

first impression was amply confirmed. Catholics are 
no worse, and no better, than others. In the small 
middle-class suburb where I heard confessions the 
vast majority of my penitents were decent folk, 
decently discharging the unpleasant obligation laid 
upon them by the Church. I had many friends 
among them; though from the day that honesty 
compelled me to leave their Church not one ever 

1 I alter the real name. It must not be thought that I am 
improperly breaking confidence in such reminiscences. It is agreed 
that priests may repeat matter of confes ion when there 1s no 
dninger of identification. This case \Ve often discussed. 
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offered a syllable of sympathy in my heavy struggles, 
and they have listened with composure to the 
scandalous lies their priests whispered about me. 
That is the distorting effect of the system. But I 
would place it frankly on record that they were a 
fine and kindly folk, and that the habit of confessing 
neither bettered nor degraded them as a body. 

Yet with equal truth it must be said that the 
confessional had a pernicious influence on a pro
portion of the younger women. " Maud "-and I 
found there were many Mauds-was an extreme 
instance of an evil influence of the confessional• 

which could be traced widely. I speak of young 
women only, not because I agree with Church-Law 
that there is " a greater malice in their sex," but 
for an obvious reason. The priest is a man, very 
frequently quite a young man. If ever, before its 
final dissolution or trans£ ormation, the Church of 
Rome is compelled by the pressure of its advancing 
women to have female priests and confessors, I have 
no doubt we shall see young 1nen flocking to the 
" box " of " Mother So-and-so," a charming maid 
of twenty-four or twenty-five, pouring out their 
temptations, asking advice in their struggles, and 
telling in minute detail their various sexual trans
gressions. · As it is, the priest is a man, and the 
young-man penitent is shy of him. He tells his 
list curtly, and is anxious to get through with the 

•odious business. · 

With the Catholic young woman it is different. 
11Jie majority, again, are neither better nor worse 
than their age and sex. They dislike the conf es-

N 
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sional, and l""estrict the111selves to what they niitst 
say. But a large number of them, even of fairly 
good character, a1--e seduced-slightly at first-by 
the consecrated pruriency of the business. They 
would shrink from telling their intimate feelings 
and occasional mild lapses from the strict canons 
of virtue even to a father or brother. It would 
be '' immodest.'' But, instead of being immodest, 
it is highly proper to talk about such things, as 
fully as they like, to a priest, however young. The 

• 

nuns and lady-teachers who prepa1'e them, when 
they are young, for the confessional, impress upon 
them that they mitst speak in detail. A priest 
would si1i lii1nself-l fear I have a grave account 
under this head-if he let them off with a general 
statement that they had been ''rude'' or '' im
modest." He must ask questions. Was it solita1--y 
misconduct? If so, to what extent did it go? If 
otherwise, to what extent did it go, and was the 
lJartner in vice a relative, a priest, a ma1·ried man? 
If you proceed tactlessly and ask the graver questions 
first, you may get a horrified shriek. Most of them 
do not like it. But some do, and it is quite intel
ligible. Most people would be p1·u1--ient if it we1·e 
not a ''sin." It is no sin at all in the confessiona l. 
It is quite the 1·ight thing to discuss your i1npulses 
and acts; and, if ·this pr--oves a little exciting, that 
is only an inevitable accompaniment of ·discharging 
a dt1ty. . 

So, I . take it, they argued. At all events, th 
fact was unmistakable. I t'emember many typefJ: 
from a youngster of fifteen, of st1·ict family, who 

• 

• 
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admitted that she and her like sometimes conspired 
to ask me such questions as the propriety of inter
rupting the night-prayers to answer a call of nature, 
to a fleshy young woman of quite 1:1-ncontrolled life 
who brought a weekly budget of all conceivable 
phases of sexual misconduct, and would expound 
them to me with casuistic thoroughness. Of course, 
she was always "sorry," or I could not have absolved 
her; but the extensive and lurid catalogue was the 
same next week. Such people do not as a rule 
confess except once a year, when there is a grave 
obligation. This enterprising young lady confessed 
that she had casually discovered the " comfort " of 
confessing to me, and seemed disposed to do it 
almost daily. Others obviously experienced the 
same spiritual comfort. It was probably such things 
that prematurely awoke my own sex-life at the age 
of twenty-six (Catholic legend 1nakes me a thorough
paced scoundrel long before that), or I might have 
been a Hildebrand. Scarcely a year afterwards I 
ceased to hear the confessions of women. Though 
I was not yet a convinced sceptic, I loathed the 
confessional, and had to be driven to it; and I 
presently got the rectorship of a college in the 
country where there were no Catholic women. 

Some readers will ask what truth there is in the 
stories of priests abusing the confessional. There is 
much truth. The " box " is, as I said, rigorously 
partiti oned, and there is no misconduct there. That 
is why a Protestant visitor to a church is always 
welcomed to look into the mysterious little chamber. 
He is not informed that the priest need not, and 

' 
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does not always, hear confessions in the official 
place. People l'ing a bell at a door near the 
sanctuary-end of the church to ask for the p1'iest, 
when they would confess, and they may (rarely) be 
invited inside. A con£ ession is valid anywhere. 
The liaiso1i to which I refer1-ed was chiefly carried 
on in this way. Another priestly Don Juan, who 
told me his adventures, used to get young women to 
feign illness, and take to their beds and send f01' 

him. But as a ·rule the immoral priest, and he is 
nu1nerous, does not need to resort to these melo
dramatic arrangements. His afternoon visits open 
a field which a Sybarite might envy. 

I am, therefore, not stressing the immora .lity of 
the confessional. It no doubt helps some people; it 
rather debases othe1's; it is just a painful necessity, 
doing neither good nor harm, to the great majority. 
~ts essential evil is its almost inc1'edible stupidity . 
It was quite openly instituted in the thirteenth 
century, as an obligatory p1-actice, by priests who 
wanted to bring all Eu1--ope unde1- absolute control; 
yet the Catholic persuades him self that Ch1'ist founded 
it. Its cent1-al idea-the £01-giveness of sin by a 

outh whose hands have been oiled-is g1'otesqt1e. 
It is not even, as sentimental people outside the 
Chu1--ch sometimes i1nagine, a good human device 
for promoting mo1..ality. Catholics do not rush to 
it to have '' the burden of sin '' lifted fr-om thei1-
depressed hearts. They dislike it. The )1oung 
flippantly call it '' sc1'aping the kettle." Ve1·y few 
would do it if it were not for the obligation. 

It may be asked why most Catholics confess at 

• 
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least once a month if they dislike it, yet are bound 
to confess only once a year. This is achieved by a 
modern extension of the priest's power. We shall 
see later that there are '' societies '' or '' confra
ternities'' for each category of a priest's parishioners. 
The young women, for instance, are banded together 
as '' Children of Ma1'y." The boys, the youths, etc., 
have similar '' confraternities." Membership is 
volunta1'y, but a youth or maid might as well leave 
the Church outright as refuse to join. -It would not 
pay, socially. And it is the invariable rule of these 
societies that the members must confess once a 
month. Thus a ''voluntary'' monthly confession 
is easily secured. 

As to the related supject of '' indulgenc es," the 
Catholic may here have a ground for complaint of 
misrepresentation; though I will show p1~esently 
that Ji,is ow1i priests 11iis1·epresent the facts to him. 
The doctrine is peculiar. The Church of the early 
Middle Ages made hell so very hot and long that 
human nature rebelled. So a middle state, a teni-
po1·a1·yhell, was invented. and called Purgator y . 
People who had sinned were not quite fit for eaven, 
even if their sins had been '' absolved.'' They mu st · 
be ''purged'' of tb.e last trace of stain in '' the fires 
of Purgatory.'' Catholics, of course, with their 
im1nense capacity of belief, still cling literally to 
the '' flames '' and other horrors of hell and 
purgatory. They sing still in every ch11rch in the 
WOl'ld :-

Pray for the holy souls that bt1rn 
This hour amidst the cleansing fl_ames . 

• 
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But purgatory also seemed rather hor1..ible when 
the mind of Europe became a little refined. Dante, 
in his P,urgato,·y, th1'ows Catholic theology to the 
winds, and boldly conceives it, not as a place of 
tortu1·e, but as a place where souls voluntar'ily purify 
then1selves. The theologians found this too rational
istic, too huma11; and they modified the dogma in 
their own wa_y. They said that the Church could 
make out a so1·t of draft on the '' merits of Ch1·ist," 
and sho1..ten 01· cancel the suffering in pu1..gato1·y. 
This is the meaning of an '' indulgence.'' It is not 
a license to co1nmit sin-tl1ough such things have 
been known-bt1t '' a remission of the te1npo1·al 
punishment due to sin [in pu1·gato1·y] after the 
guilt has been fo1'given." My penitents, £01'instance, 
knew that after I had waved my magic hand ove1· 
them they need not, if they were sor1·y for their 
misdeeds, fea1· l1ell. But they still had · pu1·gato1·yto 
fear, and to escape this they needed '' indulgences." 
They might get a '' plena1·y '' indulgence (wiping 
out the whole debt) 01·· a partial indulgence ex
p1·essed in a popula1· 1neas111·eof fifty or a hundred 
days, and so on. 

•
• 

It would take a volu1ne to tell all the weird 
developments of this doctrine . The Catholic enters 
a chu1·ch and dips his finge1·s in the stoup of '' holy 
water'': fifty days off l1is sentence, besides the 
efficacy of the wate1· i11 keepi11g devils a\\1ay. I-Ie 
kneels befo1·e some alta1.., and says a ce1,tain p1·aye1· 
or pa)1S for a two-penny candle : a hl1nd1'ed 01..tv\ tO 

hundred days off. He wea1's unde1· his shi1..t a, 

blessed 1nedal or some simila1· cha1'm 01· charms · 
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another hundred days off, besides a problematic 
protection . against drowning, etc. It goes on all 
his life. 

Periodically he gets a " plenary " indulgence. On 
one day in the year (called "Portiuncula ") a man 
gets a "plenary " indulgence every time he enters a 
church attached to a Franciscan friary and says a 
short prayer. I lived near one such (at Manchester) 
in my boyhood, and we worked heroically all day. 
Men, women, and children, we bobbed in and out of 
that church all day long. We pitted our records 
against each other. Crowds came fro1n all parts of 
Manchester for the glorious free privilege. You 
could hardly cross the threshold for legs, as one 
naturally remained near the door so as to get in and 
out so many times in the l1our. Outside there were 
booths selling beads, scapulars, medals, and other 
indulgence-laden curiosities. The incredulous reader 
may witness this for himself at any Franciscan 
chapel on the first of August; in London, Man
chester, or New York, in the twentieth century! 

But, you may ask, why so many plenary indul
gences? If one clears the account against you, why 
get several ? Why bother about a paltry " fifty 
days"? For two reasons. First, because the 
indulgence is a quite genuine offer if your "dis
position" is perfect; but the priest will tell you 
that it never is. So you mnst keep on trying your 
luck. You may hit the psycl1ological conditions 
some time, especially with the easier indulgences. 
The language of the theologian is, of course, more 
stately and 1~everent than this, but it comes to the 

• 
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same thing. And the second reason opens out a 
still wider field. You can apply your "indulgence" 
to some dead person who is already in the "cleansing 
flames." When you have exhauste d your Catholic 
relatives and friends-non-Catholic relatives and 
friends are probably past help-there is the whole 
army of millions of burning souls. The field for 
charity is illimitable. It is hardly less vast than the 
field for credulity. 

Are the indulgences "sold"? That they have been 
literally sold we saw in the case of John XXIII. 
The condemnation of the Pope, however, reminds 
us that this is not in accordance with Catholic 
doctrine. Indulgences must not be sold. But, as 
my professor of th eology used genially to observe, 
the theologian never made a law that he could not 
defeat. The methods are various. Little wax 
figures of lambs-Agnus Dei's, the Catholic calls 
them-are blessed by the Pope, enclosed in a sort 
of sling to be worn round the neck, and sold. You 
pay, of course, only for the n1aterial, transport, etc.; 
but not at cost price. 1\Iedals and other pious 
objects are similarly enriched with indulgences and 
sold. You can go into a " Catholic repository" 
(you hurt their feelings if you call it a shop, though 
it looks very much like one) and buy two pounds 
worth of these articles ; and the total indulgences 
you can get from them will run to · the life of 
Methusalem. You can kiss a holy relic; and there 
is almost always a collecting-plate beside it. 

This is Catholicism modernized-'' Americanized," 
an Italian vvouldsay-or made clean and reasonable. 
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For the genuine article, which (Catholics assure you) 
you cannot get in heretical countries, go to Spain. 
Enter a Catholic '' repository," or even plain book
shop, in Madrid, and ask for a bula. '' Yes, senor,'' 
says the shopman; '' which bula-de difil1itos, de 
co1nposicio1i, de carnes, or the other?'' He means : 
Do you want a bula conferring a plenary indulgence 
upon yourself, or a bula conferring a plenary indul
gence on a dead friend, or a bula releasing you from 
the fasts of the church, or a bula permitting you to 
keep with a safe conscience any ill-gotten property 
you may have? You want an indulgence-bztla, you 
pay 7 5 centesimos (sixpence), and you get your 
change. 

I have before me copies of each of these four 
bitlas. They were bought for me in Madrid by an 
American citizen. I had, though a trained and 
t1·avelled theologian, absolutely refused to believe 
him when he first told me of them. When I in 
tu1~n published the facts, English and American 
Catholics indignantly denied them. One London 
Catholic offered to leave the Church if the facts 
could be established; but he changed his mind when 
he saw the bulas, and said that he would inform 
Ron1e and get the scandal stopped. After· sending 
several unanswered letters to the Vatican he at 
length got a curt note to the effect that '' any priest 

• 

Wot1ld explain tO' him that the indulgences we1·e not 
sold." The man concluded that it was the people 
who · were '' sold," and, I believe, left the Church. 
A well-known A1nerican ecclesiastic w1~ote in an 
American journal that I was '' a liar''; since, being 
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a trained theologian and knowing the facts, I must 
have deliberately told an untr,uth. 

There is no doubt that these facts are not confided 
to the Catholics of Ame1'ica, England, and Germany, 
when they are assured that indulgences are not, and 
never were, sold. The '' explanation'' of them is 
too risky. One priest ventur ed to say that the price 
paid was for the paper and printing. They are small 
squares of the ch eapest paper in existence, and would 
cost a few pence a hundred. They are sold at frorn 
fivepence to a shilling each. Another suggested that 
it was a local abuse, curiously overlooked by the 
zealous Papacy. The sale is, on the cont1'ary, as 
the bitlas tell, autho1'"ized af1,esh each year by the 
Vatican ; a herald announces in lviadrid each year 
the arrival of the Papa,l al1thorization; the biilas, 
signed by the Archbishop of Seville, are dated each 
year, and only serve for that )1ear ; and it is known 
that untiI a r·ecent date at least the Vatican took a 
p1,opo1'tion of the vast receipts, and probably still does. 

When 1ny Ot'iginal article had caused serious 
trouble a1nong Engli sh Catholics, who we1'"e 
astounded, the Jesuit Father . S1nith wrote a 
little wo1~k, A 1~e l1id11,lge,ices Sold i ,,i Spai ·1i .2 It 
admits the facts, but denies the propriety of calling 
the t1'ansaction '' a sn,le." You1· 1none,y is an 
''alms'' ; the indulgence is '' a gift." As I have 
said, it looks ve1·y 1nucl1 like getting a d1·ink in 
parts of 1ne1 ..ica whe1·e you cannot '' bt1y '' ·one. 
It is a tran sparent subterfuge. The plain truth is 
that

• 
tl1e hu1·cl1, wl1ich 1,efo1'med itself by its own 

internal spi1·ituality in the sixteenth century, con-

• 
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tinued to do behind the shelter of the Pyrenees and 
in Spanish America what it dare no longer do under 
the eyes of Protestants. 

Two of the bulas I mentioned will puzzle the 
reader, and I may briefly repeat the explanation 
I have given elsewhere. The b1ila de ca1~1ies,which 
costs fivepence, permits the lucky Spaniard to eat 
meat on all the fast-days of the Chu1·ch except two 
or three of the greater fast-days. He thinks he 
owes this privilege to the superiority of his piety 
to that of the American or English Catholic. 

The fourth bula, pop11larly known as '' the thieves' 
bitla," is delicious. It costs a shilling. The arch
bishop, on it, solemnly assures the purchaser that i~ 
he has any stolen property, and does not at the time 
know the name and address of the owner (and 
bu1~giars a,nd pickpockets do not register these 
tl1ings), the bula clears his dist1·essed conscience 
and makes it his! But if the property exceeds 
twelve shillings in val11e, he must take out new 
bitlas, one for each twelve shillings. If, in fine, the 
prope1·ty is vvorth more than twenty-five pounds, he 
must go to a priest and '' make a composition '' ; in 
othe1· words, give a tithe to the Church! This is 
the '' social '' efficacy, the ''spiritual'' atmosphere, 
of '' genuine '' Catholicism. Ask your Catholic 
neighbour how he likes it. 

• 

I have said that an indulgence is not a license to 
co111mit sin. But in practice it comes remarkably 
nea1· to such a license. It is said by travelle1~s in 
Spain that, when you expostulate with a naughty 
Spaniard, he often retorts : '' Tengo la bitla pa1·a 

• 

• 
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todos '' ('' I have a bula to cover everything ''). He 
does not mean that he has bought permission to 
sin. But he does mean that he has bought deliver
ance from the consequences, which is much the 
same thing to him. He does not fear hell. Thr.Lt 
is for -Protestants and Atheists, and for the unlucky 
Catholic who may die quite suddenly, without absolu
tion or repentance. Absolution is easy to get, so he 
does not fear hell. Purgatory is a different matter, 
but-te1igo la bitla pa1·a todos. He has but to 
confess his sins, and the billa does the rest. '' How 
to be happy though sinful'' would be a good title 
for a handbook by the Spanish Church. And the 
Spanish Chu1·ch is the Chu1~ch of the Middle Ages, 
Iiving still. 

Purgatory is the most lt1crative doctrine ever 
revealed to the Church. From the days when 
Boniface VIII, murderer and adulterer and sceptic, 
piously permitted English and German Catholics to 
get the same indulgences as the Romans, if they 
paid into his treasury the price of a journey to 
Rome, it has yielded incalculable millions. In the 
saying of ''masses'' alone it still brings the Catholic 
Church of America-I mean the United States, not 
Mexico or Chile-a sum of something like a million 
sterling a year. t yields the Catholic Churcl1 in 
England abo quarter of a million a year. Let me 
conclude by showing how this is done. 

The mass is, technically, a '' sacrifice," and the 
Ca,tholic may have this sacrifice offe1~ed for his 
particular benefit-for his '' intention," to use the 
proper phrase-just as the Jew could once have a 
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sheep or a goat sacrificed for him. The ''intention 

18~ 

' ' 
may be recovery from illness, a hope of better profi.tr:: 
from business, or anything. It is gen erally to get 
an "indulgence " for a dead relative. And, of course, 
it costs money. The Church fixes a minimum 
tariff. In Latin countries, where orders abound 
and the scale of living is low, the minimum is a 
l1i1·a or peseta-say eight or ten pence. The rich 
a1~e compelled by public opinion, gently stimulated 
by the clergy, to give more. In England the 
minimum is half-a-crown; in America a dollar; 
and in both lands to give the bare minimum is 
a confession of poverty. From several years' expe
rience in England I should say the average is about 
four shillings a mass; and as there are 3,865 priests 
saying mass daily, that yields about £ 250,000. In 
the States the annual yield must be about a million 
sterling. And as England and America grow more 

• 

and more pious; and orders are more numerous and 
of a higher tariff, the superfluous orders are sent 
to Mexico or Italy or Spain, and worked off at 
ninepence each ; and the English or American 
p1~iest :rockets the difference. Thi s is not for-

. 

be it from me to suggest that this ha s 
to do with the stupendous zeal of th e 

clergy and the Vatican for the '' conversion '' of 
England and America ! I do but tell facts, as 
respectfully as my itching pen will. These are 
facts. This is the " priceless treasure " of the 
Catholic faith. This is the Church outside which 
there is no salvation. This is the state of things 

bi d d "'.L,.L• 

ar 
anything 
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that the '' supernatural gift '' helped the Papacy to 
establish, and was so concentrated in keeping '' pure 
and undefiled'' that it could not attend to the morals 

•of pontiffs. 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• CH.APTER IV 
• 

CATHOLIC SERVICES 

IN the second chapte1· of this section I have described 
incidentally the chief services, and much of the ritual, 
of the Church of Rome. A volume on the entire 
subject would p1~obably entertain the modern mind 
rather than interest it, but this is not a work of 
entertainment . . I wish to show only that the ritual, 
like the doctrine, of the Church has as little relation 
to, and as little right to persist in, the mental atmo
sphere of America and England as has the art of 
writing horoscopes or of making drugs out of red 
coral and hippopotamus-teeth. For this pu1~poseI 
will further consider so111e of the services which are 
held in Catholic churches. 

Those that I have so far noticed are conducted 
entirely in Latin, and the language of the priest is, 
as a rule, as inaudible to the people as it would be 
unintelligible. This has its advantages. The fact 
that the '' mass '' is in Latin saves conside1~able 
time, as we saw, since the priest seems to think 
that in Latin he is justified . in addressing the · 
Almighty at the rate of 250 or 300 wo1~ds a 
minute; whe1·eas, if he spoke a language which 
the people could hear and understand, he would 
feel compelled to speak at least as reverently as if 

191 
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he were addressing a belted earl, or a wealthy 
countess of advanced years. It has the advantage, 
too, that the ears of the better educated part of a 
mode1·n congregation are spared a language which 
might otherwise stir in them feelings of 1·evolt. 
The whole liturgy, for instance, swarms with 
allusions to devils, who are st1pposed to hover 
about ; and the educated Catholic probably has his 
doubts if those industrious and enigmatic agents 
do really abound in London and New York. 

The priest himself is probably grateful, as a rule, 
that the Church insists on keeping these rather · 
crude and worm-eaten sentiments under the veil of 
a dead language. I never knew a priest who really 
believed these things. Every priest has at times 
to bless the '' holy water'' with which Catholics 
sprinkle themselves, 01· are sprinkled. The p1·ayer 
by which he does this intimates that its object 
really is to drive the devils out of this common 
London water, and indirectly keep them from the 
people sprinkled. I say that I never met a priest 
who sincerely thought this necessary; but one did 
not seem to mind doing it in Latin. It would be 
rather crude and trying in English. 

As to the people, while they certainly believe 
implicitly the doctrines I have described in tl1e 
last chapter, they treat the devil in rather cavalie1· 
fashion. At the beginning of a sung mass on 
Sunday, for instance, the priest must walk down 
the church and, with a sp1·inkler and holy wate1·, 
do a preliminary devil-chase. Zealous and si1nple 
in all things, I, when it was my turn, took care that 

• 
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every lady in the church should have her share of 
the beneficent water, and I sprinkled generously. 
After a few Sunday hats had been spoiled, I noticed 
that people waited in the vestibule or outside until 
my zeal had expended itself. Indeed, in the end 
they begged my superior to hint to me-not q11ite 
in these terms-that they would rather take the 
risk of the devil and save their hats. 

In many such matters the retention of Latin is 
a merciful dispensation. I have described baptism, 
but there is a supplementary ceremony, commonly 
called "churching," which even more urgently needs 
the decent veil of a dead language. The idea of it 
is that a married woman who has so far demeaned 
herself as to add a little citizen to the community is 
tainted. She is not fit to enter the church with 
respectable folk. She must remain in the space 
near the door, where once public penitents stood, 
and where inquisitive Protestant visitors stand 
to-day. But she does not do this during a public 
service. She comes quietly some afternoon, kneels 
in the penitential area, and is "churched." If ever 
the prayers that are used-crudely referring to the 
indelicate antecedents of her condition-are read in 
English, the archaic ceremony will die in a year. 

The reader must not, however, suppose that the 
services which are conducted in English are entirely 
free from ·these ancient crudities. Both prayers• 

and hymns, but especially hymns, are occasionally 
intolerable in phrasing and sentiment. Perhaps the 
most popular. of Catholic prayers is a prayer to lYiary, 
called, from its opening words, " the Hail Mar y." 

0 
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It is one of the first things the little ones learn to 
lisp; and it talks good Elizabethan English about 
Mary's position. "Bl essed be the fruit of thy 
womb, Jesu s," is the central phrase of it. At 
what age the little girls begin to understand what 
they are saying I cannot t ell; but a child who spoke 
thus to her mother of her b1'other would cause a 
sensation. 

Somehow, they are so accu stomed to unreality and 
eccentricity in the Church language that these things 
do not seem to n1atter. Fra gments of the hymns of 
my boyhood linger in n1y memory, and the thing 
that startles me now is that they did not startle me 
then. Two notes, I now perceive, were the most 
persistent. One was the devil-theory. The world was 
one vast Colosseum, in which, from our seventh yea1' 
onward, we fought innumerable and stupendously 
ing enious and fearfully zealous devils. o ancient 
Pe1~sian or modern uneducated Chinaman could be 
more concerned. One lyric, set to a glo1'iously 
ma1·tial tune, drew out all our lungs:-

Arm for deadly fight, earth and hell unite, 
And swear in lasting bonds to bind me ; 
Raise the cross on high, Jesus is our cry, 
With Jesus still the foe shall find me. 

Then we dispersed to play marbles, or to steal fruit 
out of the priest's garden. 

There was another hymn which the "children 
of Mary " used especially to sing. Two or three 
hundred young men and women in the bloom of 
life used to pour it into the rafters with tremendous 
spirit. The music lent itself to emphasis, and it 
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invariably got it. Was it a prayer for the pre
servation, the decent development, the manly use of 
their adolescent strength? Not in the least. The 
refrain of it, rising to a piteous waiJ, was this:-

Holy Mary, let me come; Holy Mary, let me come 
Soon to be happy with thee in thy home. 

There was not one of them who would not have 
fainted if a voice from heaven had announced that 
the prayer was granted. There was not an admiring 
1nother, or humane onlooker, in the church who 
would not have thought the imminent death of one 
of those fresh young creatures a tragedy beyond 
understanding. There was not a priest who would 
have grudged a tear. Yet all in this " temple of 
truth" sang as lustily as if they were praying for 
a long life. 

It seemed possible that even in the course of 
twenty years sorne of these monstrosities have been 
suppressed, and I have consulted the most modern 
American hymnal (Tozer's, 1906) that is available. 
No ; there are all the poetic gems of my childhood, 
and a few more. Catholics still yearn unspeakably 
to quit this world, it seems! Here is one which we 
sang in a dingy suburb of Manchester forty years 
ago, and that Catholics, even of Fifth A venue, sing 
in New York to-day (No. 168) :-

0 Paradise, 0 Paradise, 
'Tis wea1,.ywaiting here ; 

I long to be where Jesus is, 
To feel, to see him nea1... 

• 

I greatly long to see 
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The special place my dearest Lord -
In love prepares for me. 

Then there is No. 76 :-

0 loving Pelican, 0 Jesus Lord, 
vVhat I so thirst for, 0 vouchsafe to me, 
That I may see thy countenance unfolding. 

Or the jingle numbered 100 :-

The earth is but a vale of tears, 
•0 Maria! 

When this exile is complete, 
• 0 Maria! 

The same reason is generally assigned as in the 
older hymns : the earth is a vale of tears, millions 
of devils are on our track (several to each of the 
two thousand million members of the human race, 
I calculate), and the chanc es of hell are merely 
prolonged the longer we live here. "Hell is raging 
for my soul," says No. 96; and the reason of the 
rage is no more apparent than the concern of the 
victim when he quits church and gets into Hyde 
Park. Unreality seems to be the first qualification 
of a good Catholic hymn. Listen to this extremely 
popular doggerel, which has been sung throughout 
the English-speaking world with tremendous spirit 
for forty years or more, to my knowledge 
(No. 113) :-

0 mother, I could weep for mirth, 
Joy fills my heart so fast ; 

My soul to-day is heaven on earth, 
0 could the transport last! 
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Is it the hymeneal of some fortunate Child of Mary 
who is about to marry? No. The young ladies 
are expressing in this hyperbolic bad poetry their 
appreciation of the fact that Mary did not incur the 
guilt of Adam's sin when she was born! It is the 
great hymn of the "Immaculate Conception." The 
quality of the poetry is, in fact, frequently as bad as 
the sentiments:-

0 the blood of Christ l it 
Soothes the Father's ire ; 

Opes the gates of heaven, 
Quells eternal fire. 

Oft as it is sprinkled 
On our guilty hearts, 

Satan in confusion 
Terror-st1~uck departs. 

One could write such verse as this in a state of 
intoxication. And this, remember, is an American, 
1nodern, expurgated collection of hy1nns. This is 
the best output for a century of the Church 
which claims 
inspiration ! 

a monopoly of religious and artistic 

One more illustration of the pervading unreality 
of the whole collection, and I have done. Every 
prominent saint has, of course, his feast and his 
hymn. They are all enlisted in the work of guiding 
us '' storm-tossed voyagers'' over the '' treacherous 
deep " and foiling those melodramatic villains, " our 
relentless foes." The carpenter Jo seph has found 
his way into this august and helpful company, ahd 
one can imagine his ancient Judaic eyes opening at 
such praise as this (No. 124) :-
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Hail, holy Joseph, hail ; 
• Husband of Mary, hail, 

Chaste as the lily flower 
In Eden's peaceful vale. 

These few specimens will suffice to illustrate what 
I said. The mustiness, the unreality, the utte1· 
remoteness from real life and known facts are found 
in the English services no less than in the Latin . 
When I was in New Zealand some years ago a 
(scholar of my acquaintance told me that he acci 
dentally overheard a New Zealand prelate tell a, 
Papal official that they would " soon " possess New 
Zealand. "\Vhen I was last in America I heard that 
American prelates made a similar boast. I fancy 
not. It is difficult to imagine the real American 
chanting every Sunday about "vale of tears" and 
'' let me come '' and '' could the t1'ansport last ." 

•

It seems more probable that the Catholics of America 
will before long awaken to the extraordinary contrast 
of this hollow and foolish rhetoric, these medieva l 
and crude ideas, to the virility and progressiveness 
and vital reality of their true spirit. 

These hymns and a few prayers are almost all 
that the Church suffers in the native tongue . The 
prayers generally relate to the Virgin and the 
saints, and the worship of these now calls for 
consideration. 

The Catholic wo1·sliips,but does not adore; Mary 
and the saints. In practice, of course, at least in 
Catholic countries, they occupy m9re of his time 
than God does, but a lenient onlooker may find it 
not unnatural. They a1'e human. They can be 

.. 
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grasped in the imagination. Simple-minded folk 
can even venture to get back on the saints if their 
1~equests are not granted. I have known them to 
pray fo1~ fine weather to some saint whose statue 
they possessed, and, when it rained instead, p11t the 
saint's image out in the 1·ain. Moreover, in such a 
large company there is room for specialism. One 
saint specializes on the cure of toothache ; another 
on the inspiration of musicians; another on finding 
lost things, and so on. There was at one time the 
even greater advantage of a tremendous t1~ade in 
relics, but the industry has nov\7 to be discreet. 

Of course, Rome still sends out yearly innumerable 
bits of saints' bones, and so forth, because every altar 
that is raised has to have a relic e1nbedded in it; 
and every relic has to be bought of the Vatican-I 
mean, you must pay for the case, the wrappings, the 
carriage, etc. These modern relics are accompanied 
by very impressive certificates and diplomas, which 
often prove the existence of the particular relic right 
into the Middle Ages. The Catholic, having a feeble 
sense of humour, does not notice that such docu
ments 1nerely trace the object back to the period 
when the forging of relics was at its height. The1~e 
can be little doubt, however, that the profitable 
industry has not been suffered to die out altogether. 
I have seen in London a priest selling (I mean 
'' giving ''-for half a sovereign) to pious ladies relics 
of a certain saint, and it turned out, when we pressed 
him (for he was poaching on our pa1~ticular p1·eserve), 
that they were bogus. He had them f1·om Rome. 

The ''cult'' or ''worship'' of Ma1·y has a peculiar 
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position in the Church. Many practices which were 
rife in the Middle Ages have now dwindled or dis
appeared, but the cult of Mary increased every 
century. The earliest Christian centuries knew 
nothing of it, and in its beginning it incurred the 
frowns of some of the Christian leaders. Had they 
regarded the New Testament as the mode1~n theo
logian does, they might have used even stronger 
language. The fourth Gospel, which gives a certain 
small distinction to Mary, is now regarded as un
historical, and the earlier Gospels plainly intimate 
that Christ was not regarded with affection by his 
mother and brothers. Paul never mentions Mary. 

As time went on, however, the figure of Mary,. 
was brought into prominence by the great quarrel 
about the divinity of Christ. Mary became a pivot 
of the controversy. Did she, or did she not, give 
birth to God'? The monks, who were terrifically 
orthodox and as ignorant and wild as fakirs, shouted 
'' Theotokos '' ('' She bore God''), and it became the 
shibboleth of the century. As at the same time the 
competition with the pagans, who cherished numbers 
of divine mothers, virgin and otherwise (Isis, Ishtar, 
Venus, Cybele, Semele, etc., etc.), revealed a void 
(from the popular point of view) in the austere early 
Christian scheme of worship, Mary was g·radually 
adopted. She was very popular in the Middle Ages. 
Pope Alexander VI is especially noted for his warm 
devotion to her. 

As I said, the peculiar thing is that, while so 
many practices paled in modern times, as sta1~s pale 
when the sun rises, the cult of Mary 1 .. ose highe1· 
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and higher . Pius IX had no less de,1otion to her 
than Alexander VI. He got her declared "Immacu
late," which led to the "transports" mentioned in 
the American hymn. Then some one started a cult 
of the " Sacred Heart " of Jesus, and a pious rival 
started the " Sacred Heart of Mary." An un
successful thi1--d tried to get the '' Sacred Heart 
of Joseph." Others boomed the devotion to Mary 
known as the "Rosary " (in which the prayers are 
counted on beads), or the '' Angelus," or the '' Seven 
Dolours of Our Lady," or the dedication of the 
month of May to her, and so on. It is quite a 
mistake to suppose that Catholic ingenuity of this 
kind was exhausted in the Middle Ages, or that 
Catholics to-day are merely clinging, in a spirit of 
respect for antiquity, to beliefs and practices of long 
ago. They are in deadly earnest about the cult of 
Mary, the Eucharist, and so on. They have gone 
leagues beyond the Middle Ages in these matters. 

And, as is known, it is just in this one department 
that they have revived, and stubbornly profess, the 
medieval belief in miracles. As I write the English 
journals gravely announce-as gravely as if it were 
the floating of a new gold mine-that '' St. Winif1~ed's 
Well " (in Wales) has begun to run once more, and 
there are ecclesiastical fireworks in that district. 
English Catholics go from all quarters to this well, 
or buy bottles of its waters, as you do vvhen you 
cannot afford to visit Carlsbad. They insist that 
the water works miracles. 

But Lourdes has nearly blotted out these lingering 
local miracle shops. It is altogether a 1nistake to 
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suppose that these " miracles " of Lourdes are the 
innocent illusion of peasants who defy doctors, and 
of overfed old ladies who get their little ills attended 
to there. No Catholic is boii1id to believe them, but 
even the most cultivated Catholics do. Mr. Hilaire 
Belloc once paralysed me, in the course of a debate 
on ''miracles'' which I had with him and Mr. 
Chesterton, by sternly and truculently insisting that 
the cures at Lourdes are literallj,. miraculous ! One 
notices here again the strange lack of a sense of 
humour and proportion. The supposed supernatura l 
power at Lourdes could vindicate itself any day, and 
every day. It could, on Mr. Belloc's theory, raise 
the dead to life as easily as curing a bunion. It 
could, as was frequently done in the Middle Ages, 
when there were no sceptics, fit on again a foot 01~ 
arm that has been chopped off. But it plays about 
inthat dim region of gradual cures and disputable 
maladies where natural and supernatural powers are 
hopelessly indistinguishable. It is a typical medieval 
survival, or 1·evival. 

Mr. Belloc, by the way, insisted in his severe way 
that the essence of miracles is their '' rareness.'' He 
rebuked my frivolity as strongly as Mr. Chesterton 
rebukes my solemnity. A few weeks later Lourdes 
published its annual report~not balance-sheet, but 
list of miracles. It claimed, and usually claims, 
more than two thousand in a year ! Naturally. 
If the chances of each sick visitor we1·e as low as 
Mr. Belloc thinks, the nostrum would not pay. The 
financial aspect of the matte1· is as patent as the 
interest of the rival medieval towns which fought 
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battles because each claimed the Virgin's wedding
ring, and thus lowered the attractiveness to pious 
tourists of the other. . # 

But these few illustrations will suffice for my 
purpose. Catholicism is not merely an archaic 
system of rites and beliefs which people cherish 
for its historical or resthetic interest. It is not 
merely in the Latin ritual or in the Latin tomes 
of its theologians that you read the extraordinary 
ideas which distinguish it. It is not merely Mexican 

• 
or Irish peasants who subscribe to these things . 
You hear them in quite modern English in St. 
Patrick's Cathedral. You hear them from the lips 
of literary men and judges. The reader will feel 
that some explanation of this "Catholic atmosphere " 
is needed, and to that I next address myself . 

• 

' 
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CHAPTER V 

THE CATHOLIC ATMOSPHERE 

ONE of the cherished phrases of those expert phrase
make1's, the leade1's of the Catholic clergy, is '' the 
Catholic atmosphere." Catholics must have their 
own journals, their own literature, their own science 
and art, their own clubs, their own schools-even , 
to judge by the t1·ade-columns in their journals, their 
own sausages and li1ige1·ie. They must live in a 
'' Catholic atmosphere.'' And the reader will now 
be quite prepared to believe that they do. The 
brief introduction to it which I have given him will 
l1ave convinced him that it has a peculiar nature. 
What is it, and how is it manufactured? 

The first constituent of this Catholic atmosphere 
-its oxygen, so to say-is the distinction between 
the world and the Catholic world. It is like the 
distinction between t1·uth and Catholic truth. The 
world, we saw, is, in the opinion of a Catholic, a 
compound of Edgar Allan Poe and the Arabia1i 
Niglits; a place of evil genii and hor1·ors, a '' vale 
of tea1·s '' from which one yearns to be 1·eleased, 
a Bridge of Sighs, a death-trap, a chaos of wicked
ness, a furious and relentless enemy of the Holy 
Catholic Church. This is the language of 1node1·n 
Papal encyclicals, hymns, prayer-books, and se1·mons; 

204 
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not merely of the writings of St. Bernard or 
Innocent III. 

The reader will no doubt object that here I depart 
from the tone of moderation and scrupulous accuracy 
which I have so far sustained. His Catholic neigh
bour does not behave as if he believed this. He does 
not glance nervously down the street when he issues 
f1--om his house, and so on. I have allowed that in 
this respect the Catholic does not believe more than 
half of what he addresses to the Almighty in hy1nns 
and prayers, or what he reads in Papal encyclicals. 
But he does believe half of it. His three traditional 
enemies are "the world, the flesh, and the devil," 
and he is as sure of the first and third as of the 
second. All this exaggerated language has, and is 
intended to have, a certain effect. It leaves the 
Catholic vaguely convinced that the priceless and 
beneficent action of the Church throughout the ages 
is thwarted by the "world" and the devil; and as 
far as the world is concerned, there is ground for his 
belief. 

• 

What is the world? Simply you and I. In
animate nature, even the cows and cats, have no 
grudge against the Church. It is the non-Catholic 
humans who make up this hostile world. Many of 
them are now generally acknowledged to be "in 
good faith"; but, of course, they are unacquainted 
with the glories of Catholic belief and practice, 01: 

they would at once enter the Church. Let nie 
repeat that I am not caricaturing. This is familiar 
Catholic langt1age. The task of the Church is to 
instruct the1n in its glories, to '' convert '' them. 
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But here the wicked element of the world th,varts 
it. Sometimes the devil uses quite well-meaning 
bt1t ignorant Protestants. Sometimes-very largely, 
in fact-men think they can enjoy disordered lives 
better outside the Church (a cu1..ious illusion), and 
so they remain out. But the chief Satanic mani-

. festation, the world in its most vicious shape, is the 
anti-Catholic writer; above all the apostate priest, 
who, of course, secretly believes in Catholicism, but 
is moved by some mad and mysterious rage against 
it, and will have his reward. 

This childish attitude is really the common 
Catholic outlook ; and the reader will begin to see 
the ingenuity of the system. Drench your people 
with very emphatic assurances that these writers of 
the ''world'' are melodramatic ruffians, pursuing 
innocence out of sheer devilry, or, at the best, ve1..y 
poor-brained and quite ignorant scribblers; and the 
majority will not want to 1·ead them. People tell 
me constantly of meeting Catholics and trying the 
delicate expe1·iment of mentioning my name. They 
at once, as a rule, adopt an exp1--ession of horror, 
lament my persistent libel of their beliefs, even tell 
quite ingenious romances about my career; and 
they have invariably never read a single line I have 
written. The theory of the world, the flesh, and 
the devil has quite got them. Their world is 
immeasurably, unspeakably superior to tlie world; 
tlieir truth . is incarnate pu1 .. ity and guilelessness 
compared with the t1·uth. But they have never 
read a line of the lite1·ature they decry. 

I am t1~j1ing patiently to explain, psychologically, 
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But here the wicked element of the world th,varts 
it. Sometimes the devil 1:iH~s 011it.A wPll-mP~ .nina 
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in fact-men 
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read a line of tue 11Ge1~ature-i;ney ctecry. 

I am t1,ying patiently to explain, psychologically, 
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the extraordinary, but familiar, phenomenon of the 
naive conceit of Catholics in their '' treasu1·e of the 
faith," while to the outsider it seems a nightmare of 
magic rites and superstitions. It is the Catholic 
atmosphere. It is the psychology of a crowd. It 
is a hypnotism in just the same lines as that of a 
skilful and lavish advertiser, and it uses apparatus 
that must make the conscientious advertiser jealous. 
The advertiser of Jones's soap tells you that you are 
in grave danger of contracting an eruption of the 
skin if you allow yourself to be seduced by the lying 
advertisements of Brown's soap. But the advertiser 
of the Catholic faith says you are in grave danger of 
eternal damnation if you merely read the advertis e-
11ie1itsof the other firm ! 

That is the practical outcome of the matter. · One 
Church alone in the civilized world tells you that 
yot1 run a grave risk of burning ete1·nally if you 
read what other Churches say about it 01· about 
themselves. One Church alone puts the reading of 
criticisms of its history and doctrines on a level 
with sexual indulgence, or even murder. That is 
the Catholic Church; and it takes this supremely 
bold step on the strength of its constant, emphatic, 
solemn distinction between the world and the 
Catholic world, the truth and Catholic truth. It 
creates its own atmosphere, and damns all other 
atmospheres. If a Catholic young man reads a 
criticism of his · Church, or attends a lecture 
criticizing his Church, he sins as grievously as 
if he went to a brothel. Nay, on the recognized 
principles of Catholic theology, he would do far 
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better to visit a prostitute than to read an anti
Catholic book or hear an apostate priest lecture. 
The one sin can be easily repaired ; the other leads 
to irrepa1"able loss of faith. 

As I said on an earlier page, this system is 
successful with the overwhelming majority of 
Catholics. They will not read bad (that is to 
say, critical) books. If it occurs to them that they 
ought to read the other side, they are assured that 
Catholic write1·s faithfully tell them the other side. 
There is even a trick-it is done in the Jesuit 
church at Manchester to-da1y-of putting a priest 
in the congregation during the sermon, so that he 
may rise from the benches at the close and put the 
case of the ''Atheist'' or the Protestant. What he 
puts is, of course, a miserable dilution 01' sheer 
travesty of the other side . Catholic writers alrnost 
invariably do this. But one can imagine the 
virtuous indignation of the burly Irish priest 
he is generally Irish-if some young man ventures 
to insinuate a faint and 1·espectft1l dot1bt whethe1· 
Catholic writers (the grossest of libellers and mis
represente1·s) really do correctly represent the case 
against them ! 

As I further explained, a certain proportion of 
Catholics defy the regulations, and do read anti
Catholic literatl1re. We shall see in the last chapter 
tha~ the1·e is a constant and considerable leakage 
fro1n the Chut"ch, and these seceders are mainly 
111enand women who have dared to read the other 
side. Bt1t what I want to impress upon the 1"eade1~ 
he1·e is that such reading is conde1nned by. the 
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Church as in itself, irrespective of any actual 
• 

conse-
quences, a mortal sin, entailing eternal damnation. 
While, therefore, a man in any other sect or body 
may have a natural repugnance to reading criticisms 
of his beliefs, it must not be supposed that this is 
the position of the Catholic. His natural disposition 
or repugnance has nothing to do with the matter. 
The law is explicit and rigorous; and i.n sermons 
and books it is thundered upon his ears from his 
boyhood. The ''reading of bad books'' (anti-Catholic 
books) is the great sin. 

The next step is the slander of anti-Catholic 
writers. If this seems a more humane procedure 
than burning them, a proof of real advance, we 
must remember that the improvement is in '' the 
world," not the Chu1·ch. Non-Catholics often 
imagine that the Catholic Church has, like al~ 
others, abandoned the idea that heretics ought to 
be burned. Not in the least. A new tactic in 
controversy has, it is true, brought about a less 
t1·uculent attitude towards Protestants-in Pro
testant countries. There is some hope of their 
salvation. Their baptism may in cases be valid. 
Certainly they are not all, as such, relegated to 
hell with the old cheerfulness. They a1·e '' our· 
separated brethren." Rome does not like this 
language, but it has to overlook it. 

With seceders and other classes of opponents the 
Church is not so accommodating. The contention 
that they cannot possibly enter heaven, and will 
most probably all go to hell, does not perhaps pain 
them. But many of them will be astonished to 

~ 

l;, 
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know that the Church still thirsts for their blood. 
It is only this wicked modern ''world'' that saves 
them from the fate they deserve. Pr·obably the 
majority of Catholics are as ignorant of this as of 
the sale of indulgences or the facts of Papal history, 
and it is advisable to give an authority which cannot 
be questioned. 

The law of the Church-'' Canon Law'' it is 
called-is a very large code of laws, on which a 
certain proportion of the clergy have to specialize. 
The great majority of the clergy know scarcely 
more than the laity., about it. Treatises and com-
pendiums of it are occasionally issued, and I open 
one of the most recent and authoritative of these 
compendiums: the I1istitutiones Juris Ecclesiastici 
Publici of the Jesuit ~,ather Marian us de Luca 
(1901). He is a professor of the Papal University 
at Rome ; his wor·k is issued f1·om the Vatican press ; 
it is accompanied by a strong letter of approval from 
the ''liberal'' Pope, Leo XIII. 

A section deals with the Church's relation to 
heretics. In the technical sense of Canon Law, a 
heretic means a seceder f1·om the Church; a man 
or woman who has been baptized in the Church and 
has quitted it. It does not mean any person who 
holds beliefs differing from those of the Churcl1. 
The essential difference is, of course, that the Chu1~ch 
does not recognize "good faith" in a seceder. How 
could any man of normal intelligence, instructed in 
those wonderful truths which I have desc1·ibed, ever 
seriously doubt or disbelieve them ? That is the 
Church's principle and the general Catholic atti-
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tude. And the Church draws its own conclusions. 
I translate them literally from the Latin text of 
this modern manual of "Public Church Law":-

When the inviolable right of any society begins 
to be assailed and denied, we have then above all to 
assert and vindicate it. Now, if ever this was done, 
it is especially in our age that we see the right of 
inflicting upon the guilty whatever penalties be 
necessary, however severe, particularly what is 
called " the right of the sword," denied to the 
perfect society, and the death-sentence buried 
among dead laws ...... Against these Regalists and 
their modern followers we affirm that the Church 

• has a coercive power even to the extent of the 
death-sentence. We start with the vindication of 
this right for the Church, both on account of 
opponents who loudly accuse our mothe1.. the 
Church of unjust and wicked action in sentencing 
heretics to death, especially of putting to death 
certain leaders of heresy and apostates, and because 
from the right to inflict capital punishment we 
easily deduce the right to inflict lesser penalties 
(vol. i, p. 142). 

The death-sentence is a necessary and efficacious 
means for the Church to attain its end when rebels 
against it and disturbers of the ecclesiastical unity, 
especially obstinate heretics and heresia1 .. chs, cannot 
be restrained by any other penalty from continuing 
to derange the ecclesiastical order and impelling 
others to all s01·ts of crime, pa1·ticularly ecclesi-
astical crime ...... When the perversity of one or 
several is calculated to bring about the ruin of 
many of its children it is bound effectively to 

• 

remove it, in such wise that if there be no other 

' 
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remedy for saving its people it can and must put 
these wicked men to death (vol. i, p. 143). 

There are eight pages of this amiable sophistry, 
making the position of the modern Vatican so plain 
that even an English or American Jesuit cannot 
obscure it. A little later, moreover, there is an 
express section "On Heretics," and ten further 
pages lament the wickedness of a world which 
disputes the Church's right to dip its holy hands 
in their blood. '' Unbelievers," he says (p. 270), 
'' who have at one time belonged to the faith, such 
as heretics and all apostates, may, absolutel) 1 and by 
common law, be visited with corporal punish1nent, 
and even death, for deserting the faith, and may be 
compelled to resume it." Men like Sir Conan Doyle, 
for instance, are criminals who owe their immt1nity 
only to the disreputable state of society in which we 
live. But the people who have 1iot been baptized in 
the Catholic faith must not feel too secure. Fathe1' 
de Luca and Leo XIII have an eye on theni. It 
seems that ''unbelievers'' (in the Catholic Church) 
who live under a Catholic 1nonarch (such as the 
-
Vatican hopes some day to see in England and the 
United States) '' are to be co11ipelledto accept the 
faith, if it is possible, so that they may not obstruct 
the faith, either by blasphemy or by evil persuasion 
or by open persecution." Once baptized, of course, 
they come under the law of "heretics." The Church 
not only may, but must, put them to death. 

The wicked world now p1'events the Church from 
carrying out these savage maxims, but it is clear 
that, if there were any possibility of the Cl1urch 
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attaining again in the English-speaking world the 
power it once had, they would be put into force. 
As this is obviously impossible, the clergy do the 
best they can. If you cannot remove a " scabby 
sheep" out of existence altogether, make him so 
scabby that the healthy members of the flock will 
keep away from him. Paint him black. This might 
in a Catholic atmosphere be done by bell, book, and 
candle-by excommunication-but, like the Ind ex, 
this picturesque rite is not now much used. Some
how the sonorous threats do not seem any longer to 
disturb people. By my secession from the priest
hood, for instance, I have incurred (without any 
special sentence being passed) "major excommunica
tion," which is a really dreadful thing. Yet I have 
never lost five minutes' sleep over it. 

The effective method is to libel, slander, and 
misrepresent. In my autobiography (Twelve Years 
in, a Monastery) I show with what indecent haste 
my late sacerdotal colleagues put this machinery in 
1notion against me; and it continues to this day. 
Let me not be misunderstood. I do not pose as a 
martyr, or submit that my life is in any way ruffied 
by these things. I am illustrating the system, and 
can do so most effectively from my own experience. 

A year or so after my secession the most high
minded of my old colleagues, wanting a favour of 
1ne, called to see me. I told this man, Father Bede 
Wrigley, that I resented the slanders which circu
lated in my old district, Forest Gate. He assured 
me that he had never heard any, and that he 
would emphatically oppose any suggestion against 

• 
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my honour. As he was a man of strict integrity 
and truthfulness, I take it that he had 1iot heard 
them; but within a few months I was authentically 
informed that he was mistaken. I am not a person 
of consequence, and it merely illustrates the system 
when I say that 1·eports of these slanders have 
reached me from many parts of England, from 
Wales, Scotland, Ireland, Australia, and America ! 
They are generally of so ludicrous a nature that 
a glance at the details published about me for the 
last ten years in Wlio' s Wlio .2 will show any person 
their falseness. I have invariably asked my informant 
to induce his Catholic friends to reflect on my honour, 
in any degree, in p1·i1it; but that has never happened. 

The least romantic form of the cha1'ge seems to 
be that I live with a woman to whom I am not 
married. It happens that my wife's brother heard 
a Catholic la;Tman say this, speaking to a large 
crowd in a London park, and his resentment may 
be imagined. ·Now, in the mind of a priest such a 
charge would 1ne1·ely mean that the Church does 
not recognize the validity of my marriage. But the 
Catholic or~tor not only failed to explain that to the 
crowd; he made no such defence when my brother
in-law challenged him. He obviously believed in 
the literal truth of his charge. It was clear that 
priests were making this charge, with the mental 
reservation that thev ni ea1it: '' in the Church's 

• 

opinion." That machinery is extensively employed 
in the Holy Catholic Church to intimidate proposing 
seceders and discredit actual seceders. 

That is the second element of '' the Catholic 
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atmosphere.'' The fiction of holiness is manu
factured like the fiction of truth. The perversity 
of the world is proved by fair means or foul. The 
Catholic must keep within the compound, and not 
even look over the fence. It is a desperate gamble. 
Once the restrictions and censures and threats are 
abandoned, the Church will go to pieces in such 

' 

countries as England and America. Catholics will 
come out of their dream-world. 

These are the characteristic parts of the Catholic 
• 

system-the parts which chiefly explain the extra
ordinary and naive arrogance of most Catholics. 
But the cohesion and exclusiveness of the body have 
to be further secured by internal organization, and 
fifteen centuries . of experience have developed this 
to a high pitch. 

I have described much of it. The child is watched 
from the moment it can toddle to school or church. 
The school must be Catholic. That is one of Rome's 
fundamental principles. The priest , must keep a 
register of the children of every family in his parish, 
and if these children fail to appear at the Catholic 
school he calls for an explanation. Only the gravest 
difficulty will be allowed as an excuse, for the 
Catholic school is the nursery of the Church. Its 
teaching of histo1'y is peculiar. Its statues and 
pictures are not of Ichthyosauri, but of saints and 
Mary. It is ever ready to send the children to the 
church for a special festival. 

The difficulty commences when the child leaves 
school and attains puberty, and in this phase the 
Church is only moderately successful. There are, 
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as I said, societies or '' confraternities '' into which 
the boys and girls are virtually forced, but the 
struggle is heavy. It is chiefly conducted through 
the mothers. The priest visits the houses in the 
afternoons, and the family is discussed. Clarence 
is neglecting church. Mary keeps suspicious com
pany. The fathe1· reads bad books. And so on. 
One by one the priest ticks them off, in memory or 
note-book; and there may be a casual and exceed
ingly genial visit to the whole family some evening 
before long. Usually he puts the matter on the 
poor woman's conscience. 

Youths and maidens, men and women, have their 
several confraternities. Weekly meetings in church, 
social meetings, concerts, whist-drives, picnics, debates 
-every device is tried. Without the least help from 
the world, the flesh, and the devil, the Church would 
shrink in a year if it were not for this energy and 
organization. It looks to intimate matters like 
courtship. It offers opportunities on the one hand; 
it sets a Catholic girl again st a seceding lover on the. 
other. It glories in little int1~igues for'' conversions." 
Every year or so it brings a group of ''missionaries''; 
preachers, generally monks, who have been specially 
trained to (as one of them whom I knew used to put 
it) '' throw the fire of hell at them." For a week or 
two these men get the whole congregation every 
1iiglit into the church, and give them an orgie of 
Catholic rheto1~ic. They ask for the names and 
addresses of '' bad Catholics'' (seceders), and boldly 
go to their houses. They quite earn their pay (five 
to ten pot1nds a week each). The shopkeeper or 
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professional man is intimidated. The husband is 
wearied by the anxious looks of a family which 
foresees his sulphurous end. The net spreads over 
every square mile of every civilized country in the 
world. 

Where the machinery of government makes it 
possible, and the Catholics are strong enough, the 
organization goes far beyond these domestic efforts. 
The trouble of the Church with the French Govern-

• 

ment in 1900 was largely due to political intrigue. 
Jesuits and Dominican monks were educating 
Catholic youths of the middle class, and taking a 
paternal interest in their career after they left the 
school. The army and navy were filling with 
Catholic officers, whereas by that time the propor
tion of the Catholics of France to the whole 
population was only one in eight or ten. Good 
positions, even lucrative marriages, were secured 
for their pupils by the kindly Jesuits and Dominicans; 
until the Government perceived the smell of Royalist
Catholic conspiracy, and France parted for ever with 
its monks and disestablished its Church. 

In England, where the organization attains poor 
results, there is not much opportunity for int1'igue. 
But Catholic officials of high standing are induced 

• 

to favour Catholics, especially converts, and Catholic 
peers seem to keep the British Government remark
ably polite to the Vatican. In the colonies I found 
more int1,igue to find positions for Catholics ; 
especially when the Dominion of )l°ew Zealand 
had a Catholic P1'emier. 

In the United States this phase of the activity 
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of the Church is so notorious that I need scarcely 
enlarge on ~it. Only a few months ago I was 
assured in Chicago, the second city of America, 
by an ex-priest that he went to court with a just 
ground of complaint of a scandalous libel, and was 
put out of court by a Catholic judge. The Menace 
gives, weekly, detailed cases, with names and full 
particulars, of scandals of this description. The 
course of justice is repeatedly thwarted, offices are 
corruptly sect1red, political and other elections are 
influenced. Priests appeal plaintively in public for 
their rights as a minority, and press the soundness 
of their American citizenship; and in private they 
have books like that of Father Marianus de Luca, 
which lays down, as the official doctrine of the 
Church, that when Catholics are in power religious 
1ninorities have no rights whatever, non-Catholic 
Churches cannot be suffered to exist, anti-Catholic 
literature cannot be tolerated, and ''heretics'' must 
be put to death. 

By these means the Catholic laity are not me1"ely 
kept in a special murky atmosphere which explains 
their adhesion to the 1~emarkable doctrines I have 
described, but they are actively enlisted in the work 
of the Church. The1·e are two hymns which are 
sung with especial fervour by Catholic congregations. 
The ref rain of one is :-

Faith of our fathers, living still, 
In spite of dungeon, fire, and sword, 
We ·will be true to thee till death. 

Half the young men who sing this with tre1nendous 
vigour are in all other matters than religion trying 
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to get away from the '' faith of our fathers." They 
think it musty, narrow, a stupid relic of the Middle 
Ages. The refrain of the other hymn is :-

God bless our Pope, the great, the good. 

As they sing, they seem to have dimly in mind 
the long line of saintly and august pontiffs who 
make (Catholic literature tells them) almost a 
miracle of the history of the Papacy. I have 
now described the atmosphere in which it is 
possible for them to retain these childlike beliefs. 
It remains to discuss the character of the clergy 
who make that atmosphere. 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE CATHOLIC CLERGY 
• 

I FEAR that an inevitable consequence of the pre
ceding chapters has been to give the reader the 
impression that the Catholic clergy are a remarkably 
unscrupulous body. The c1'eation of a special atmo
sphere in which men and women can be encouraged 
to believe and do the th~ngs I have described; the 
duplicity which speaks in pt1blic (in Protestant lands) 
of religious toleration, yet in private cherishes the 
most violent and dangerous intolerance; the domestjc 
and political intrigue, the alarming untruthfulness of 
statement in sermons and literature, the systematic 
slandering of critics and seceders-all these things 
do naturally suggest a picture of comp1'ehensive 
villainy. Hence it is that controversy has so 
frequently narrowed down · to two more or less 
impressive details : the priest's mo1'als and his 
greed. On these two points popular criticism 
centred throughout the Middle Ages. On them 
Protestant criticism has naturally laid great st1'ess. 

But I wish to take a wider and n1ore humane 
view of the clergy. I want to explain them, as 
I have explained the laity. A simple exposition of 
the doctrines and the system of the Roman Church 
might convey an impression that the laity are all 

• 
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fools, and the priests all knaves . . That is very far 
f1,om the truth. I · have, I trust, explained the 
peculiar circumstances which must redeem the laity 
from a comprehensive charge of folly. Let us now 
see what discrimination must be used in judging the 
clergy. 

The first and chief point to be held in mind is 
that the education of the priest is just as astutely 
controlled, he is just as ignorant, as the layman. 
In theory the prohibition to read '' bad books'' does 
not apply to him. He must be able to defend the 
faith, and therefore ought to understand the attack. 
In practice he, as a rule, reads no 
layman of critical literature. I 
nu1nbers of clerical libraries, from 

more than the 
have examined 

the few score 
books of the 
often smaller 

average 
than 

parish 
that of 

priest, 
many 

whose library is 
a working-man 

in his district, to large corporate lib1~aries of ten 
thousand volu1nes. Anti-Catholic ,vriters, and his
torical and scientific and philosophical · literature 
generally, are in most cases not represented at all, 
and in none are represented with the slenderest 
approach to justice. The priest, like the layman, 
reads '' the case against Catholicism '' only in the 
discreet pages of Catholic writers. 

The system of making priests I have described in 
my Twelve Yeai~s i1i a Mo1iaste1·y. Recruits are now 
sought at a very early age, and usually from the less 
edll'Cated class. In order that I may state the case 
quite accurately, I run over, in memory, the list of 
my fellow-students and the students who were later 
put under my charge. Of thirty whom I recall 

• 
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fifteen were sons of small Irish farmers or shop
keepers, and ten of the remainder were Irish or of 
Irish extraction, and of the working class. Two 
solicitors and a chartered accountant found their 
way into the category, but all three found their 
way out of it. My priestly colleagues were similar 
in type. The theory was that we kept our eyes 
open for promising Catholic boys, and were prepared 
to exact little or no fee for their training. But even 
under these conditions the supply was very scanty, 
and the intellectual qualification had to be reduced 
to a disgraceful level. Few of them would, in "the 
world," have ever earned £150 a year. A very 
large proportion are the sons of I1·ish peasants or 
farmers. 

This was the supply for a monastic order (the 
Order of St. Francis), and is not quite typical. But 
the secular (or ordinary parochial) clergy is not much 
more fortunate in its recruits. Jesuits and Bene
dictines, who control large schools and induce some 
of the pupils to join them, have more access to the 
Catholic middle-class, though they do not, as a rule, 
secure the more intelligent of their pupils. The 
Church now, in all countries, has a difficulty in 

• 

securing the proper type of recruits, and the 
theoretical qualifications have to be considerably 
lowered. As a rule, the priesthood is recruited by 
the adoption of young boys to who1n ordination 
means promotion to a position and prestige which 
their personal merits would not otherwise obtain 
fo1~ them. 

This casts the burden of their training almost 
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entirely upon the Church, and their education is 
gene1-ally very poor. The preliminary classical 
training is so imperfect that very few priests 
could read any Latin author (except Crosar) at 
sight, or make much sense of Horace, Tacitus, or 
Juvenal. The Latin of the Church, which they 
read daily, is a degenerate and very simple Latin. 
Where it does include, in parts of the liturgy, 
specimens of the wo1'k of good classical scholars, 
the clergy very frequently do not understand what 
they read. Of Greek they have, as a rule, only 
received an elementary knowledge, which they soon 
forget ; and few of them who have not been 
educated on the continent speak any othe1' tongue 
but English. · 

Of science, history, and philosophy, in 'the modern 
sense, they, as a l'Ule, know nothing. The system 
of philosophy to which they devote one or two years 
is a weird, semi-medieval mass of word-spinning, of 
no use whatever in modern life. Few pr'iests could 
read a mode1--n philosophic tr'eatise, 01· even get one 
to read. Though I was professor <)f philosophy for 
four years, and had studied under Ca1'dinal Me1'cier 
at Louvain, I remained ignorant of the very names 
of the chief English, German, and American thinkers 
of the time; and I did not read, or have any oppor
tunity to read, a single line of Mill 01· Spencer', 
Lotze 01· He1'ba1't, ietzsche 01' Ha1'tmann, Green 
or Bradley, Seth 01' Royce, until I had quitted the 
Church. 

Science is taught in ·very few training-colleges for 
the clergy, and then only in the most elementary 
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form and for a very short time. History is repre
sented only by a few lessons, from Catholic writers, 
on Church history. All the years of training are 
given up to what is called Dogmatic and Moral 
Theology, which implies the close study, paragraph 
by paragraph, of four or six stout quarto volumes. 
The great bulk even of this is for gotten after the 
priest's ordination, and what he retains has a purely 
technical use. From the modern cultural point of 
view, the great body of the clergy are astonishingly 
ignorant, and they are as capable as 

• 
most of the 

educated laity of believing the strange doctrines I 
have described. 

Lest I seem to speak merely from prejudice, let 
me illustrate the point. It is sometimes plaintively 
said by Catholics that I now use against " my mother 
the Church'' the instruction she gave me. This is 
ridiculous. I received lessons even in Latin only 
for nine months, and was barely taught to read 
Cicero. It is by personal and private labour that 
I acquired a complete command of Latin. Of Greek 
I was scarcely taught the elements, and was again 
thrown upon my own exertions ; and the same 
must be said of French. I had an elementary 
course of Hebrew and Syriac, which is novv? of no 
use to me. Other languages I have acguired entirely 
since I left the Church. In science and history I 
did not receive one single lesson in the whole course 
of my training ; and, as I said, my " philosophy " 
had as little relation to modern philosophy as 
astrology has to astronomy. 

The value of the education given to me in the 

• 
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Church was made plain the moment I returned to 
'' the world." Although I had headed every class 
I ever entered, and had by immense personal 
exertion gone leagues beyond the 1·udimentary 
lessons I had received, I could not get a position 
as teacher at two pounds a week. My friend 
Mr. Forbes, of Balliol, a generous sympathizer, • 
regretfully told me, after a short examination, that 
my ''education'' was quite useless. 

And this is the general experience. While I was 
a priest three of my colleagues, one a youngish n1an 
of considerable energy, secretly left the Church and 

• 
tried to earn their living. Each failed, and had to 
return; and I presume that they are to-day, with 
scepticism in their hearts, eloquently expounding 
the faith to audiences who shudder at the mention 
of my name. Since those days I have been asked 
for advice or assistance by many priests who had 
lost their faith and would leave the Church. In 
nearly e,.,ery case the man proved unable to earn 
his living, and he either did not venture out of or 
returned to his clerical nest. The Chu1·ch must 
have a high proportion of such men. No Catholic 

• 

can be sure that the priest to whom he confesses 
his sins, or whose eloquent sermons on the faith he 
so much admires, is not a secret sceptic. 

The sermons of the bulk of the cle1·gy will, if any 
person has the courage to hear a few, con:fi1~m my esti
mate of their culture. Catholic literature aff'ords still 
st1·onger confirmation. I have examined in the fi1·st 
chapter of this section s01ne samples of what professes 
to be the higl1est Catholic scholarship. The extra~ 

Q 
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ordinary statements and 01nissions of these write1's 
are largely due to '' zeal," but it is also a fact that few 
of them know history. How much of the historical 
literature of our time, apart from '' Catholic Truth," 
is written by Catholic priests? What is the standard 
of scholarship of the myriads of Jesuits, Benedictines, 
Dominicans, and so on, who have the most ample 
leisure to devote to stud y, no anxiety about income, 
and every incentive to write ? It is disreputable. 
The s1nall books and pamphlets they issue, generally 
through '' Truth Societies,'' are painful reading to 
any scholar. Whether the subject be history, 
philosopby, or science, their statements and their 
authoriti es are hopelessly antiquated, their ignorance 
is vast, their points are trifling. 

This is the fi1,st element of that humane defence 
of the Catholic clergy which I am here attempting. 
My own experience make s it clear that sceptics are 
fairly numerous among then1, but that they do 
generall y believe the doct1'ines they impose upon 
the laity. Theil' education has been a purely tech
nical t1~aining in medieval spect1lations. Thei1· 
parochial work afte1' _they become priests is not 
very onerous -- since it consists mainly, for five da),.S 
of the week, in afternoon visits to the more con
genial of their par~ishioners-but it is not of a 
nature to p1·omote culture. P1'iests 1--ead very little, 
as a rule; and £1,orn anti-Catholic books, Ol' even 
ordinary manuals of European history or science 
or comparative religion, they nerv.ously shrink. 
They ar e entirely at the me1'cy of st1cl1 ,v1·ite1·s 
as those whose untruthful statements about tl1e 
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Popes I examined in the first chapter. In short, 
they are quite ignorant enough literally to believe 
the things they teach, and I have no doubt that the 
majority do believe them. For the rest, if doubts 
occur to a young priest, older men advise him to 
plunge into practical work and dispel them; as 
they did. 

So far I have spoken of the intellectual culture 
of the clergy, or its absence. On the moral side 
the situation is analogous. In theory, only boys of 
exceptional character and deep religious feeling 
must be accepted fo1· the priesthood. In practice, 
owing to the dearth of vocations, the Church has 
to lower the moral and spiritual, as well as the 
intellectual, qualifications. My students, fellow
students, and colleagues had very rarely any excep
tional character or deep religious feeling. Of eight 
boys under my charge at one time I had to report 
one as hopelessly stt1pid, and he was 1·eluctantly 
dismiss ed; and another· as, apparently, addicted to 
secret vice, bt1t he was clever, and was not dis
missed. The boy makes the man. The gene1·al 
level of characte1· among priests is not as high as, 
let us say, among teachers or doctors. 

It will therefore be understood that the sex11al 
strain upon the priesthood is too g1·eat for ve1·y 
many of them to endure. They either make their 
'' vow of chastity'' before they attain puberty, and 
do not realize what it means, or they are already 
too deeply pledged to the priestly ca1·ee1·, and too 
eager for its prestige, to draw back. The system of 
celibacy is from every point of view utte1'ly mis-

• 
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chievous, and more than once priests have agitated 
for its abolition. When we reflect that the clergy 
are, as a body, not of exceptionally high character 
(however "nice" the ladies of the parish may deem 
them), that they eat well and drink even better, 
that numbers of them are practically sceptics, and 
that they daily pay solitary visits to ladies, one does 
not need very much knowledge of human nature ,to 
forecast the result. 

To make a preci se statement as to the extent of 
priestly immorality is not possible. My clerical 
career was short, and a young priest, such as I was, 
is generally shielded from knowledge of "scandals." 
My most esteemed colleagt1es deliberately lied to me 
on one occasion in order to conceal such a case. 
Yet much came to my knowledge , Of the cases to 
which I may refer without indelicacy there are the 
liaison which I have already mentioned; another 
colleague who se name was currently given ·to a 
certain lady; a young priest who confided to me that he 
rivalled Don Juan in the nu1nber of his assignations; 
another who told me that he slept habitually vvith 
his hous ekeeper, vvho turn ed out on further inquiry 
to be his sister; another who admitted to me that 
he left the Church solely to marry a woman, and 
has since retu1·ned to i~; another whose servant told 
me that she was e1icei1ite. There were, in addition, 
many ca.ses of isolated misconduct, with servants or 
parishioners ; and it may be assumed that the many 
who leave, and are starved into " conversion," do 
not strictly observe their vovvs. There is, plainly, 
a large amount of priestly immorality, but it is not 

• 
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a matter on which one can make precise statements. 
It is, naturally, more secluded than a case that I 
saw in a Melbourne Hotel a few years ago, where 
a burly young Irish priest, partly intoxicated, walked 
flagrantly 11pstairs with a barmaid. It was not a 
residential hotel. 

Drinking is, as will be supposed, a prevailing 
habit; but here again it is futile to seek statistics 
of intoxication. The anti-Catholic American press 
and literatu1-e abound in detailed charges of both 
vice and drunkenness, and may dispense me fro1n 
pursuing an unpleasant subject. I have dealt with 
it, as fully as I care to do, in my autobiography, 
Twelve Yea1·si1i a Mo1iaste1·y. The clergy are quite 
as human as the Popes, and the heavy pressure upon 
their character very frequently proves too great for 
them. 

In 1ny autobiography I have also explained how 
it is that the defects of the clergy are so largely 
unknown to the Catholic laity. The utmost p1..e
cautions are taken to prevent scandal. In my own 
monastic body it was forbidden under pain of eternal 
damnation to drink a drop of alcohol within two 
miles of th~ monastery ! Even this drastic rule 
broke down at times, but it had the general effect 
of concealing from the people the very consider
able imbibing capacity of thei1· p1--iests. Inside the 
monastery the supply of drink was mo1'e than 
generous. No one took less than two pints of str·ong 
ale a day, and the1"e we1--e £1..equent car·ouses with 
wine and whiskey. Actual intoxication was 1"a1"e,but 
not punished, as long as it was kept withiµ the house . 

• 
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The same care was taken to prevent any kind of 
''scandal'' from reaching the ears of the laity. The 
superior of our monastery at Forest Gate (London) 
suddenly disappeared, and not only the laity, but 
young priests like myself, were assured that he had 
'' gone on the foreign missions." I learned months 
later that he was at the time living, as a layman, 
only three miles away! 

As is well known, the Catholic doctrine about 
truthfulness is peculiar. It is sometimes believed 
that the doctrine of '' mental 1·eselvation '' is a 

Tmedieval eccentricit 1 which mode1·n Catholic theo
logians no longer countenance. This is entirely 
wrong. I have before me the volume of 'JJioral 
Tlieology (by Father Lehmkuhl), from which I was 
taught that rema1·kable '' science of sin." The 
Jesuit author (I, 453) explains, and it is general 
Catholic teaching, that a mental reservation is 
'' sometimes lawful and even necessary,'' and that 
where it is lawful one may even confirm one's 
words (which obviously deceive the hearer) on oatl1 ! 
The human justification of this kind of lying is said 
to be that sometimes the inqui1·er '' has no right to 
the full truth." The Protestant will, however, be 
amazed to hear that the Jesuit bases his doctrine 
boldly upon the Gospels (Ji[a1·kxiii, 32 and Joli1ivii, 8). 
The doctrine is frequently twisted so as to cover the 
most flagrant untruthfulness. I have given experi
ences elsewhere, and Count Hoensbroech describes 
the same, or an even worse, state of things in Jest1it 
seminaries. 1 

1 Fo1·tyYea1·s a Jesitit, II, 302-319. 
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A very singular and comprehensive illustration of 
the poverty of character which the system engenders 
came to my notice two or three years ago. An aged 
Irish monk, of the famous Abbey of Mount l\1ellory, 
which is a veritable flower-bed of virtue and un
worldliness to the Irish Catholics, sought my litera1'y 
advice. He had not left the Church, but the revolting 
nature of his experience had driven hirn for a time 
into '' the world," and he desired to publish a book. 
I slightly trimmed the ragged piece of literary wo1·k 
that he put before me, but publishers shrank from 
it, and the public was defrauded of one of the most 
extraordinary accounts of the p1'esent state of one of 
the most respected monastic bodies of the Church; 
an account which was the more valt1able because its 
writer was a deeply religious p1'iest and an unshak
able Catholic. .. 

It was a complicated story of feuds in the cloister 
and intrigue for property, the details of which I 
only partly remember. The trouble had begun by 
a jealous colleague cha1'ging my visitor-a white
haired and feeble old 1nan-,vith making undt1e 
efforts to get girls and women to con£ ess to l1im ; 
which left the rival confessor less than his share of 
these interesting penitents. My visitor· was, howeve1', 
a stickler for justice, and he fought. Soon the pious 
monaste1'y was split into pa1 .. ties, and some ha1'd lying 
began. A body of T1'appists on tl1e co11tinent, ,vho 
-if I remember 1'ightly-wished to cont1 .. ol the I1~ish 
property, then su1Jpo1~ted the liars, u1Jon a p1~omise of • 

mutual suppo1 .. t, and tl1e case was ca1'ried to Ro111e. 
The same division of parties, and the sa1ne lying·, 
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forging, and general unscrupulousness, occurred in 
. the larger theatre of Rome. A cardinal and several 

bishops and abbots were flagrantly implicated. The 
whole picture was one of sordid intrigue for material 
interests and of a remarkably low character. It was 
piquant to find my visitor, who clung obstinately to 
this faith, appealing to '' the world ''-that terrible 
''world'' of Catholic literature-for justice. 

• In regard to all these matters the world of the 
clergy is as securely closed against the laity as is 

•

the world of modern culture. · The fiction of holiness 
must be sustained in every . respect. The laity must 
be induced to think that the magic of ordination 01' 
consecration lends a triple armour to weak human 
nature. When a great prelate, whom all have 
.:cegarded as almost superhuman in character, dies, 
his life is written in heroics ; and the laity are 
deliberately duped. 

I am tempted to illust1'ate this from the life of 
Cardinal Manning. I should be sorry to lower any 
man's reasonable appreciation of Manning. Many 
years after his death, and after my secession, I 
heard, at first hand, a sto1'y of Manning which may 
here see the light. My info1..mant, an ex-nun and 
lady of high character, had been conve1..ted by 
Manning, and allowed or induced to enter a convent. 
Some years later, shocked and disgusted by the life 
of this London convent, she walked 011t, in her nun's 
costume, and sought Manning's house at West
minster. '' What have you done?'' he asked 
gravely; but he saw her draw in a long breath, 
to begin a long story, and he quietly checked her . . 
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'' What are you goi1ig to do?'' he asked. She said 
firmly that she would demand her money back from 
that convent, return to '' the world," and discard 
Catholicism; and Cardi1ial Ma1ini1ig secretly assisted 
lier a1id secured her money for her. It was, in the 
Church's code, a mortal sin, entailing a very dire . 
eternal damnation on Henry Manning. But it is 
the finest thing I ever heard of him or any othe1' 
prelate. . . · 

. Yet not on those lines must the biography of a 
Catholic prelate be written. It happens that tl1e 
task of writing Manning's life was entrusted to one 

. 

who had some feeling of human candour, and that 
my chief friend and colleague, F. David Fleming, 
was able to follow, and describe to me, the progress 
of the work. There were to be omissions, of course. 
Certain disclosures concerning his youth which 1night 
or might not reflect upon him would be omitted; but 
the long and bitter feuds with Cardinal Newman and 
the Jesuits and others were to be related. They 
were not related. , Pressure was used ; and Manning's 
very human nature turned out, when the volume 
finally appeared, to be of the usual stained-glass
saint variety. 

So the fiction is sustained. When Manning died 
I, in my youthful zeal, observed to a prelate with 
whom he had been intimate: '' I suppose he was in 
the end glad to go." Seeing that Manning was fa1· 
beyond the three score years and ten, and had fo1· 
forty years sung hymns of the '' Let 1ne co111e' 
desc1'iption, my expectation was surely natu1·al. 
But the Monsignore, who had been with l\fanning 

• 
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to the end, eyed me cynically. '' He fought for life 
to the last minute," he said. I once observed to 
Bishop Paterson, who had known Newman well, 
that Newman must have been a singularly gentle 
and pious man. '' Newman,'' he said, glancing 
strangely at me, '' was an angel by grace-and a 
tiger by nature." 

From Pope to curate the cle1--gyare m11ch 1nore 
human and less religious tl1an the laity think. But 
our monasteries and convents, the Catholic will 
exclaim, surely you will leave about tliese the odot1r 
of sanctity for which we venerate them! Most 
assuredly I will not, but I have written so much 
about them that a short summary will suffice 
here. 

All that I have written in this chapter about the 
relative poorness of character of the clergy applies 
especially to monks, since it was among these that 
my life was cast. They, above all, ensnare thei1' 
recruits as young as possible. In the monstro11s 
crime of laying a life-burden of celibacy l1pon the 
immature they sin far worse than the secular clergy, 
for they encourage the taking of the vow at sixteen. 
They plead that ''scarcity'' of vocations co1npels 
this, and I know no more sordid reason f 01' a 
thoroughly despicable practice. Let the111 perish 
if they cannot get matu1'e men to embrace their 
antiquated and 1~idiculous ideals. And they know 
well the issue. They, by painting in high colou1's 
the prestige of the cle1'ical state, create a1'tificially 
what they call a '' vocation'' in the mind of young 
boys whose p1·ospect in life is not b1·illiant, and in 
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mature age these boys will simply get as much of 
the com£ ort of life as they can .. 

The result is that the monastic system is a fraud 
and hypocrisy from beginning to end. Of i1nmoral 
men or drunkards the proportion is much the same 
as I have suggested for the clergy in general. In 
summing up my experience I said, long ago, that 
about one monk in ten is deeply religious, and 
about one in ten quite unscrupulous. Reviewing 
my memory, with n1ore mature judgment, I should 
say that less than one in ten has a deep religious 
feeling, and mo1 .. e tl1an one in ten is immoral. At 
all events, seven or eight in ten have no such 
religjous sentiment as their profession demands, 
and their life would be intolerabl e but for the 
generous supply of liquor, the almost co1nplete 
neglect (in the house) of their regulations, the 
possession by each of money (in defiance of their 
vows), and the incessant visiting of their lady 
parishioners. Their long religious ceremonies are 
an empty and dreary formalis111. Thei1 .. life is, in 
s1)irit and letter, one sustained defiance of their 
professions. 

Monasteries on the continent and · in South 
America are even more sensual and hypocritical 
than in England and America; and the1·e is little 
to choose between the various monastic or semi
monastic bodies. F1 .. om a desi1'e to be enti1 .. ely 
honest with my 1--eade1..s, I said in my early wo1·k 
that the Passioni sts, the T1--appists, and the Cister
cians seemed to lead a stricter life. A few yea1..s 
later I met an ex-Passionist, of the Highgate 
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community, the Rev. James Waring, who told me 
that I was entirely wrong as far as his body were 
concerned. The gaieties and little frailties of my 
own monastic home at Forest Gate were, he said, 
surpassed by those of Highgate. As to the Trap
pists, my experience with the aged monk of Mount 
Mellory, which I have described, will suffice. In 
fine, an American friend of high character told 
me an extraordinary experience he had with the 
Cistercians of the Grand Chartreuse in France. 
A traveller in their famous liqueur took him at 
night to the monastery, and took also a quantity of 
the lightest French and Spanish illustrated papers; 
and far into the night a large party of the monks 
caroused and laughed with them over the illus
trations. 

As to the nuns, I will repeat what I have always 
said. I have invariably found them ladies; far more 
human, less religious, far less happy th .an Catholics 
i1nagine, but sincerely t1..ying to practise their pro
fessions. I am certainly not in a position to deny 
darker accounts which are sometimes given. Local 
corruption is always possible. But I have had no 
reason to suspect it, and the seve1·al ex_,nuns I have 
met in London confirm me. The bu1--den usually 
undertaken in early and innocent youth is intolerable. 
The life is petty, vexatious, and gene1 .. ally useless. 
The '' Holy Mother the Church'' which seduces fair 
and happy young girls to e11ter such homes for life 
befo1 .. e they know what life and love mean is a 
criminal against h11manity. 

That is the upshot of the matter. The Catholic 

• 
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will wearily protest that these things do not affect 
his belief. He never, he says, pretended that Popes 
1or priests, monks or nuns, w~re '' impeccable." He 
finds wonderful consolation in that blessed word. 
But he continues, all the same, to speak about his 
Holy Father, and Holy Church, and holy orders, 
and holy monks and nuns. He continues, with a 
monumental irony, to slight Protestantism because 
it has '' none of these things'' ! 

The minute and dreary picture of the monastic 
world which I give in my Tivelve Yea1·s i1i a 
Mo1iastery he is taught to regard as a piece of 
bilious mendacity. Yet when Father Bede Wrigley, 
quite the most upright of my old colleagues, saw a 
copy of that book in my library, the only censure he 
had was that I had no right to desc1'ibe '' our private 
life." And when the book was discussed at a clerical 
dinner in London, Cardinal Bourne-so one who 
was present and heard llim told me-merely said : 
'' It is true-though, of course, it is just a sweeping 
together of tl1e worse things." It is st1~ictly and 
scrupulously true, a1id tlie ivliole t1~iitli; as is also 
the picture I have drawn in a pseudonyn1ous novel 
(ostensibly by '' Arnold Wright'') entitled I1i tlie 
Shade of tlie Cloister. It is true of all monas
ticism, and of the general condition of the clergy. 
And if that is so, the Catholic may judge whether 
he is or is not kept by the clergy and the Catholic 
writers in a fool's paradise; whether there is quite 
so much of the Holy Ghost in l1is Church as he 
imagined. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE LOSSES OF THE CHURCH 
• 

THE description I have given of the machinery of 
the Church will go far to explain how so many 
millions of people are still detained in so remarkable 
a creed. They see it only in the atmosphere astutely 
created by it. Once they are bold enough to get 
completely outside that atmosphere, and see their 
c1·eed as others see it, they rarely return to it, or 
they do so with the mental reserve that they accept 
Catholicism in a very different sense f1~om Pius X 
or Benedict XV, or the writers of the Catliolic 
Encyclopcedia. Bt1t it i more difficult than is 
generally believed, even for Catholics who live in 
London or New York or Philadelphia, to get outside 
the Catholic atmosphere. The Church does not so 

• 

much say that they shall not read critical books, 
or hear critical lectures or conversations. It says : 
'' Do if you like-but you are ce1~tainly damned for 
it, whether it disturbs your faith or not." It will 
be understood that this crude sort of bluff is effective 
for the majority. 

We must remember, too, the ext1·aordinary pro
portion of illiterates in the Catholic Church. A 
number of the countries or provinces where it 
reigns, such as Poland and some of the Spanish-

238 
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American Republics, are illiterate to the extent of 
ninety per cent., or even more. A larger number 
(Spain, southern Italy, Mexico, Peru, Chile, etc.) 
are illiterate to the extent of seventy-five or eighty 
per cent ., and the kind of literacy which ten per cent. 
of the remainder enjoy is really a condition of dense 
ignorance . Not much better is the mental condition, 
the positive cultural level, of the body of Catholics 
in n1any other countries ; the rural Catholics of 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Portugal, 
France , Ireland, Belgium, Holland, Canada, etc. 
In fine, even the educated urban Catholic population 
(Germany, England, United States, etc.) is distin-
guished by a low degree and peculiar quality of 
modern culture. The overwhelming majority of 
the subjects of the Pope are, in other words, quite 
incapable of forming a reasonable judgment on any 
religious issue, and have no material by which they 
may judge the kind of information imposed on 
them. 

But the light spreads in every country. The 
Church can no longer oppose education outright. 
The world at large is wise enough to see that 
ignorance means, not only industrial inefficiency, 
but squalor and crime. The Chu1·ch has been 
compelled to make another volta face and favou1' 
education. As far as words go, it does this with its 
customary energy and tho1'oughness. The Catholic 
- who is usually igno1'ant of the elementary fact 
th at, as long as the Church l'uled Europe, it was 
illi te1·ate to tl1e extent of ninety-five per cent., and 
th at Catholic count1'ies lingered longest in that 
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condition-is given to understand that his Church is 
"the great educator." In reality, the education 
given by the Church even to-day, wherever it does 
not sustain a serious Protestant or Liberal pressure, 
is ludicrous. But it must do somet hing, and the 
new day slowly dawns everywhere. How does the 
Church fare in this new Renaissance ? 

The Catholic smiles. How does his Church fare? 
• 

Why, it is sweeping the globe. Its progress is 
astounding. It thrives on light, as he always 
thought it would do. In the very lands which 
stand highest for the advance of education-in 
Germany, England, the English colonies, and the 
United States-it grows so rapidly that its enemies 
gnash their teeth. 

If you ask the Catholic the source of his inf or-
mation, since much of his knowledge is rather 
picturesque than accurate, he refers you to a 
ser1non of Cardinal Gibbons or Cardinal Bourne, 
a pamphlet of the Catholic Truth Society, possibly 
to the oracular utterances of his own parish-priest 
or Catholic weekly. We have seen enough to 
receive this kind of evidence with reserve. We 
must study the question for ourselves. And the 
conclusion to which we will come is this : tlze 
Oatliolic Cliit1·cli lias been decayi1ig slowly for 
1iearly tioo ce1itu1·ies, a1id is to-day decayi1ig 11io1·e 
rapidly tlia1i ever. 

Here I can deal only with a few provinces, and 
that summarily. At the request of many I, in 1909, 
su1'veyed the entire Church and put together (in 

· my Decay of the Chtttrch of Ronie) a large number 
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of statistics, especially from official and Catholic 
sou1..ces. They showed that in that year the Church 
had not more than 190,000,000 followe1·s, of whon1 
120,000,000 were illiterate. They further showed 
that, but for losses in the nineteenth centt1ry, the 
Cht1rch would have 270,000,000 followers, and l1ad 
therefo1 .. e lost at least 80,000,000 (actual seceders or 
children of seceders) in about eighty years. They 
showed that there was not a country in the world 
where the Church had not lost heavily. I trust 
before long to bring these statistics up to date 
and re-issue the book. For my pu1 .. pose he1~e it 
will suffice to revise the figt1res f01.. England and 
the United States, and glance at the remaining 
figures. · 

In 1909 I concluded that there were in the 
United States about 9,000,000 Roman Catholics, 
and that the losses (of Catholic immigrants and 
their descendants) amot1nted to about 14,000,000. 
I showed that several Catholic writers put their 
losses far higher than this, even as high as 20,000,000. 
The Catholics claimed to have 10,000,000 member·s 
of their Church-son1e said 12,000,000-at that time, 
and there was little in the ve1~y numerous statistics 
which I give that any per·son could question. But 
it is now claimed that since that date the Cht11..ch 
has made stupendous progress ; and I should be one 
of the first to acknowledge that such a growth in 
the twentieth century would be far more significant 
than losses in the nineteenth centu1 .. y. 

The basis of the new joy, of the jubilant hope 
that America is at last showipg sign of a disposition · 

R 
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to kiss the feet of the '' Holy Father," is the state
ment, included in the census returns of 1910, that 
in that year the number of Catholic communicants 
was 12,826,420. This is more than double the 
communicants of 1890 (6,257,871). In twenty· 
years the Catholic population had increased by 
more than a hundred per cent., while the general 
population had increased by . lesf? than fifty per cent. 
Moreover. since Catholics do not receive communion 
under the age of nine, 12,826,420 communicants 
ought to mean a total population of 15,089,906. 
If my calculation for the year 1900 (nine millions)• 
was correct, the Catholic population had increased 
by at least sixty per cent., on my showing. . 

These figure$ are, of course, further embroidered 
and glorified in Catholic publications. For the year 
1915 they claim (Anie1·ica1i Yea1· Book) 16,564,109 
members of their communion in the United States. 
As it is generally admitted by Catholics, and cannot 
be questioned in view of the analysis of the figures 
I gave in my book, that the descendants of Catholic 
immigrants to the United States number at least 
thirty millions, this claim may not seem quite so 
boisterous a subject of joy as Catholics conceive it. 

• But there is another aspect of the rnatte1~. Have 
we found Catholic writers particularly scrupulous, 
even when the truth was to their disadvantage, 
throughout this work? Have we heard of mental 
reserves, and discreet omissions, and exaggerated 
statements? Do we trust the Catholic writer or 
official implicitly when he makes statements which, 
apparently, we cannot control? I think not. VVell, 

• 

• 
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the whole of these figures are si1nply supplied by 
Catholic officials, and I can show that they are not 
only not founded on precise returns, but are grossly 
exaggerated. The American census does not ask 
the religion of the citizens. The State asks the 
ministers of the various sects to supply the figures 
of their communicants. The whole of these figures 
are merely Catholic statements, on a level with the 
statements in the Encyclopcedia. 

In that amusing book, The Religious Forces of 
the Uriited States (1912), Dr. H. K. Carroll analyses 

*hese figures. '' The miracle of growth is, of cou1'se, 
the Roman Catholic Church," he sa}7S . A little later 
he has to record that in the same twenty year's 
(1890 to 1910) the people whom he politely describes 
as '' without any denominational preference '' have 
run the Catholics close. They have increased f1~om 

• • 

5,630,000 to 9,555,119. Is this another' '' miracle 
of growth''? Not a bit. These .figures, he says, 
'' have no very sure basis, and are given simply for 
what they a1'e ,vorth." And the cream of the 
matter is that the '' basis '' of these figt1res is 
precisely · the Catholic and other denominational 
claims ! As I said, there is no 1'eligious census in 
the States. Tl1e Churches claim so n1any, and the 
residue a1·e supposed to have '' no deno1ninational 
preference.'' 

But Dr. Car1'oll's t1·ustfulness in the claims of 
the Catholic cle1·gy is not more remarkable, for a 
statistician, than his view of mi1'acles. The Catholic 
population incr·eased, he said, a hundred per cent. in 
twenty yea1's. Let us suppose it. In those twenty 

-
• 
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years the general population increased by fifty per 
cent. ; and, as there has been in tl1ose twenty years 
a, notorious artificial restriction of the American 
birth-rate, and Catholics are sternly forbidden to 
practise such restriction, it is clear that the Catholic 
population has increased, without counting converts, 
by at least seventy or eighty per cent. in twenty 
years. . 
- Dr. Carroll does not mention that the Catholic 
bir·th-rate is enormously higher than the non-
Catholic. Nor does he mention-and that is 
even more 1important-that in those twenty year 
there have been more than eight million immigrants 
into the States, a1id they we1·e p1~edomi1ia1itly Catholic. 
Since 1890 Protestant countries have contributed 
much less than f 01·merly to the stream of immigrants, 
and the proportion of Catholics has increased. These 
facts would strip the Catholic figures of any element 
of miracle, even if they were true. But they a1·e 
not true. 

In my earlier work I showed that there are three 
effective ways of testing these claims: the number 
of marriages, the number of school children, and 
the number of priests and chapels. I cannot, unf or
tunately, obtain here the proportion of Catholic 
marriages, but the number of churches and priests 
will suffice. The1--e were, it seems, 8,776 churches 
and 17,084 priests in the States in 1910. Many of 
these ''churches'' are tiny places, as we realize 
whe.n we learn that the average seating capacity 
of the whole number is only 384. The total seating 
capacity of all the edifices in the States in which a 
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''mass'' is said on Sundays is (Dr. Ca1·roll tells us) 
3,435,913. 

Now here is an interesting figure. Omitting 
infants and invalids, about twelve million'' Catholics'' 
have to be accommodated in these three million seats 
every S11nday morning ! But Dr. Carroll (again 
courteously believing every word the Catholic officials 
tell him) explains how it is done. There are, in many 
of these chapels, four, five, and even six services on 
a Sunday morning. Dr. Ca1·roll was not informed 
that there are also many chapels where only one 
service is held, or where the early service has few 
attendants; or that (as any visitor may see £01· 
himself) very few Catholic churches are filled to 
the extent of their capacity. Now every Catholic 
is bound, under the usual penalty, to attend '' mass '' 
every Sunday morning. The evening service is not 
obligatory, and does not count at all in estimating 
the population. Eve1·y Catholic who attends it has 
been to '' mass '' in the morning. But to '' mass '' 
he must go. You cannot calculate the number of 
Protestants in a city from church attendance, but 
you may (allowing for invalids, etc.) thus estimate 
the Catholics. And it is plain that, to accom1nodate 
twelve million Catholics every Sunday 1no1·ning, 
these edifices would have to be filled four times 
each Sunday morning almost to the extent of thei1· 
capacity ! Any one who knows anything about 
Catholic matters knows that, on the average, two 
full congregations is the utmost that can be expected. 
In other words, if we add ve1·y young child1·en, tl1e 
sick, and those . with grave impediment, the1~e a1·e 
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something less than twelve million Catholics in the 
States. 

Dr. Carroll might have been led to reflect by one 
significant little detail that he gives. He was told 
that somewhere in the States there was a parish 
of 14,000 communicants (which means 16,000 

• 

Catholics) a1id 1io cliii1·cli. · Fancy a bishop not 
being able to wring the preliminary sum f01-

building a church even out of 16,000 Italian 
workers ! The great bulk of them we1--e, of course, 
'' bad Catholics ''; that is to say, generally, seceders 
or not-Catholics. And that is the little secret of 
the statistics. They include seceders. They would 
include me if I were an Ame1·ican. Not for a 
mo1nent do I suggest that the priests who supplied 
Dr. Carroll with his figures lied. But they omitted 
to make plain two tl1ings. The fi1·st is that, since 
the Church ·still claims power of life and death ove1-
any man who was ever baptized, he goes in to the 

• 

fig11res whethe1· he is still Catholic 01· no. The second 
is that '' commt1nicants," as such, a1·e not cot1nted 
by priests. They.me1·ely gave Di--.Ca1·roll the numbe1' 

• of people whom they considered, in a liberal way, as 
belong·ing to their church. · 

The 1·emaining figu1--es confirm my esti1nate. The 
p1·iests, Dr. Carroll 1·eco1·ds,. nt1mbe1·ed 17,084. He 
does not mention that a conside1·able numbe1· of 
these do no pa1--ochial wo1·k. On the analogy of 
England, the figures fo1· which I shall give p1·esently, 
I should say that at least a fifth of them do no 
parochial work. That leaves about 13,500 actually 
ministering to the people. As I have shown in my 
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book, the ratio of active priests to people is nothing 
like one to one thousand, and so we again conclude 
that twelve millions is an optimistic estimate of the 

. Catholic population of the United States. 
The deduction from school children is not in the 

United States as safe as it is in England. Many 
attend the State schools. But the prie sts make 
terrific efforts to keep them from the State schools, 
and the figure may be examined. The only figu1·e 

· I have at hand is the official Catholic statement for 
1915 : that there were then 1,497,949 children in 
the Catholic schools. That is about one-thirteenth 
of the whole school children 

. 

of the States, while the 
same authority gives the Catholic population as 
nearly 01ie-sixtli of the whole population ! Further, 
to get a total population f1·om the school children 
we have to multiply the latter by· five. Thus in 
1910 the population of Am erica was ninety-one 
millions, and the school child1·en were eighteen 
millions. It is a fairly constant ratio. Yet by 
this process we get a Catholic population of only 
7,500,000 in the year 1915, when the Catholic autho-
1·ities claimed 16,564,109 ! One admires the '' 9." 

r 
America may be reassured. It is not on the 

way to Rome. The losses of the Church ther e 
continue f1·om decade to decad e. The figure s 
supplied to the authorities are gro ss exaggerations. 
The real Catholic population to-day is not mo1·e 
than twelve millions (mostly l1'ish, Slavs, and 
Italians), and the losses a1·e at least fifteen or 
sixteen millions. 

Let us now turn to England, whe1·e we find a11 

• 
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exactly similar state of things. In 1909 I estimated 
the Catholic population of England and Wales to 
be, at the most, 1,200,000, and the losses about 
2,000,000. I see that the Church now claims 
1,894,243 Catholics in England and Wales (Catholic 
Di1·ecto1·y,1917), and talks of st1·eams of converts. 
We will subject this claim to the same cold and 
impartial analysis. . 

There were in 1915, it seems, 19,235 n1arriages 
performed in Catholic chapels. Every Catholic 
must and does marry in a Catholic chapel, and, 
as a non-Catholic partner must consent to this 
without exception, the figu1·e really gives far more 
than the true proportion of Catholics in the popula
tion. The total mar1·iages in England and Wales in 
that year we1·e 360,885, and the Catholic ma1·riages 
would thus be a little more than one-twentieth of 
the whole. If this we1,e a true propo1·tion, ,ve should 
have to rega1'd the Catholics of England and \Vales 
as more than a twentieth of the population, or about 
1,800,000. But the number of ''mixed'' marriages 
is high, and is unknown; and it completely alters 
the proportion. This test merely gives us a maximum 
for the Catholic population, and we have to reduce 
it by the remaining figu1·es. 

The number of baptisms is anothe1· quite safe 
figure, but it also gives an exaggerated result. The 
total nl1mbe1· of births in England and Wales in 
1915 was 814,614, and the nl1mber of infant baptisms 
in Catholic churches was 63,847. On this te st we 
seem to find either that the Catholics numbe1· 
one-thirteenth of the total population, 01· that the 
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Catholic birth-rate is phenomenal. That birth-rate 
is, as I said, much higher than the general rate; but 
there is a better explanation of the figure. E,ren 
parents who have drifted from the Church will often 

• 

have their children '' christened," 01· allow Catholic 
relatives to carry them to church for that interesting 
ceremony. In the case of mixed marriages, more
over, the non-Catholic husband or wife has to make 
a solemn compact in advance that all child1·en, of 
both sexes, born of the ma1·riage shall be baptized 
in the Catholic Church! 

Let us try the next test. The number of priests 
is given as 3,865. Of these no less than 1,390 
are '' regulars,'' or members of monastic or semi
monastic communities. They often do no parochial 
work, and, where they do parochial work, they 
llsually put two or th1·ee priests to do the work of 
one. The list also includes chaplains, teachers, 
retired veterans, invalids, etc. Probably about 3,000 
a1--e active parochial priests. This is an interesting 
contrast with America. In America 13,000 priests 
p1·ofess to minister to sixteen million Catholics. In 
England 3,000 are content to claim 1,894,243. In 
the one case they claim more than a thousand per 
priest ; in the other less than six hund1·ed. 

But if we 1·ega1·d the number of chapels, we see 
that even the English claim is inflated. Inciuding 
'' stations'' and every kind of tiny and 

• 

tempo1·a1~y 
edifice-in some of which I have occasionally '' said 
mass '' to not more than six people-the total 
amounts to 1,897. The seating capacity is not given, 
but we may safely assume that the average is not 
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greater than in America. This would give a total 
• seating capacity of 718,448 for 1,894,243 people . 

Now there are chapels in England where mass is 
said four or five ti111es each Sunday morning, and 
there are chapels, or '' stations,'' where it is said 
only once, to a tiriy group of people. On a wide 
experience I should say that two full congregations 
each Sunday is, for the average, a mo1'e than 
generous allowance. On that test the Catholic 
population sinks to less than a million and a-half. 

We have only to glance at the nun1ber of school 
children, given in the Catholic Di1·ecto1,.y,to see 
that this estimate-or some fi.gur·e between a million 
and a quarter and a million and a half-is the real 

• 

Catholic population of England and Wales. In 1915 
the number· of children attending Catholic elementa1'y 
schools vvas 256,803. Ther·e are, of course, districts 

~ 

where the child has no Catholic school , and there 
are occasionally Protestant children in Catholic 
schools. But the figure is a very sound basis f01· 

calculation, as the Church drastically insists on the 
• 

children being drafted into its own nu1·series. 
Multiply the figure by five, and you have a Catholic 
population of about a million and a qt1arter. If we 
add a propo1·tion of children in secondary, private, 
01' institutional schools, and deduct non-Catholics, it 
1·ises a little. And we 111ustremembel' that even 
parents who have d1·ifted still often allow their 
children to attend school and chu1·ch. I have 
knovvn more than one Catholic par·ish in London 
whe1·e the children outnu111be1'ed the adults, instead 
of being one-fifth of them ! 
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It is, in fine, interesting and instructive to look 
closely into the figures for London. The 1netropolis, 
the largest and almost the wealthiest city in the 
world, has been for nearly a hundred years the 
most concentrated centre of Catholic proselytis1n. 
Catholic wealth has been dr·ained to it fr·o1n all 
parts, to build imposing chu1'ches. Mo11aste1'ies 
and nunneries abound in it, to an extent that 
must startle the unsuspecting Londone1·. The1·0 
are abo11t a hundred and fifty 1nembers·of monastjc 
or semi-monastic establish1nents in London alone, 
besides scores of nunneries, each of which is a 
fervent centre of proselytism. All the best p1·eache1·s 
of the Church are att1·acted ·to it. Large colonies of 
Jesuits, Oratorians, Dominicans, 

. 

Passionists, F1·a11-
ciscans, etc., devote th eir abundant and comfo1·table 
leisure to '' the conversion of England," especially 
of wealthy London. London seetl1es with Catholic 
int1·igue, frorn the small manoouvr·es of the pa1·is11 

•priest to ~ncrease his cong1·egation, .01· of the Jes11it 
to attract wealthy women, to the sec1·et plotting that 
is continually afoot ro11nd Westminster. 

And the issue of it all is ludic1·011s. In some of 
the suburbs, as in some of the p1·ovincial towns of 
England, the feve1· for· '' conver·sions '' attc1ins l'esults. 
N on-Catl1olic child1·en a1·e attracted to Catholic 
schools, especially those contr·olled b)7 nt1ns. '11he 
schooling is cheap, and is in such st1bjects as ] 1·er1ch 

• 

often better tha11 tl1ey cot1ld get elsewhere. It is 
expressly pro1nised that tl1e1·ewill be no p1·oselytis111, 
but there is not a nt1n in England who cannot, a1Jd 
does not, casuistically evade that promise. Catholic 

• 
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women are urged to work among their neighbours, 
and there are generally two or three priests, or nine 
or ten monks, near at hand with nothing to do, £01· 

five days of the week, except to help and encourage 
and reward them Certainly there are ''conversions.'' 
These are generally temporary, yet they enter the 
grand total and remain there. 

But if we take London as a whole, and examine 
the figures seriously, the campaign is seen to be a 
disastrous and costly failure. London is divided 
.between the dioceses of West1ninster and South
wark, but the figu1'es given include a large strip of 
the p1·ovinces as well as the metropolis. The entire 

· population of the area embraced is 9,866,199 ; and 
of these the Catholics claim only 450,000. That 
sounds modest enough, after half a century of fierce 
proselytism, and of Irish, F1'ench, and Italian 
immigration. Yet even this ' figure is enormously 
inflated. The Catl1olic bi1·th-1·ate on 450,000 ought 
to be about 18,000 annually, yet only 14,296 baptisms 
a1'e recorded. The school children, including in this 
case every variety and age, ought to number nearly 
100,000, since the convent schools of London, 
Brighton, Folkestone, etc., include large numbers 
of Protestants ; yet the Di1·ecto1·y records only 
72,544. 

In this case, howeve1·, we have a better test. 
Catholics claim 450,000 in an a1~ea with nine million 
inhabitants. It is clear that London is, on account 
of its very large proportion of I1~ish, French, and 
Italians, the most Catholic centre of this a1'ea, so 
that we may 1·ega1~d them as claiming 300,000 
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Catholics out of six million Londoners. Now, in 
1903 Mr. Mudie Smith conducted, on behalf of the 
Daily News, a most precise and systematic inquiry 
into the number of church-goers in the London 
area, which then had a population of 6,250,000 
The census was spread over many months, and its 
result is incontestable. It showed that only 96,281 
people attended '' mass '' in London on Sunday 
mornings. This represents eighty per cent. of the 
real Catholic population of London. In other word s, 
that population was, and is, not 300,000, but about 
120,000. The figures supplied by the Catholic 
authorities are grossly inflated. They include 
seceders. On the basis of that exact inquiry, we 
know _ that the Catholic population of London 
to-day, with a total population of seven and a-half 
millions, is less than 150,000 . 

• 

So it is all over the world. France was still 
overwhelmingly Catholic as late as 187 5. It has 
to-day only four or five million Catholics in a 
population of forty millions. Portugal, to which 
in 1909 I assigned only about half a million seceders 
in five million people, has since shown that at least 
half the country has abandoned Catholicism. Spain 
is, in regard to religion, not far behind Po1·tugal, 
and Italy is just as rebellious. Northern and central 
Italy have long had great numbers of secede1~s, and 
Italian scholars assu1·e me that the vVar has led to a 
considerable g1~owth of scepticism even in the 
south. In not one of these cot1ntries-and the 
more literate South American Republics a1~e in 
the same condition-has there been a religio11s 
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• 

• 

• 

revival. In France, where such a revival is most 
loudly claimed, there is, on the contrary, a growth 

• 

of rebellion. Among others, the most famous 
scholar of the French Church, Alfred Loisy, has 
definitely abandoned it. 

The state of the Church in Belgium, Germany, 
and Austria cannot be usefully discussed for some 
time ; but I may note that the figures of the German 
census of the Jrear 1910 confirmed the estimate given 
in my D ecay of tlie Oliii1·cli of Roni e. The Church 
loses ground there everJ r deca c1e, though no branch 
of the Church is so powerfully org·anized as the 
German. The Jest1it writ er on the subject, Father 
Krose, admits that the greater fertility of the Catholic 
population ought to raise its perc entage of the total 
population by one unit eve11 y decad e. Yet it µas 
advanced only from 36.1 to 36. 7 between 1900 and 
1910. Both there and in all the other warring 
co11ntries we may confidently expect a more 1~apid 
disintegration of the Chu1~ch when the War is 
ove1... 

The Vatic an to-day co1111nands the allegiance, not 
of 300,000,000 Catholics, as it claims, b11t of less 
th an 200,000,000. P1'otestantism has long out
st1·ipped Cath olicism, in spit e of the illite11 ate 

• 

condition of so 1nany Catl1olic countries and the 
system of '' Catholic Truth '' ,vhich p1·evails in 
oth ers. You cann ot fool all the l)eople all tl1e 
ti111e. Catholici s1n is the 1\1iddle Ages. The light 
of m ode1 ..n ct1ltl11·e is fatal to it. And the curtains 
by which 111,iests have excluded that lig·ht f1·01n tl1eir 
churches are to-day wea1 .. ing thin . 

• 
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